DAILY

PORTLAND
ESTABLISHED

oil

Will the

Green St., an article of jewelry.
Owner can have same by calling at 40 EX1
CHANGE ST.

FOUND—On

1843*

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Aecident Insurance.

FOUND-Tlie

jel7snly

buyer

so

run

Wedding Cake

place
buy
is at DEEBING’S Bakery, 2)99 Congress St.
FOUND—The
29-3iii
to

best

Store at West End;
store; low

SALE-A

Grocery
FOR
price 8300; good location; flue
stock is
down low to sell,

__15

place to get your pictures copied
and enlarged in every style of the art, at
HARRIS’ Gallery, 518 Congress St, opposite Mechanics' Hall. Two cabinets SI.00.7-2

BUSINESS CHANCES.

rent;

store, a lady’s gold
finder please return same to 99 HIGH
and receive reward.17-1

STREET,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,

Tslephone 701.

or

some

or

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
1ft stab I faked in

High

Congress
gold watch,
LOST—Lady’s
streets, going from Spring to Brown streets,
hunting ease watch.
in

INSURANCE.

FINANCIAL.

can

till up to sutt himself; this i9 a rare chance and
Information
must be sold at once. For further
address FOND S: BRITTAN, 330 Washington St.,
Boston. Mass.

PULLEN, CROCKER I CO,

NALE-A lodging house on Washington
St., Boston; nicely furnished throughout and
very pleasantly situated on best part of street;
rooms all let to permanent parties who will stay;
rent of liotiso only 855 a month; price 8700, half
a
line
of which can remain on mortgage;
opportunity to step into good paying house with
small capital. POND & BRITTAN, 339 Wash18-1
ington St.,

Bankers and Brokers,

_21-1

IVOR

I

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

Investment Securities
for Sale.

Boston._

town

in

few

lively
MALE-Drug
miles from Boston; best location and store in
FOR
In
very nice
store

a

AGENTS FOR GlEN& BATEMAN

everyway;
town,andalir»t-cIassniece
fixtures and fine stock of drugs, etc.; rent and expenses very low, price 88300; stock and fixtures
POND & BRITTAN,
w orth every dollar of It.
18-1
339 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

For transactions on New York and Chicago Exchanges. Connected by private
wire. Quotations constantly displayed.

FOR MALE.

FOR

__

fPER CENT FIRST MORTGAGES
payable

MAI.k—A good mahogany cased piano
for tdifl at 360 ST. JOHN ST.19-1

HAMILTON & STANLEY,

MALE-An engine in good condition;
6x12, or would exchange for a
PORTLAND CEMENT PIPE &

FOB
cylinder

Investment Bankers,
88 WASHINGTON ST,
CHICAGO, ILL.

one.

CO.__19-1

References: The National Banks of Chicago,
eodlm
decl 5

SAEE—Some very handsome Coon KitAddress M. H.
tens for sale, all colors.
18-1
HANLETT, Rockland, Maine._

FOB

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

and a

good
1NOR
good driver; weighs about 1000 pounds.
at No. 10 Greeulcaf St.. JAMES MeGOWworker

a

—NEGOTIATED BY—

Apply

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

'16-1

AN.

half
Investment
improved farms.
yearly. For further information address

on

FOR

HA I, Hi—Horse:

SAEE—Second hand type-writer. Apply to C P. MATTOCKS, 31% Exchange

Bearius

FOB

few

nice

ill first class order,

selling,

profitable

to

close

estate.

an

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,

WHAT TO BUY FOB A LADY.
Solid Gold American Watches in
beautifully engraved patterns.825 to 8100
825
Gold Idled cases with line movement.
Nickel and Silver Cliatelaiu Watches,
warranted. $0 to §lo
Solid Gold Ladies’ Vest and Prillcess Chains. $8 to SoO
Ladies’ Guard and Neck Chains, all prices, Solid Gold Lace Pins and Drops in beautiful styles.
Great variety of Gold Plated Bar and Crescent
Pins with drops to match.
Cuff Buttons in new and beautiful styles.
Bracelets, solid gold, silver and plates, hi all
varieties.
Opera Glasses, pearl and leather mounting.
Silver Napkin Kings, Fruit Knives, Thimbles,
Uncut variety of Indies’ Finger Kings in Portland, set with Diamonds,
Cfnrnets, Pearls and other
gems, aiso plain and engraved bauds.

CThe

BENTIEMEtY’S IIWT.
Solid Gold and Silver Watches.$8 to 8100
Nickel and Silver Watches for Boys. ..£5 and up
Solid Gold Vest Chains.812 to 850
Solid Silver and Gold Plated Chains— 81 to $8
Great variety of Gold and Plated Cuff and Collar Buttons.
Gold Scarf Phis in handsome designs.
Seal Stones and Plain Gold Finger
Plugs. 82 to $20
Field and Opera Glasses.
Telescopes and Magnifiers.
Clocks of all kinds.
Napkin Rings and other Silver Ware.
Masonic, I. O. O. F. and K. P. pins.
FOB

TO LET.

convenient

LET—A

furnished,
per week at

room;

TOwarmed and lighted for 82.50
114 OXFORD

l»-2

ST.__

LET—Pleasant rooms with the use of kitchin the central part of city. Address C. C.,
18-1
This Office.

TO

en.

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

LET—Rooms In Boston; a widow lady havsolicits
a nice location,
a
Portland: rooms to
patronage
people of
let by the day or week. Call or address MBS. MORTON, No. 8 Briggs Place, South Knd off Shawmut
Avc., Boston, Mass.__16-1

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

TO
ing taken house in
of the
the

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
eodtf

octl

LET—Suite of furnished front rooms, second floor; also front single room with hoard,
15-1
86 STATE ST., Cor. Gray St.

TO

PORT LAND

WANTED.

TRUST COMPANY,

interview with a party of
some means, who wishes to invest in a pair
Satisfactory
of “Bailev’s Patent Dumb-Bells.”
■returns guaranteed by their use, in Improved
physical condition. G. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle
15-1
Street.

WANTED—An

First National Bank Building.

have it understood that the
the
genuine ‘‘Acme Club Skates” are Boxcheapest in the end. Ice and Roller Skates,
ing Gloves, Indian Clubs. &c.. for Christmas preslti-l
ents.
G. L. BA I LEY, 221 Middle St.

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

situation by a smart American
at 78
girl to do general housework. Apply 18-1
.SA’LEM ST._

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
jelO
__codtt

WANTED_To

City, County

to

of

,w
ar

corns,

1.

ln-growwill call

nails. Out-growing joints a speem ty;
residence if desired without extra charge.

B, BROWN &

SOUS,

rheiiniiitism dropsy, and liumora
Halisliberal discount wifi be made if necessary.
fiec. 4-SOUTH
faction guaranteed. Consultation

Opposition
Imposition!
HO, FOR THE PEARL RUG MAKER!
On account of being obliged to leave
the State, the price of the PEARL RUG
MAKER will be reduced from one dollar to 50 cents. Will be at G. A. R.
Fair, City Hall, from Friday the 18th
to Thursday the 24th.

BY THE I0Z. IT 14.25.

reliable American woman, a
situation as working housekeeper, widowor country.
er's family preferred,wagesi small, city
389 CUM
Reter/mces given if required. C«ill at
1<~1
BEKLAND ST., Cor. Farris._
rKU—uy

8lci‘liu§ ami
bought and Mold

a

cipal titiCN Bi Europe.
InveNtinent Sec»irsti©M

part

,oue
Maine.
best of
with all established trade; must furnish amount
and
references; state age; last employer,
No. 2439,
wf year’s sales. Address P, O. BOX,
Boston. Mass._;_lb
Situation by a first-class meat and
pastry cook in hotel, restaurant, boarding
or
house
private family, will cook bv the day or
week. Apply at 228V* MIDDLE ST., over M. G.
Palmer’s store, room No. 1.
_1(>-1
:

of

WAIVTKltt-

address, Peering.
Station, PiirlJaud,

niy

WANTED-Agents
tloii; suitable to
education. Address at

for

Ladd

on

a man

once

j

lj-1

No. 32

WawTED—A
ferred.*"

^_u—---

Bank depositors

to

getting
can get

on

interest.

and bonds. Interest coHectea
F. G PATTEBSON, 18 Broad

'.wWumt chS'c
•way. New York.___
man

novlG

M0RSE&PINKHAM

of temperate and moral
own

in

Inferences exacted and glvSeghi*70 per month.
W BillUlay St-

Stock Hers

WANTED-A young man, good
writer, fair accountant, *eU
14-1
2011.
Address at once P. O. Drawer No.
people to call at Da.is’s Gal-

CS.jKIv

reepmmended.

—AND—

TI7’AXTBD—'The

fiof fw)ie GO

kk r A fk'r E •*_A first class Salesman
» wholesale grocery
salary to title agog luan.
177£Box
O.
r.

>V' ,-oad7br

INSURANCE AGENTS,
NO. 9 EXCHANGE ST.,

1

cents-_

the
liberal

PORTLAND,

on

.Arm,

.,v,„.ntu

Wanted;

AN

17_

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Cold..Os
Anson.4s

—

YP

aollino’

orders ill Stocks

^ONDS

__declSdaw

Shoe Cutters W anted.
Apply to
w#rv good shoe cutters wanted.
KEhV BBOTHEKS, Skowhegan. Maine.

dec

nr

on

line oj
active reliable salesman to Nell a
remisses’ and children’s boots and shoes to
sc.lreadtail trade; goods very desirable and will
Salem,
LEATHER,
address,
ily. For particulars

a

l.mdnfc

> heir
the New York Stock Exchange, through
regular correspondents, Messrs. Henry Clews &
commission, either for
CoT, New York, at regularless
than 6 per cent.
easii or on margin of not
Orders for Grain and Petroleum also received,
decis

_J

Mass,

__

_

habits, seeking employment, to.represent.an
WASTED—A
section, salary to
ins
established house

old

Exchange St.,

have constantly on hand a good
assortment of bonds for Savings
Banks, Trnst Funds, and private
investors yielding 4 to G per cent

WANTS»-JtiiuajtLon
7 to 0
mortgages

eodtf

Bankers and Brokers

second-hand roller top desk In
cherry or mahogany prehoodeohditiou; POX
1757.
()«
P.
Address
by a.Canadian girl in a
small family, i lea*^; call at 20 1\EAL_hT.

know thither
only four per cent
WANTED-Savings
good
per cent interest
from

baud.

iijii;

P. O. BOX 1898,

___—-——

«

Exchange Street.

i,

responsible posiof good address and

sale
tttANTD-Everybody to know that theSHOE
Vj
of slippers has begun at GOSS
cases are _g.iven
5cTG.EE, and handsome slipper
away".

All ETAS

LET.

l

Bath............ 6s & 4s
Maine Central.-7s & f»s
P. & O. R. R—Os

SHURTLEFF,

J?I*»IMLE STREET, Portland.
janldtf
January 1.1884.

No.

uiue rooms al
CUT—A Orst-class rent yf

194

18~1TO DC ELM STREET.
43
rcjjit 168 Danforth St.. 1 rent
HI“ rent 168 Newbury®1St., t renl
“bury
T
corner of Federal
_

y,.,,

■■,■'¥'_i

anjl

r 01 c si.
BOYD, 161 Newbury St. or 3t>J
30 Gil
i.KT-A tenement of nine rooms
cars; prict
nan trtres*, near the line <rf ho«e
H.
JOSE, J?4 i>ram
$15 per month. Enquire of S.
hall St,_____t'
LET—Nice convenient rent of 7 rooms It
Apply to H
new house; suuny and perfect.
H. SHAW, 160 Middle St.
_14-1

_

To

—

TO

LET-House No. b Meehanw St.; lVi
story, 8 rooms, pleasant and convenient; ga;
at Eonng
and Sebago. W. D.GAHHUTHKItS,
*4-1
Short & Hannon’s,

TO

__

lb Hen
rr'O EET—Up stairs tenement at No.
Inquire of L
ry St„ rent $16 per month.
tf
itEDlAl-N’. HbVa Middle St._30-ilw

TI

170 Neal St. Fur full par
niiLtt-Hmis. No.
of FRED N. DOW, rooms (

TtSefiarS inquire

Md7^Kl-gMw*etSq._

oetlOtf

To Let.
xr, 47

l
Exchange street, now oceupiei
!

To Let.
to let, Slhgle or in suits, with board
at No. bb High street, cor. of Spring

KOOMS
Agple

TO

LET.

C2 TORES in the Thompson Block, Nos. 117, Ilf r»
121 and 3 28 Middle street, a few doors beloi
the post office; tilted sultabie for wholesale or rc
tail business, with light, ffiiUhed afty basementf
Rent reasonable. Inquire of H. F„ fHOMFS0N
janl4dtf
No. 164 ur m ht it St., Fortland, Me.

IS

TURNER" BROS,,
Congress

St.

dlw

ROGERS' GROUPS.
The latest

are

KING LEAR,
JOHN ALLIEN AND PRISCILLA,

OTHELLO,

ready-made

In them Every Objection to
The success at once
shoes is removed.
attained by our goods wherever introduced
is because they are glove-fitting, elegant
in style and finish, of the finest materials
and workmanship, and moderate in price.

breaking-in are avoided,
they are comfortable from the very first.
jVTade in all sizes, widths and shapes.
Look an 5sles for Maine and A ddress of
The horrors of

J. & T. t'OliSINS,
NEW

Mean

daily

YORK.
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14
19
Cloudy CloudylCloudy
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Fair_Clear

ther....31.2
Minimum ther.... 13.8
Max. vel. wind...l7W
Total preelp.0®

bar...29.655 Maximum

Mean dally ther. .21.4
Mean daily d’wpt.14.0;
Mean daily hum. .74.1

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(Dec. 20, 1885, 10 P. M.)
Observations taken at tlie same moment of time
at all stations.
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New London 29.99
NW
20
Mass 29.90
Eastport, Me.•■■■■,
—G. NW
Mt, Wasll’t’n 29.72
15. W
Portland, Me 29.81
N
20
Albany, N. Y 29.95

Boston,

>■

co
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Hazy

16 Clear
••••

..

80

boggy

Norfolk, Va. 30.20

20
38
32

Atlanta, Ga.. 30.44
Charleston... 30.42
Jacksonville. 30.42
Savannah,Ga 30.42
New Orleans 30.34
Cincinnati, O 30.34

43
47
43
48
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33

Lt Fair
10 Clear
NIV 23 Clear
W
Lt Clear
SW 10 Clear
NW 7 Cloudy
W
8 Clear
N
Lt Fair
NE Lt Clear
NW Lt Fair
NE Lt Cloudy
SW Lt Clear

Mempms.oo.oy

so.

^

New York... 30.07

Philadelphia.
Washington..

30.14
30.19

35

Pittsburg_ 30.22
Buffalo. N.Y. 30.14
Cleveland.... 30.22
Detroit.30.17
Oswego. 30.08

W

30

SW
SW
N
SW

30.

SW

22

Alpena,Mich 30.10
Chicago, Ills. 30.17
Duluth, Minn
Marquette...
Milwaukee.
St. Louis, Mo

SW

34
28
34
34

29.91

29
29
32
50 ..
40.
41
37

29.90

30.07
30.31

Omaha, Neb. 30.20
Bismarck,Da 30.15
St. Vincent.. 29.90

20_..
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Cloudy
Cloudy
Cloudy
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10
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Lt
9

Cloudy

Cloudy
Foggy

SW

Clear
Lt Fair
8 Fair
15 Fair

S

19 Clear

KW

14 Fair

8

SW

0 Cloudy
8
NW Lt Clear
NW 8 Fair
S. A.

MAINE.
Fire in

Augusta.

Augusta, Dec. 19.—The block on Water street
this city, owned by Mrs. Judd caught lire in
The blaze
the basement Saturday forenoon.
scorched the wood work, but was extinguished
without further damage. The stock of dry goods
above belonging to Fred Gilman, valued at $2500
was about totally destroyed; insured for $2000,
in

Sudden Death at Waterville.
Waterville, Dec. 19.—John B. Scales ef Ihc
firm of Mitcbell & Scales, Waterville, died in this
sickness of only a
town this morning, after a
lie was a young man of fine business
few hours,
ability and very popular will! Ills acquaintances.
Blacksmith Shop at Saco Burned.
Saco, Dee. 19.—The blacksmith shop and its
contents, owned by Rumery Deering was burned
this morning; no insurance.
The Kennebec Ice Crop.
Augusta, Dec. 19.—The ice men arc watching
their lee fields all along the Kennebec river with
interest just now. Icc from one to three inches
in thickness has made aud it is regarded as a very
good freeze, but the recent six inches of snow,
which has failed Is not looked upon with favor. The
thinness of the ice, however, does not prevent
scraping, but should the warm spell prevail the
water will flow up and freeze into the snow, making had ice. Fearful of this the companies he
tween Ieeboro and Richmond, a distance of four
and
or five miles, employed tug boats Friday
broke up the ice, thus leaving the river free to
freeze again. The Haynes & DeWitt Ice Company of Ieeboro, feel safer in allowing their fields to
remain intact taking their chances as to snow.
Horse Thieves at Cape Neddick.
Portsmouth, N. IT., Dec. 20.—A horse and
sleigh valued at $400, owned by Peltiab Perkins
stolen Saturday
of Cape Neddick, Me., were
ne

LCglsiaiive

ncumuri!

Augusta, Dec. BO.—The local entertainment
committee has issued a notice, requesting all persons desiring entertainment during the Legislative re-union and unable to secure rooms at the
hotels to send tlieir names to Herbert M. Heath,
Augusta, on or before December 28th, To secure
visitors
rooms it is absolutely necessary that
should comply with this notice at once, stating
names, whether board is desired or simply rooms
and on what days.

LA CREMONA.
5C,

Cigars,

$4.50 per 100.

Guaranteed long Havana tiller, imported expressly for this cigar, equal iu

quality and appearance to any 10 cent
cigar in the market.

E. L. STARWOOD & CO.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS 0E THE La CREMONA CIGAR.
For

dee7

sale by all first class dealers.

eodlmlstorithp

FITZ JOHN

PORTER.

Some Letters from Cert. Crant Hitherto Unpublished.
New Youk, Dec. 20.—Those noble traits iu Gen.
G rant’s character which have earned for him the
affection and grateful veneration of his countryIds corresponmen are admirably exhibited in
dence regarding the case of Gen. Fitz John Porter. which is now for 11m first time placed before
tiie public in file shape of a little pamphlet, conof various dates from
tainlng a number of letters1884.
September, 18GG, to July,
Nov. 19, Gen. Grant writes:
"I am In receipt of yours of this date, with copy
of Gen. Terrv’s letter. I have read the letter. It
is man.y, to say the least, and I exonerate yon so
far as the judgment of one—and a very intelliI will destroy
gent—member of the court goes.
the copy of Gen. Terry’s letter which you seut
me.” A few davs later he writes again that lie
has not had time to go over very carefully the
papers submitted to him by Porter. ”1 think 1
can safely say,” he adds, "that you will not meet
with opposition from me in obtaining relief from
After examining
tiie odium of your sentence.
the papers before me—which I will do within a
few days, if I have to shut myself up for the purme that you have
pose—if my judgment convinces
been wronged, 1 will say so.”
1I1C uuuvtuifiuua uuauj

vuvuvu

of tlie ease are best set
forth 111 a letter addressed by him to tlie President and dated Dec. 22. In this communication
Gen. Grant says:
“At the request of (fen. Fltz-Jolin Porter, I
have recently reviewed Ids trial and tlie testlmonylfurnlshed before the Scliollield court of inquiry, held in 1879. Tlie reading of tlie whole
of this record has thoroughly convinced me that
for these 19 years I have been doing a gallant
and efficient soldier a very great injustice. 1 feel
it incumbent upon me now to do whatever lies in
his fammy power to remove from him and’, from
ily the stain upon his good name. In justification
for niv injustice to Gen. Porter, I can only state
that shortly alter tlie war closed his defence was
brought to my attention, but I read it in connection with a sketeli ol the field where his offences were said to have been committed, winch I
nowisee,since perfectjnaps have been made by the
engineer’s department of tlie whole field, were
totally Incorrect, as showing the position of tlie
two armies. 1 also read it in connection with
statements made on the other side against
Gen. Porter, and I am afraid possibly, with
some little prejudice in the case—although Gen.
Porter was a man whom 1 personally knew
got the impresand liked before; but I
was
there
that
others,
sion. with many
Gen.
of
Pope in liis cama half-hearted support
paigns. and that Gen. Porter, while possibly not
more guilty tliau others, happened to be placed in
a position where he could be made responsible
lor bis indifference, and that tlie punishment was
not a severe one for such an offence. I am now
convinced that lie rendered faithful, efficient and
was reintelligent service, and tlie fact that heafter
his
tained In command of a corps for months
offences were said to have been committed, is in
matter
be
whole
tlie
that
1
would
ask
favor.
liis
laid before tlie Attorney General for Ills examinaable
will
lie
that
I
and
you
tion
opinion.
hope
to do this much for an officer wlio lias suffered,
for nineteen years, a punishment that never
should lie inflicted upon auv but the most guilty.”
From tills time on. Gen. Grant exerted liimsell
fertile utmost to repair the injustice which he had

concerning tlie merits

porjey.
unwittingly doneletter
to Gen.
Gen, Giant's

Porter

is

dated

T

July

4,1884.- He says:
“You can scarcely conceive the pain it caused
pie to read the veto of your bill by the President
yesterday. I was not prepared for It. His mes-a
It is no doubt
sage is ‘tlie merest sophistry.
great disappointment to you and your family, hid
will
result
I believe it
ultimately in doing yor
fuller justice. You were dismissed unjustly, anr
That would make
from tlie dismissal to tin
I
want
to
see
this final decis
time of restoration.
ion in your ease. Be of good cheer, and pray tliai
von are
a

you

entitled to restoration.

major general

MORE
Serious

CORRUPTION.

Charge Against

a Prominent

Maine Democrat.
Bangor, Dee. 19.—The Whig contains the following: “It is whispered that a prominent Democrat of Western Maine received a large fee for aiding in securing appointments in the Portland
custom house, both nominations being presidential, and that the evidence of this corrupt bargain
will be laid before the Senate. It is rumored that
the price paid was §1000 for one nomination and
§500 for the other.
“Is it possible that the disciples of a reform Administration would be guilty of such conduct?
With Bass and Itedman in the east, Brown and
Plaisted in the centre and Chase,Anderson, Sweat
and Palmer in the west, each charging the other
with being politically disreputable and all telling
the truth, where will the warfare end?”

LIQUOR SPOTTERS ATTACKED.
A

Miniature

the Streets of

Riot in

Spencer, Mass.
Agents

of the Law and Order

League

Beaten.

Worcester, Dec. 19.—At its town meeting
last March the town of Spencer voted against
license, and appropriated a sum of money for the
prosecution of illegal liquor selling. As a result,
a large number of liquor dealers were lined at tile
October term of the Superior Court In Itliis city.
About three weeks ago the Law and Ol der League
decided to stir up the dealers again, and four spotters were employed, who secured evidence for 130
complaints against SO different dealers. The first
that

the rumsellers knew of the

new

raid

was

yes-

when they were notified to appear in the
terday.
/llefpiht />rxnrt trwlnv
Thpv hnrrifldlv spimrml

W. King, Congressman Rice’s law
partner, who, when the cases were called In
court this morning, secured their continuance for
one week, in order to prepare a defence.
In court the liquor dealers found that the spotters were men' with yvliom they had been on
friendly terms. When the court adjourned they
followed tlie spotters to the hotel, chasing them
into tlie house and around the billiard tables.
Deputy Sheriil Clapp. Constable Dustin and other
local officers came to the defence of tlie spotters,
and, escorting them hack to tlie court room, lockWhen the spotters
ed them up until train time.
came out to take tlie train, the mob was waiting
for them and made a second assault, and a regular riot ensued. Tlie spotters were chased about
tlie square, and one who took refuge in a doorway
in Green’s block was badly pounded. The officers
assisted by citizens, finally succeeded in getting
the spotters to the station and into the 1 o’clock
train for Boston.
They were locked in tlie bagSeveral of the
gage ear, guarded by officers.
rum dealers also hoarded the train, it is thought,
in order to get another opportunity to attack the
spotters when the train reached Worcester, but
they were disappointed, as tlie latter went on to
Boston, where they are supposed to belong. Their
services of H.

names are

not known.

FEARFUL FALL.
A Miner Knocked Down a Mine Shaft
I 600 Feet

Deep.

Deauville. Col., Dec. 19.—While seven men
being hoisted to tlie surface in the Solferino
near Nevadaville, Gilpin county, Colorado,
last evening, a rock fell from above and struck
Archalees Warren on tile head, knocking him out
of the basket. The men tried to catch him, but
failed. Tlie bucket was about 450 feet from the
surface at the time.
An exploring party found a
piece of his jaw bone at the lOOO foot level, and a
of
skull
his
at
the
1300 foot level, where l\is
piece
coat was also found. His body fell about 1200
feet in all, and is now in water at the bottom of
tlie
were

mine

shaft.’'__

Another Crank.
Council Bluffs, la., Dec. 20.—A man, believed from papers found on his person, to be S. S.
Kempell, was arrested last night, on tlie outskirts
of the city. He says he is en route to Washington to kill Cleveland, in order to rid the country ol
tlie Demperats. He was heavily armed and had
considerable money.
Kempell is believed to he
from Sydney, N. B.

justice may yet he done you and yours.”

Prof. Barbour of Yale Hurt.
jail at Gurleysville, Ala., was set on lire ai
parties
daylight vesterdav moruUig.by unknownhad
beer
and burned. A mail nameaPbUllps who
for
and
locked
beini
up
arrested Saturday night
drunk perished in the flames.
Tlie

What Mr.

No News Yet Received from the Imprisoned Miners.

WiLKESEAltKE, l’a., Dec. 19.—A dispatch
states that if tiie imprisoned miners at Nanticoke
have been able to obtain plenty of fresh air, they
will undoubtedly be still alive, and there is good
hope of rescuing them. Many experienced miners
believe, however, that.in tbefr position they cannot get any new supply of air, aud, that having
exhausted what little was in tiie workings, they
must now be perishing from suffocation. The relief measures were begun as soon as tiie other
At first
men had been brought to tiie surface.
hut little could be done, for the water was live
to
was
feet deep, aud it
dig away
impossible
the sand and culm which blocked the gangways,
hast evening, however, the water subsided, hav.
of the mine, and
iug all run off to the lower levels in
earnest. Two
effective work was commenced
gangs of men were set to work excavating
where
toward
it
from
different
points
is believed the men are. One gang of 60 began
This
is
siiaft.
the
air
the
of
work from the foot
nearest approach to where tiie men are. but great
difficulties are encountered. There is no hoisting
apparatus at tiie air shaft. The men and tools
Tiie workers are
are sent down by a derrick.
obliged to throw behind them tlm material they
The gangway
them.
excavate, and tills hinders
being blocked up at one end, they e.ould get no
were
tubes
until
circulation of air
brought and
air forced through them from a compressor used
where
the
men were
tiie
for 1-oek Ill-ills to
place
at work. The rescuers are working with tiie
Tiie
thought that their
greatest possible energy.
comrades are perishing in tiie other side of the
nerves
dirt
of
and
mass
every arm
rock, sand
The gangs are relieved
with a grand strength.
been
CO
men
have
constantand
every four hours,
lv at work since last evening. Another party are
of
the
toward
tiie
direction
from
tiie
slope
making
same point. They have farther to go,but have betis
and
air
Tiie
facilities.
ter
they haye powpure,
erful hoisting engines to carry out the exaeavated
material. Whether the men can be reached in
time to save any lives cannot be delihiitely told.
There is little ground for hone, but tiie efforts will
not be abandoned until the fate of the imprisoned
men Is determined.
The people of Nanticoke are
in the greatest excitement, and nothing is thought
of
tiie
disaster.
Business Is partialor talked
but
ly suspended, and tiie colliery is surrounded by
of
hundreds
persons, among whom are many
relatives of the imprisoned men, oager to learn
how the work goes on below, and to gain a hope
that their friends nmy be rescued, Tbe officials
at tiie office of tbe .Susquehanna Coal Company
at Nanticoke stato this evening that there are
24 men ill tiie fatal slope, not 29. as generally uniioi-utrinfl

was

further that.

Tlif*v

t!i«

Boston, Dec. 20.—Relative to certain Associated Press despatches sent from Montreal concerning the alleged attempt in New York to extradite
Mr. E. H. Goff on charges of forgery and appropriation of funds of tlie Canada Agricultural
Manufacturer’s company some nine years ago
amounting as stated to over 8300,000, Mr. Montague Bowden who acted as auditor for .said company during almost its entire existence publishes
a card denying the charges in toto.
He states emphatically that Mr. Goff Is not and never was indebted to tlie company, but that tlie latter is Mr.
Goff’s debtor to the amount of

flisasfpi*

precipitated by the collapse of the passage-

Terrible

New Haven, Ct., Dec. 19.—Rev. Dr. William
M. Barbour, pastor of Yale and professor In the
theological department, fell on an icy pavement
last night and broke Ills leg.

Great

of S

Mini

lit. Hon. \Villiam E. Forster, formerly secretary
for Ireland, writes: “We may now be alioweu
to see the scheme, but until it is made public I
cannot give an opinion on an uiiautncrized statement of Mr. (Hadstone’s views, which Mr. Gladstone himself lias denied since its publication. I,
myself, am to ill too enter into a discussion of the
Irish question.”
lit. Hon. James Lowther, wlio was succeeded
by Mr. Forster as secretary for Ireland, says: *•[
think it better to defer expressing an opinion on
the astounding scheme attributed to Mr. Gladstone until definite and authentic evidence lias

A 111111 ill

Mr. Goff— Your side of tlie House opposed it
then. Now you make the appeal that It is im-

P*Mr!*Findlay—All I say
a mistake then, that is

is that if the House made
no reason why it should

Terrible Massacre of

changed.

patriotism as was now exhibited by gentlemen
who were opposed to it last session.
Mr. Findlay inquired as to tlie length of time
which the Republicans wished for debate.
Mr. Reed said that tlie regular course was for
tlie bill to be referred to a committee, so tlie bill

1000.

Fearful Havoc Wrought by a Typhoon
San Francisco. Cal., Dec. 19.—Advices by the
steamer Oceanic from Yokohama and Hong Kong,
wli(ch arrived today, state that a typhoon swept

did not come up.
Consent was asked, but refused, that there
might be call of States for introduction of Hills.
Mr. Hammond of Georgia introduced tlie folto
lowing: To require the payment of #35.000tlie
tlie State of Georgia for moneys expended for
common defence tit 1777; to authorize the withdrawal from warehouse, without payment of tax,
oTUlcohol and other spirits for use in the manufacture of drugs and chemicals.
Mr. Browne of Indiana introduced the following: Referring to tin: President the controversy
between tlie United States and Venezuela, 1n re1 Ktts:

over

a

special

nr..

Islands

TX_m

A

of

the Former Killed and Two

Wounded.
Deming, N. M., Dec. 20.—Yesterday morning,
White-house, a party of United States cavalry, under Lieut. Fountain, were ambushed by hostiles, with disastrous results. Following are tbe
names of those killed in the tight:
Surgeon Maddox. privates Collins, Gibson, Htilton and McMullan.
Lieut. Cahill and Corp. McFarland were
slightly wounded. Tbe Indians numbered 21. Afnear

ter tile light
ton. This is

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
A bill for $100, charged by the Lewiston comhalls
mittee ou public property for use of the
during State Fair week and covering only the
been
has
returned
of
tin?
balls,
expenses
running
by the trustees, asking the city to abate the bill.

city

headed
they
the same

Fountain had a light
reported killed.

on

in the direction of Clifband witti which Lieut.
the Oth iust. No ludiaus

are

Over 200 were initiated Into the Knight# of
Labor in Lewiston Thursday evening.
The operators in the Lewiston teleplume office
converse with Boston very readily.
F. M. Fogg, formerly of Auburn, is the manager
of the Saginaw Valley Daily Star, a paper printed
aud published by the Knights of Labor at Bay
City, Mich.
St. Elmo Lodge K. of 1*., was instituted at Mechanic Falls, Friday evening.
The Cremazie club of Lewiston, has elected M.
Henry Boland of Paris, an honorary member.
The Lake Auburn Mineral Spring Company is
shipping 306 barrels of water a month.
The creditors of P. C. Thompson & Co., met iu
Lewiston Thursday. The aggregate liabilities are
about $22,000. The creditors were offered 2f»
cents on a dollar, which they did not deride to
take. The heaviest creditors are parties out of

CENERAL MEWS.
The failure of tbe City Bank of Houston, Tex.,
great suffering among tbe laboring classes
who had deposits therein.
An unknown woman, while attempting to cross
the railroad track at Hillside station, Medford.
Mass., Saturday afternoon, was struck by tiie
She
Lowell express train and instantly killed.
was thrown a distance of about 30 feet, and. striking the edge of tbe depot platform, was again
struck by the engine and mangled almost beyond
causes

recognition.
The shutting down of

the Singer sewing machine
N. J., on acconut of unpaid
taxes has occasioned much excitement In that city
among the 3000 employes who are thrown out bi

works In

Elizabeth,

work.

the State.

Harry W. Bickford, traveling salesman for Geo.
C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, lias been missing two
weeks and latest reports are that lie has victimized Ids employers te the amount of *20oo.
In the court of common pleas in Philadelphia.

HANCOCK COUNTY.
The average meiubarsMpof the several granges
in Hancock'county, is larger thun any other
county in the State, being upwards of one hundred.
Sullivan celebrated the opening of a new town
hall Thursday.
A Democrat In
The Boston Journal says:
Southwest Harbor, Me., gives the following facts
iu regard to the post office there: The Democrats
agreed upon a man, S. W. Herrick, who was indorsed by the Democratic member of the State
Committee for the county aiuPJudge Redman, the
Democratic candidate for Governor, and subsequently hw name anpeared in the papers unioug
tuose appointed. Tne lady holding the office was
refused tne indorsement of the above gentlemen,

a preliminary iiijuction restraining the
American association of base ball clubs from expelling the Metropolitan club of New York was
continued until further orders of tbe court.
The temperature at Portsmouth, N. H., last
night was zero with heavy winds and snow drift-

Saturday,

ing,

Another death from trichinosis noourred in the

Hanstneyer family at Tarentum, Pa., making the
The five others who
third death within a week.
were attacked are doing well and may recover.
A terrific southeast gale, accompanied by lain
and sleet, raged over the whole western section of
Nova Scotia and in the Bav of Funday, Saturday.
No diasters have yet been
A constable from Galena,

reported.
Illinois,

but she went to Washington and through the Influence of Chairman Brown, it Is said, got a reappointment. Such incidents as these rile the
Bourbons who were Democrats while chairman

ule a levy
Friday to satilsv judgment on the furniture and library of Father" Bernpe, a Catholic priest of Hast
Dubuque. The latter locked the officer up in the
house, and kept him a prisoner for several hours.
m

Brown

on

November 7, de-

Difficulty.

...—....

Al,„

All

Close

of

DALTON’S
the

of

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
C.ipt. Hubert B. Drummond, one of the heat
known sailing masters ill New York, died suddenly of heart disease last Monday night. He
was horn iu Phtpsburg iu 1825, and ban been a
sailor ever since he was 15 years old.

RAILROAD MATTERS.
INTERNATIONAL LINE.

Mr. Charles C. Colby, ol 8'..instead, Canada,
president of the International Hallway, with D. K.
McKee, Esq., of Sherbrooke, tile superintendent
cl the same road, were at Bangor. Thursday. A
reporter saw Mr. McKee, and Interviewee1 him in
regard to the report that the line would probably
not cross Moosehead lake, but would pass at the
Mr. McKee stated quite
foot, near West Cove.
emphatically that the item probably originated iu
the brain of the editor of the paper iu widen it
There has been no action takeu
first appeared.
or no remarks made which would give rise to such
a report.
THE

recently, to consult
All of the trunk lines

FROM WASHINGTON.

Congress.

Washington, Dee. 20.—Since the present session of Congress began, 728 hills and joint reso-

lutions have been introduced in the Senate, and
71 of which originated in the House, have been
and fortypassed by that body. Twelve hundred about
li>0(J
seven executive messages, containing
nominations, have been sent by the I resident to
the
to
referred
proper
the Senate, and have been
committees, hut no nominations have been continued. Two treaties, one relating: to the boundathe
ry line between this country and Mexico, and ol
oilier providing for a settlement of the claims
certain American citizens against \enezuela have
1 wentybeen sent to the Senate for ratification.
four hills and joint resolutions have been Introduced in the House of Representatives, and tour,
two of which originated in the Senate, have been

passed.
Tomorrow, an effort will he made in the House
of Representatives to secure the passage of the
ol
presidential succession hill under a suspension
the rules, hut the result is doubtful, as a motior
to suspend will not be in order until after the cal.
__

pledges were given for tbe|earr} In ; out of
its full spirit. There has been
Irregularity in east-lmimil freight rates rewas
and
it
generally conceded Hint the
cently,
the contract in
some

traffic was not certain to tie lived up to unless a
division of traffic and other pooling arrangements
U.OVO

The sixth course was devoted to a review of
Great Kp.ic Poems" of the world, viz:
The Iliad, the Odyssy, the 4$neld. the Diviua
Commedla, Jerusalem Delivered, and Paradise
Lost.
The seven 0i course has been on “The Literature
of the Greeks." their leading liiijtforlaus, dramatic poets, philosophers and orators, compared
with those of modern times. This comparison
lias shown that in each department of literalead
Greeks
the
ture and
philosophy,
modern.
The
and
ancient
all nations.
al!
and
that
the
Romans
of
this
is.
proof
modem authors imitate their plans and emutatt
their efforts, but in no instance, equal their excel
leucies which continue unapproachable to the

present day.

and the Sliver Mer
Secretary Whitney positively denies that he en
the
of
dorsed
the recent meeting of tin
object

silver men in New York, and lias declared niinsel
in favor of the suspension of silver coinage. Mr
Whitney’s secretary, who wrote the declination o
the invitation from the chairman of the meeting t« 1
“The letter wai
Mr. Whitney to attend, says:
in substance similar to hundreds of replies to in
vitations which Mr. Whitney must necessarily de
cline, and it contained no endorsement whateve
of the cause of the silver men. The letter wa
only wlmt simple courtesy required.

1

nt

vvfwlprn

noinf<t

nt u

.-ll

:is

Notes.

'flic same is substantially true of “Greek Art,"
which still remains the mother and mistress of all
art worthy of the name, furnishing the only standards which modern nations have cared to copy
and adopt.
So much is due to Greee», nor can less praise be
accorded to Athens4 "the brain" of Greece, as
Wendell Phillips said New Englaud is.of the Unittribute to
ed States.
Heartily do we pay this
Greek literature and art.
Rut it does not follow
the
to
that
Athenians were equal
everything they
undertook. They failed to found a great and enduring empire, a task they left for Rome which
Still more lawas the first city to accomplish it.
mentably did the Athenians and all the Greeks
fail in religion. “Salvation is of the Jews," a stift
necked and re belli us race to yvhich it pleased
God to give both the light and lead in divine
things, the tilings that pertain to our liighesi
peace and heavenly hopes. So much to prevent

the International (Lake ilt"
gautic) Railway Is Bangor. He denies the report that the location of the road is to be changed.
President

Colby of

in

IN

THE RINKS.

POLO AT THE B1JOV.

Tlte third game hi the Grammar School League
was played at tlte Bijou Saturday afternoon, and
The North School team
was a good exhibition.
proved the victors, after an exciting contest.- whining three goals to the Cumberland* two, in fifteen
minutes.
11IJOV SKATING PAKLf'lt.

The present week will lie a gala one at the BiJon. The attractions are numerous and are arranged as follows: Monday will be ladles' night;
Tuesday the Lewtstons and Bijous will contest in
a championship game of polo; Wednesdhy, general skating and a complimentary dance; Thursday
will be a pleasant evening for the ladies, as a silver cake basket will be presented to the lucky
one.
The basket will he on exhibition for three
Thursday evenings, and the one that guesses nearest its weight will take the prize. Friday (Christmas) there will he two sessions, afternoon and
evening. A grand masquerade carnival will heK
given in the evening. There will banausic at
o'clock, general skating by the costumers until
ii.30, when a grand march and unmasking will be
in order. Skating will continue until 11 o'clock.
Saturday, in the afternoon, the boys of the grammar school have a game of polo— Butlers vs.

misapprehension.

These lectures, however, have related not tc

religion, but to history, literature and art, sub
jects of general interest and importance, whicl
thus far. have tilled not too prominent, but rathei
too narrow, a place in the^e volution of our nation

life. They will receive more and more atten
tlon as wealth increases, affording means, leisure
and facilities for culture. Three lectures original
edjiu a desire to contribute something,however lit
movement
this
the promotion of
tie. to
and the dissemination of eorreet conceptions of It
been
To do something in this way has
the aim ol
the lectures from first to last. There is no seriou*
to
decry these studies
danger, indeed, that efforts
will succeed. They are too deeply and indlssolu
bly incorporated into all that most distinguishes
and adorns our higher life and literature.
Who, for example, can measure the Influence ol
Homer through tne Iliad and the Odyssey? Whal
scholar is insensible to the charms of the Attit
dramatists—jEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides*
What historian is there who did not learn thi
rudiments of ids art from Herodotus and Thucyd
ides? What orator who is not indebted to Demosthenes? Where is the statesman of modern times
who, on the whole, can show such a glorious
record as Pericles? What philosopher cay compare with Plato for pure speculative power, 01
with Aristotle for skill in analysis, combinatioi
and concentration of thought in systems wliicl
defy tiie tootii of time to destroy them. Call uj
al

Sluiilers.
LEAGUE GAMES THIS

WEEK._^

r*--

Tlie following is the schedule of games to bo
played this week in the Maine State Polo lantgue;
Tuesday—Lewtstons vs. Portlands, at Portland;
Elites vs. Granite Cilys, at Augusta.
Thursday—Bijous vs. Lewistons. at Lewiston;
Granite Citys vs. Elites, at Watervllle.
NOTES.

The U. M. B.’s heat tile Falmoutlis at polo In
Rockland, Saturday night, by three straight goals.

am

Prom \yliom dii
equal I’liiclias and Ictinus?
M. li.’s, took the first goal on the rush hy a stroke
Virgil borrow the Idea and plan of his immortal
from the spot, the second time in two games.
.Lucid? To whom was Terence indebted for tin
substance, as welt as the form of ids plays? Wha
Dh
was Cicero compared with Demosthenes?
Bowdoin College.
not Dante hike Virgil for his guide, philosophei
and friend, even as Virgil himself did Homer'
The senior and junior exhibition occurred in
What is Moliere, lint an echo of Aristophanes
Memorial Hall, Thursday evening, December 17Corneille, Kaelne and Voltaire essayed nothing
Tlie following was tlie programme:
beyond a hold imitation of tiie Greek dramatists
Salutatory.A. K. Butler. Portland
Goethe and Schiller took lessons from the sami
Thomas Paine in tlie American Uevoliitiou
great masters, and were proud of their success ii
J. C. Barker, Lebanon
Nor i:
their imitations of tireek originals.
Extract from Plato’s A)x>logy of Socrates
English literature less indebted to Greek authors
C. J. Goodwin, Farmington
with tiie exception of Shakspeare, who, gifted ai
the greatest of the Greeks, is the modern Hornet
Necessity of Independence in Opinion..
F. L. Smith. Watcrboro
tiie father and founder of a new trace of poets.
Oration on tlie Deatli of Henrietta Marie
Finally, consider the prominence given t<
Greek art and literature in every modern univers
(English Version from Boussuet). (
Austin Cary, Maohtus
itv worthy of tiie name, Including every Amerlcai
Social Condition.C. A. By ram, Frerpptt
college of any standing. Is it all a mistake
of
Louis XV1 (EngTrial
the
this well-nigh common consent of the nations'
Speech Against
Usli Version of Fauehet..
Have our scholars been deceived as to the suurei
tria,
M.
L. Kimball, Norway
school
or
of the bigln-si culture which any
collegi
Trouble in Corea.
.lolm Wyclif.G. M. Norris. Monmouth
How preposterous, then, the idea tha
can give?
in
that
is
rumored
to the Spartans
Dec.—It
of
Leonidas
Shanghai
London,
l.utln and Greek are to lie or can be supersede!
Supposed Speech
the troubles in Corea have become serious, and
(English Version from Seneca)
by oilier so-called practical studies.
men-ofand
L.
B.
American
Japanese
Chinese,
Varney. Lltclildld.
‘Doubt not that while the world stands.whcrevei
war have left for Corea.
King John.George S. Berry, Daniariscotta
generous youth are collected in schools, aeade
luics and universities, wherever true ideas of ari
Prof. Jolm S. Sewall and Prof. L. L. Paine of
Foreign Notes.
arc disseminated and received; wherever souiu
tin; Bungor Tiiootouieal Seminary, and Kev. Geo.
literature and good books are w ritten, publiahei 1
Mr. Michael Davitt has consented to become a
C. Cressy, pastor oi the Unitartau Church have
and read, wherever the great questions of philosc :
member of the corporation of Dublin as a workbeen cliosen on tlie examining committee of
pliy are discussed, as they were by the Medici am l
Bowdoin College for the ensuing year. Hon. L.
ingmen’s representative.
l heir friends in Florence, and by Cicero and lit 1
The Carolines protocol fixes as tlie limits of the
A. Emery of Ellsworth and Hon. S. F. Humphrey
friends In ltmne, or at Ids Tuscan villa, wuereve
Pelew and Caroline groups the equator on the
of Bangor are on the visiting committee.
the foundations of theoretical ethics arc to b
south, the 11th degree of latitude mi the north,
laid, Flato is present with liis silvery longue, t(
and the 133d and I64th degrees of longitude on
and
expound the laws of olio moral nature; and wlier
the east
west, respectively.
Who Will Help?
William Sheehan, who murdered liis mother
practical murals are inculcated,;Socrates is a
To the Editor of the Press:
reaily as of old to ask questions and expose falls
sister and brother near Castletowne, Roche Councities with street; *
cies ; wherever!there are
There is a Sabbath school, numbering abont
ty. Cork, Ireland, in 1877, after being twice tried
has been convicted and will be hanged Jau. 20th
squares' amt parks, adorned with spacious and rlt
150 scholars, many of whom have to be furnished
gant buildings devoted p> the purposes of big [
Stephen Baker Union, the well known ship own
art, science and religion, abovt all,wherever ther 9
with clothing before they can attend on the Suber, died in Liverpool, Saturday, from apoplexyare grand edifices erected and consecrated to tli
bath in connection witli the Gospel Teniperaueo
aged abodt (15 years.
cause of civil liberty, where the rights of the pen
Mission. For tin-last eight years the school has
The health of Emperor William 1ms greatly mi
been provided with a Christmas tree, and If it
pie are defended, and where they are perpetuate l
proved during the past several days.
not for this efTort many of the children and
and
were
universal
I:
there
1
impartial
A Berlin despatch says the Liberals will, on the
by
suffrage;
some of the poorer members of the Mission conpresent the genius and tiie inspiration of Atliern
assembling of the Reichstag after the recess, sub
would hardly know when Christmas
bolil
ot
Poles
do
we
too
a
Nor
we
adi
I
the
essay
when
gregation
motion
a
mit
(tight,
respecting
expulsion
conies. Last year some of our merchants and
from (iermany, (which is still going on and lias al- I that the colossal status of Athens erected by Fli
benevolent
other
that
cUUcns contributed a number of
more
from
its
out
ot
hi
the
dias,which
Acroi
resulted
driving
majestic setting onjthe
ready
tlie presents, and must pave been blessed hi the
20.000 persons), to the effect that such action or l olis, overlooked the city, tiie Firauis and the sea
of clothing suitable for
articles
with
the
t
Simiui
deed,
tor
inconsistent
which
is
and
rounded
many
of
the
i
voyagerashe
the part
government
ape
the Inclement weather were thus provided for a
the laws of humanity and a detriment to the tier i greeted with joy, while tiie rays of the rising sit
less favored ones, m addition to
of
number
ami
were
from
her
glittei
Urge
reflected
nation.
helmet,
spear,
man
toys and candles, so that done were forgotten.
Prince Bismarck, who was injured by tin
big shield, so to this d*y, this colossal Atlipti t
Tills season also we understand preparation Is
towers over the schools, universities, and ai t ga
stumbling ot liis horse on Tuesday last, is suffer
made for this annual treat to God’s poor,
lories; the museum, public library, oily ball an l being
ing from Inflamed veins, and his physicians havi
and some of olir best families are dressing dolt*
free
recumbent
a
maintain
State
communit;
him
to
position.
independent
house,In every
advised
ami providing other things for the tree. No doubt
Julin Hargreaves, a provision merchant of Livshining with the earliest light., bright as the ninri iwill be worthily belug, beautiful as tiie Fatlheuou.aud lireatbtug tut o every article contributed
erpool, New York and Chicago, suspended pay
stowed, as Rev. S. f. Pearson, 15 Wllmot street,
all a portion of that, free and joyous life which I n
meat Saturday. Tlie liabilities are #350,000.
has charge of It.
our
esteemed
relations
"tli
e
tin
social
at
is
that
and
missionary,
it
civil
ur'uio,
city
reported
our
U/vuu
A Madrid despatch says
i(hose who have anything to spare should assist
Duke Sevelle wanted his regiment to depose tin
spring and source," of our purest and most
*
cause,
and
tills
Isabella.
ill
during earthly pleasures
worthy
queen in favor of ex-Queen
pursuits.
_
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Secretary ^/hjtney

i.i>rfD(>t*il

1'he controversy
among tlie trunk lines east.
over export rates, which threatened at one time
to prevent the advance in the east-bound tariff,
proposed in the early part of November, has yet
to be settled. The so-called Vanderbilt Chicago
lines claim that the through rate to foreign ports
on east-bound shipment should lie the same by all
the Atlantic seaports, and therefore that the difference allowed In favor of Philadelphia ami Baltimore, should te confined to domestic t raffle not
passing beyond those places and New York amt
Boston. Ttiis question, however, will lie snhud*ted to arhit ration, and not attuw«i So dtslliro the
existing rates. It was deemed at the conference
to reestablish the Chicago east-bound dead-freight
pool, so as to help the maintenance of rates, it
was agreed that a new pool, with new divisions,
etc., should he made to date from Jan. 1,
and that a commissioner slionld be selected and
tlte machinery ot his office put into effect as soon
as possible. Tlte meeting also agreed to maintain
live stock rates and the present difference between them and tile rates on dressed beef.

\

the introduction of hills and joint
resolutions shall have been completed, .and as the
of
members
the House have their desks full ol
hills to be introduced, the call is likely to consume
the day.
The House resolution to adjourn tomorrow
night for the holiday recess will probably he
aefopteel by the Senate w ithout change.
of States for

the freight situation.
represented, including

ter. but

“the six

if

upon
were

Grand Trunk of Canada and the Baltimore Si
Ohio. The conference was of an informal characthe

The fifth course was a general survey of “The
Literature” of these nations in their illustrious

see

FREIGHT CONTRACT.

A despatch from New Y'ork says the representatives of the Chicago lilies met the Vice Presidents
of the trunk lines at Commissioner Milk’s office

sat before them.
contributed to their great-

nml

Gnrdithran in

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

men

artists and architects,

nr

Tlie residents of West Bangor desire to have a
post office established there, and * movement will
lie made to briug about this result.
T. II. Sherman, Esq., of Washington, has leased
the residence of ex-Gnvernor Plalsted on Broadway. Bangor, and Ids family has already arrived
there.
A movement is being started to tear down the
Elili iilge sasii and blind factory In Dexter and
substitute a four-set mill of brick.

eras.

irreat

•

OXFORD COUNTY.

ness.

the

u-iw.ii

forty sheep and one calf have tieon killed
by dags at Canton.

siib)ect of the second course was "Tlie
Great Ages” of these races (ten lectures). As
there are superior, or historical races, so the history of each of these races culminated ia an age
grander than any that preceded or followed. Immediately after these ages a decline set in.
The third course showed that those ages were
made illustrious by “tlie great men.” who adorn
eil them in every walk of life, some one man of
the age almost always excelling all the rest.
Tlie fourth course discussed “Tlie Ideals,”
and which essentially

drunkenness in

of

nnu.n>d

Over

races.
Tlie

and

..

KNOX COUNTY.

The special Interest of Ibis lecture consisted in
its being the last of this, the seventh and closing
course. The lecturer expressed to his hearers his
appreciation of the interest they had shown in
these lectures by their constant attendance
through the seven years they have continued. He
also expressed his gratitude that the lectures had
not been interrupted on his part, in a single in*
stance, by ill health, absence or other unavoidaHe had been able to carry out the
ble causes.
plan which lie submitted to them at the outset.
The first course related to “The Great Knees of
the World,” f. c. the historical races, the races
t hat have made tlie history of the civilized world,
and to which we are indebted for our standards
in art, literature and political institutions. These
were the Greeks, the Komaus, the Italians, the
and above
Spaniards, the French, the Germans,
ail the English, Irish and Scotch, our immediate
ancestors, all branches of the great Imlo-Germanic or Aryan race, which is generally admitted
to have emigrated from tlie bill country northwest
Twelve lectures were giveu on these
of fiulla.

races, aecs

deal
good
.1...,

The Bodwell Granite Company has the past year
quarried ami shipped from \ InathAveu 20,000
tons of rough granite, 140,000 leet dimension cut
stone and 500,000 paving blocks, aggregating
40,000 tons.

Creek Literature and Art.

which these

u

that city do not go to Jail for that offence.
The Kennebec Journal says that other people
seem to bo belter posted on that Colorado mine
than Mr. lilalue, for he has never received any
reliable Information that a mine there In which lie
Is an owner has developed as represented.
C. A. Nelson of Watervllle has recently bought
of N. It. Wellington of Albion two young Koile
colts, one three years old, the other one year old.
The price was gtioo.

LECTURE.

Course-Influence

Republican.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

broken, mainsail gone, foresail badly split and
mizzen rigging stranded.
The Boston inspectors last night arrested three
well known New York pickpockets who were In
attendance upon Faison Downs’ meeting in Mechanics Hall.
Thomas H, Hill of Woburn, Mass., an insurance
agent and also selectman and water register was
arrested Saturday forenoon charged with forgery
and with being a defaulter In the payment of
claims.
Employes of the New Haven, Conn., poitofllce
excepting the postmaster and carriers have been
notified from Washington of a reduction in pay to
The highest cut is $800 III the
date from Dec. 1.
salary of the chief clerk and the aggregate amount
saved will be $1700 per annum.
The grand jury Just discharged ill Salt I.ako City
found 88 indictments under United States laws
and 42 under the territorial laws.
Ohernu. Hoosic & Co.’s four story hide and tallow and wool house and stores, corner of Ha Salle
avenue.
streot and Michigan
Chicago, was
burned out yesterday, causing a loss of *850,000.
OH,

was a

There is
II..

Ills doors and
remove the goods.
Schooner Hello Hooper from Demarara with
sugar for New York was towed Into the port of
Her mainmast head was
St. George, Dec. 8th.

to that paper the report of an
gemeine lias sent held
with King Milan of Servla.
interview lie has
so
the
The King,
correspondent telegraphs, admitted that his military work since the beginning
of the present war had been replete with great
blunders. He inarched liis troops into tile hostile
country with a force that was inadequate to the
demand upon them. The King had expected to
deal only with Bulgarians, and not to Imve an encounter with the troops ot Bulgaria and Roumelta
combined. King Milan made no secret of tile
fact that his troops were deficient in the drill and
tiring tactics so essential to an effective army.
A dispatch from Sofia says that M. Tsanoff, the
Bulgarian minister of foreign affairs, lias replied
to the powers that Bulgaria will submit to the decision of the international commission.
Sr. Petersburg, Dec. 20.—Tile liberal press
in Russia Is urging an alliance with England as
the sole means of settling the Eastern question
and punishing the perfidy of (iermany and Aus-

act.

Minor Matters.
Secretary Whitney has gone to New York to b
gone until Tuesday, and Commodore Harmony i
acting secretary during his absence.

Philippine

The Balkan

ei'antine nensions to

Mr. Tucker of Virginia asked consent for the
passage of a hill authorizing the Attorney General to employ an additional clerical force to
transact business relative to the French spoliation claims, but Mr. Route lie of Maine objected
The House then, at 1.15, adjourned.

Work of

the

stroying 4400 buildings, including 13 churches
and‘10 convents. Eighteen lives were lost and
This report only
500 head of cattle perished.
comprises the destruction In 19 of the 34 districts of tlie ishunl, the remaining 15 not having been heard from.

the soldiers of the Mexican war; increasing the
pensions of the survivors of the war of 1812;
granting arrears of pensions to persons pensioned

by

Missionaries’

Paris. Dec. 19.—Advices from Annum say that
the Christians encamped in Andiuli resisted numerous attacks by tlie natives, and in a final sortie
dispersed the Annamites. Three hundred conMassacres of
verts were killed in tlie fight.
Christians have occurred in the villages around
Andiuli.
Death in a Siberian Mine.
St. Peters mum, Dec. 19.—Dispatches just
received here state that a terrible dynamite explosion has occurred in the Pleljncfiin mine in
Siberia. The accounts are conflicting as regards
the numbers of persons killed, some placing the
number at 400, while others place it as high as

Mr. Findlay—Circumstances alter cases, and
wise men are governed by circumstances.
Mr. Reed oi Maine said that, by the new rules,
of
opportunity was offered for the. transaction
business iii regular order, and lie could see no
of
a
in
favor
reason for stampeding tlie House
particular bill, even if if was a bill which would
receive tlie support of the Republican party now,
There was no public exias it had in the past.
gency that demanded such a vociferous display of

nf

parly.'

his

A Terrible Murder.

without due consideration.
Mr. Findlay then renewed his request, and
asked that tlie bill lie passed immediately.
Mr. (loll of West Vtrglua—Is it any more important now than at the last session?
Mr. Findlay—It is just as important now as

tii,. 'twin'll

interview, said that,

Berlin, Deo. 19.—Mains had a most thrilling
sensation this week in the trial of a man named
Herbst, a bootmaker’s assistant, for the murder of
The
his employer, Herr Wothe, and Ills wife.
body of tlie murdered man, minus the head and
dock
laborer
near
Mainz
was
fished
a
arms,
up by
one morning, and about the same time Frau Wothe
Soon liftin' the
was discovered dead in her bod.
missing head and arms turned up. Suspicion fell
on Herbst, who was seen at an inn with Frau
Wothe on the eve of the tragedy, and he was arrested. The horrible details of the crime had excited public curiosity, and on the morning of the
trial the court was crowded. The prisoner, a tall,
gaunt man, about 50 years of age, with a resolute
face, sunken eyes unu a rather receding forehead,
faced the judge without flinching and pleaded
"not guilty." He was unmoved by the sight of
two skulls on the president’s table. The evidence
tended to prove that Improper relations existed
between Frau Wothe and Herbst, but this the
prisoner strenuously denied. A witness testified
to having seen a Wood stained bundle of clothes
under the prisoner’s bed. “What do you say to
that?” said the president.
Herbst calmly replied: “The clothes look like
mine, but I don’t know where the blood stains
came from.”
Two other witnesses declared that on tlie night
of Fran Wotlie’s murder they heard her screaming, “Fritz, 1 won’t do it again.” The cries were
succeeded by tlie sound of Wows, but nobody took
tlio trouble to interfere. The trial continues.

today,

t,,

an

supposing the description of it to be accurate, tlie
scheme was fairly satisfactory, and afforded a
He
basis of settlement by mutual concessions.
could not say more before consulting the leaders

tion was adopted.
Mr. Findlay of Maryland asked unanimous
consideration of llte
consent for tlie present
Senate Presidential succession lull, but Mr. Peters
of Kansas objected.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania suggested that
Mr. Findlay could on Monday move to pass the
bill under suspension of tlie rules, and Mr. Findlav gave notice that lie would pursue that course.
Subsequently Mr. Peters stated that, if the bill
and decould lie brought up upd debated
bated as a liiil of that dignity merited, he would
withdraw lij-i objection, lie did not believe that
a measure of that character should bo passed

are

John Redmund, in

Mr.

of

Five

lisbury.

subject.

of Illinois, from the committee on
rules, reported a resolution for tlie creation of the
committees: On the election of
select
following
President and Vice President of the United
States, to consist of 13 members, to which shall
be referred all propositions touching the civil service. On ship building ami sblp owning interests,
to consist of 13 members, to which shall he referred all propositions relating to American shipbuilding and ship owning interests, with authority to Investigate t'.ie cause of the decline of tlie
American foreign carrying trade, on alcoholic
liquor traffic, to consist ot 11 members. Ou ventilation and acoustics of the House, to consist of
An effort was made to strike
seven members.
out tlie clauses relating to tlie committee on shipping and tlie committee on alcoholic liquor
traffic, but it proved unsuccessful, and the resolu-

a mistake now.
Goff—Circumstances

and Property
Cyclone.

further inquiries, rumors or allegations regarding
Wm. E. Gladstone.
tiie Irish question.
In response to a request for his opinion of the
home rule proposals, the Earl of Derby, who was
a member of Mr. Gladstone’s cabinet, writes that
the original plan for the establishment of home
rule in Ireland has beeu materially modified by
subsequent statements, and that it is, therefore,
impossible for him to express aq oninioq on the

Mr. Morrison

Mr.

a

1 remember my obligations to them, and they
may safely understand that I am hound to none
of (lie ideas respecting home rule for Ireland recently announced in my name. After saying this
much, 1 hold myself excused from replying to

Massachusetts.

make

Life

Mr. Macartney, Conservative, who was member
for Tyrone in the last Parliament, declares that
the adoption of any form of home rule would he
in direct violation of the constitution, under the
provisions of which thousands of Englishmen
aud Scotchmen have invested money in Ireland.
To grant Ireland home rule, he says, would be to
betray the minority in Ireland, anu the English
people would be held responsible for the consequences.
The following despatch from Mr. Gladstone lias
been received by the Cable News Company:
Hawauden, Dec. 19.
If I should at any liiuo have any plan or intention to announce on the question of Irish government, it will be done publicly oil my own responsibility; not by an anonymous and irresponsible
declaration. My political friends are assured that

Washington, Dec. 19.
Tlie Speaker laid before tlie House a communication from the board of directors of tlie New
Orleans Exposition, inviting the members of the
House to visit the exposition on Tuesday, Dec.
29. Laid on the table.
Tlie Speaker announced tlie appointment of
the committee on enrolled bills as follows:
Messrs, lteeee of Illinois, Snyder of West Virginia. Fisher of Michigan, Me Kao of Missouri,
IvMIIUMU

of Christians in
Annam.

London, Dec. 19.—The Standard expresses the
desire that the Conservatives will prepare their
scheme for local government in Ireland, and thus
allow Parliament to pronounce early upon the
issues between Mr. Gladstone and the Marquis

HOUSE.

Ilf

Under

Slaughter

by

and Indians.

suoseijucutiy uarieu
refused to permit the constable to

Parliament Still
Discussion.

Loss of
Caused

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Van Buren College, at Caribou, is now fully
framed and boarded In.
Tlie building Is a Hue
looking structure and commands a line view of
the St. John river. Two professors are now here
instructing the incoming class and four others are
to l»e added next summer. The college will cost
Father
from fifteen to twenty thousand dollars.
Sweron. of Frenchville, has already given otie
thousand dollars and his parish will give five hundred. Several prominent citizens propose scholarships, which will probably be established.
Judge W. M. Robinson of llouitou. of-the
Aroostook Superior Court, intends to leave Maino
in about ;t week for Hot Springs, Arkansas, where
he will pass the winter for the benefit of Ms
health.

lie reieasuu null later, anu

The Russian Press Want to Punish
Germany and Austria.

XLIXtli CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

1 ■<

He

Over Four Hundred Siberian Miners
Killed by Dynamite,

(UP. M.) An official report has been received
tit tlie company’s office to tlie eifect that the rescuing party were thou within a few feet of tlie
fatal chamber.
(11.30 P. M.) A message lias just been brought
saying the. relief party were still working vigorously but had not reached the imprisoned miners
and ‘it is doubtful if they cm gain entrance to tlie
fatal chamber before tomorrow as tlie sand constantly refills and impedes work.
(Midnight.) The rescuing party l-.avo finally
reached the spot where the missing miners were
supposed to be imprisoned but they were not
there. The relief party are now pushing forward
to another chamber with hopes of finding the
missing men in a few hours.

I’< .rL'

Irish

The

thrown out.

T.ixi-o

83700.

FOREIGN.

way of tlie tunnel to the extent of five feet, causing a depression, which brought down into tlie
tunnel a 24-foot vein of lake quicksand. Tlie
vacuum created by tliis break created an arch,
and through a heavy Assure in the roof a mass of
culm, estimated at 5.000 tons, with a pond of
water overhead, containing over 20,000,000 gallons, poured in. hooding both No. 1 and No. 2
slopes, and choking up tlie tunnel and carrying
with it 52 miners who were at work there. Ot
these men, 24 were, in all probability, caught, before they could gaiii tlie chambers that pitched
upward, and they are supposed to be in tliis
quicksand and culm, not having been able to
reach a place of safety in time,
Wh.kksisarke, Pa., Dee. 20.—Today was tlie
Sunday ever witnessed in Nailticoke.
liousands of people poured into tlie town in vehicles, on horseback and on foot andlhuiidreds of
them gathered in groups around the various
workings (where they discussed the situation of
the imprisoned men. A message was brought
here from Nanticoke tills morning to the effect
that William Kike had been found in a gangway
and evidently had been dead several hours, but
at the company’s office tills was denied. They
state that the situation remains unchanged from
that of yesterday, though they hourly expect to
reach the fatal spot where tlie entombed men are
supposed to lie, liescuing parties are continually at work under tlie direction of Superintendent Morgan hut there is no hope of rescuing any
of tiie victims alive. No. 1 colliery, where the
accident occurred, emnloys (too men ami boys.
Tlie loss to the company will be large and the
next three months will Vie consumed in making
repairs. During that time men and boys will not
remain idle but will be given work at other collieries of tlie company.
(8 P. M.) Tlie rescuing parly have struck a
mass of wet sand and 45 additional men were
sent to remove it with buckets as fast as it was

ll„li,m..

some

declares that tlie charges are false and malicious,
and says that he lias good reasons for thinking
tlie present move emanates from some electric
light company in New York with a view to injure
Mr. Goff m ins present business in New York and
not with any desire to have him prosecuted for the
alleged offences committed in Canada eight or
nine years ago.

CENTS.

THE STATE.

Disastrous Conflict Between U, S.

Cavalrymen

advantage.

THREE

BY HOSTILES.

AMBUSHED

Goff Says of the
in the Montreal

H.

PRICE
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FALSE.

New Yoke, Dee. 19.—Mr. Edward H. Goff was
seen today at Ills office in the Western Union
building, corner of Fifth avenue and Twentvthird street, and was asked wliat he had to say in
reference to the Associated Press dispatch to tlie
morning papers to the effect that an attempt was
being made to secure his extradition to Montreal.
Mr. Goff said that he was not in tlie least disturbed. and was going about liis affairs as usual, lie
had known for some time of tlie plans which were
being laid and which laid culminated in the publication of the dispatcli referred to. He was and
liad been aware of tlie presence in New York for
some days of several parties
interested, as they
would claim, in bis extradition, but really interested in procuring money from him by threats of
prosecution. He was, of course, acting under advice of counsel, and regretted that thev liad enjoined him from stating for publication his side of
tlie story in that detail whicn lie would personally
be glad to enter into. Under the circumstances,
lie felt at liberty to say merely that the charges
against him in Montreal were not only absolutely
false, but were eight years old, and were the outgrowth of a bitter political controversy, in which
he bad been largely instrumental in overpowering
and disgracing certain corrupt officials.
These
charges liad ever since lain dormant, and, in liis
belief, no assistance was now being rendered to
his enemies by the present Canadian public authorities. They are now revived at tlie instigation of certain rivals who are Jealous of tlie success of his business enterprises. He had not been
living in “various” parts of tlie United States, as
tlie dispatcli alleged, but hi Boston since 1878,
in business which liad brought him prominently
before the public; anil since the beginning of
1884 bad divided bis time between Boston and
New York. He deprocatod trial by newspapers,
but would be found ready at the proper time, and
before the proper,tribunal,to take prompt and vigorous measures to not only protect himself, but to
punish those who seek to injure him for their own
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Choice Securities, suitable tor Savings
Ranks and Trust Funds, constantly

irriNTED-People to know that
will resume business TUESDAY, Dec.
and de15th. personal attention given to fitting
execution of
simiiftg for homo finish. Prompt
16-1
bridal and party orders._

W

worth $5.50.
1 case Best Prints, 4 cents, worth 6.
All our Jersey Stripes, 50 cents.

oodt.f

Cor. Middle and

Me._H.-4
Miss

Specials for Wednesday,
the openingday of the“Great
Dress Goods Sale.”
1 case Extra 11-4 Blankets, $3.90;

BANKERS

person owning a piano to
exknow that all instruments under
clusive care will be kept clean inside, rendering
moths.
become
damaged by
them 'ess liable to
fuller. P. O.
J D CklENKY, Piano and Organ
Me. Order sfate at Horsei B. K.
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Cloves,

Travelling nnd Pommereial helteni of
Credit Issued, available in all the Prin-
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salesman for the western
WA^a traveling
t« make headquarters In Portland
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»t tuost favorable rate*.

Portland, Me., Dec.
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The largest and most attactive assortment of Linen
and Silk Handkerchiefs to be
found in the Cityjust opened.
Also a fine line of Shopping
Bags, Pocket Books, Fgns,

No. 218 Middle Street.
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removed for 25 cents.__22__
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vapor baths for
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know that Mrs. Dr.
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42 South
Sherman still remains
WANTED—Ladles
out-growing joints,
'•raiment

warmer.

bo*a

201 Middle Street.

DECLARES

WEATHER.

Washington, Dec. 21Indications for Portland and vicinity—Wanner
fair weather.
The indications for New England to-day are
fair weather, winds generally from west to south;

Place of
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Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, If paid in advance
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO-
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Bib Pins, Finger Rings,

PEARL RUG MAKER.
Bankers and Brokers
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186 MIDDLE STREET.
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Saco. Maine.
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EMERY,

H.

Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co.. Providence, It. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, ProvidenceR.. I. Peopled Savings Bank, Providence, It. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord. N. H. Keene Savings Bank. Keene. N. H. Nashua Savings Bank,
Nashua, N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton,
N. H.
Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
dim*
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STEAM
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Below are the names ol a lew Savings Banks in New
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We do not lead anonymous letters and communoations. Tlie name and address of the writer are
u all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
•ommunications that are not used.

It is said that Governor Foraker will rec.
ommend a new election law for Ohio. Gov.
Foraker understands the needs of his State.
Can it he possible that Representative Morrison has denounced the “White House
gang" as a corrupt and money-making set?
The New York Herald says so.

Speaker Carlisle says 125 Democratic members of the House have applied to him for
places on the labor committee. Demagogism
explains the rush.
Minister Pendleton should have known
better than to start the rumor that lie is tc
return from Berlin. Three hundred and ten
Democrats, it is said, have already sent in

applications

for the

Bangor Whig's intimation that a
prominent Democrat of Western Maine has
been doing a profitable business is too vague,
There are a good many prominent Democrats
The

us

the name.

The Harvard students have petitioned tin
Faculty to be allowed to absent themselves
from prayers.
Judging from the performof some of them in this city lately, absence from punch would do them more good.
ances

Judge Hutchins of Cleveland, Ohio, decides that oleomargarine is an article of food
and therefore its sale cannot be prohibited
There seems to be a great difference of opin
Ion concerning the sale of oleomargarine, but
concerning oleomargarine itself ail people
agree.__

Springfield Union.
Beloved brethren, make tlie most of tlie
fleeting moments. The legislature will begin to agonize in about a fortnight.
AND

BROWN

ATKINS

The zeal of the Democrats of the House to
take up and pass the presidential succession
bill is in marked contrast to their lukewarmness on the subject when tire measure was

before the last House. But circumstances
alter cases.
It wasn’t as sure then as it is
now that it would enure to the benefit of the
Democratic party.
Commissioner Sparks appears to have been
reforms with much more zeal
than discretion, and lias aroused a tremendous opposition in the West. Remonstrances
in great numbers against his confirmation
have been sent to the Senate, but it happens

introducing

that he was confirmed last March, so tlnrf
they can avail nothing. He may mean well,
but he lacks judgment.
General

Yilas

and

Gen.

Bragg are at loggerheads over the
the
appointment of the postmaster at
Waukesha, Wisconsin. Both are said to be
.candidates for the United States Senate if
Wisconsin elects a Democratic legislature in
1877, and Bragg is trying to block the Post-

How does it happen that under a reform
regime such men as Simon Brown and Hiram Atkins can ply their office-broking trade
so

openly

bill would have to he broadened
clude leverybody.

so

as

to in-

DEMOCRATIC FEELING TOWARD TIIE PRESIDENT.

be relieved

by

the first

held, at five of which ministers
burned in effigy. The number of requiem masses said for the soul of Riel in Canada was seventy and in the United Statewere

societies, eighteen by clubs, unions, institutions, etc., and three by the university students in

and

Photograph, Scrap
Autograph Albums.

available Chinaman.

ADVICE TO MR. MANNING.

DEMOCRATIC

Atlanta Constitution.
Somebody ought to take Secretary Manning by tlie ear and tell him that lie is not
employed by the country to run the United
States Treasury in the interest of Wall street
wreckers nnd speculators.

VANDERBILT’S

MR.

CHRISTMAS CARDS!

North American.
The public will learn of tlie manner in
which Mr. Vanderbilt has disposed of his
wealth with a feeling of satisfaction nnd relief. It was thought that he would follow
his father’s example by leaving tlie great
hulk of his property to a favorite son. He
has not done so. Two of his sons do indeed
receive the lion’s share of tlie estate, dividing rather more than half of it between them,
but tlie other half is pretty equally distributed, and tlie first steps towards the dispersion of the dead man’s colossal fortune have
been taken. Tills is matter for public congratulation. It was not for the good of the
country that §200,000,000 should be retained
in the hands of any one man, and it is to
Mr. Vanderbilt’s credit that he made no selll'lll

1U
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nity

a

Quebec

service.

modern times to establish as a rule that there Is
one man in Hamilton county who is above
all law and all control, who can count in or
count out at his imperial will and grant certificates of election, and the courts are powerless to direct him.”
If Judge Johnson’s
associates on the bench had not given frequent reason to believe that regard for law
and decency long ago departed from them his

vigorous denunciation

of their decision in
this case would make them very miserable.
THE NEW RULES.

Youare
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specific we know of.” Med.
have found in a life-time of
suffering.”—Rev.
Wiggin, Boston. “After a
long struggle with Catarrh, the Radical Cure

reference to that only and without knowing
the demands of other departments of the public service.
There is doubtless something
in this objection, and experience may show
that it is an insuperable one. But it would
seem that if the bills are reported to the
House in good season, as they can be if
distributed that body might be able to look
the whole field over and cut down excessive
if any are reported. An ad
vantage of the plan will be that Congress
will get more intelligent estimates of the requirements of the different branches of the

appropriations

public service inasmuch as half a dozen committees can look the field over much more
thoroughly than one can. If the plan is
found to work badly in practice is can easily
he changed.
The committees which hereafter will manage their own appropriation bills are the
naval, the military, the foreign affairs, the
postal, the agricultural, the Iudian, th#
river and harbor and the publie buildings.

PECK,

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience in all branches of the Art.

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
dec2_AIIHi—To PIcn»e,eodtf

Special Piano Notice!

75 cents.
We offer the Envelopes, 135 in each box, at 39 cents per box.
We offer the Packet Note Heads, for office use, at 35 cents per
pound; sold everywhere for 50 cents per pound.
This opportunity is offered for the Holidays that every family in
Portland and vicinity may put in a supply of this much needed article at one-lialf price.

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Opening,

—AT—

THURSTONS,
STOOLS AND COVERS.
nolSdtf

Tuning

to Order.

TRULY ASTOUNDING.
ui

|

low

uuv

tills country.

iiiauuwvn
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Then it was
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that the great

was organized.
Its assets were then only $32,having
OOO-to-day, uearly 910G,000,000
paid out to Its policy holders more than #216,060,000. It has issued more than 273,000
Policies. Its dividends have been so large that
many of the policies have more than doubled;
—

have trebbled in amount and are thus enabled to take care of themselves in a few years.
It is now issuing the most liberal form of policy
with no liability to forfeiture. Everybody snould
look into it, and insure with this old and reliable
company. Apply to
some

Order Blank Books for New Year

Early.
Check Books, Printing and Ruling
of all kinds.

mm, short & mm,
474 Congress Street.

octlC

eod3m

W. D.
No.

31

American Watches!
MEMEY, THE JEWELLER,

Exchange

d3w

dec5

1886.

FI SHERI ES
We

Offer,

to

the

Trade:

10,000 lbs Lobster Twine. 6,000 lbs 14-G Her
ring and Mackerel Gill Netting. 6,000 lbs Stow
Twine, Netting, Strong and Fine, for Mackerel
and Herring. 20,000 tbs bard laid Twine Netting
for traps and pounds.
20,000 lbs Stow-Twine
Purse, Mackerel, Seine Nettings. 10,000 lbs Had
Purse
Twine.
Mackerel, Seine Nettings. Sevley
eral thousand pounds of the Stow have been used,
the past season, for Purse Seines and every report
received, without an exception, have given it a
satisfactory character for strength and lightness.
To sum up, if made same size twine as competing
twines, it is 20 per cod stronger, if made 20 per
Lightness is Procent, lighter it is as strong.
fit.
Mr. Stowe regards it as the best twine he
ever produced in his long experience, for Purse
Seines.

06 t

oiiiinminlNl., Boston,JJIok*.
eod2w&w4w

ASHTON’S

Factory-Filled Salt.
UMEQUALLED

FOR DAIRY USE.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

CONANT, PATRICK & CO.
AGENTS,
229 COMMERCIAL ST.,
uov2

NEW

IVBcKENNEY, the Jeweller,
octl 9

547 CONGRESS ST., SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.

1.50 to

2.00..a 35

2.00 to 3.00.a 50
“
3.00 to 4.00.175
15 cents to 30,1 check: 30 cents to 50,2 checks;
value of checks 5 cts.

STYEE

PORTLAND, Mi
eod3m*

PIANO

FORTES

HALL L.

FRINK B. CLARK, 515 Congress SI.

Christmas Presents Given Away.

A LADY'S GOLD WATCH FREE! A SILVER TEA SERVICE FREE!
-A.T-

DAVIS,

HOLI AY

a

to give away a beautiful Gold Watch, also a Silver Tea Service and other Elegant Preour customers Jan. 1,1886, we offer every lady and gentleman who visits the store bechance to become the posessor of the same free of charge. We do not require you to
buy anything, only call and see our new store and register your name.

MOKKIoUN &

A full and elegant assortment wliieli you
are Invited to examine.
AH articles at lowest prices.

NO. 49 EXCHANGE STREET.
dtf

Thursday

PORTLAND THEATRE.
ONE NICHT AND MATINEE,

CHRISTMAS,
DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

THE

25th.

—

That no matter at what special reduction any books are
advertised elsewhere, we will sell the same editions at
lower prices. Our store is not a “department” but a
whole building filled with salable books, including
everything desirable in the market.

STATIOIERY, PLUSH AID BRASS GOODS,
reasonable

prices.

SOUVENIR ENTERTAINMENTS
At City Hall,
Saturday Afternoon & Eve’g, Dec. lid.

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CARDS AND SOUVENIRS
Given with Each Ticket.
Two Grand Concerts by the following Artists:

THE ROCK PLAYERS,
(TILL FAMILY,)
Vocalists and Instrumentalists, from Crystal Palace, London, introducing their famous Dock
llc.iuiouicon and other novelties.

LELAND T. POWERS,
Delineator, in his Impersonations of the play
liKBiernlda, where he assumes 9 characters.

Arclaraeiia Ladies’

Quartette

(ol Boston.)
Evening tickets 35, BO and 75 cts. Matinee
tickets, 25, 35 and 50 cts.; Children 15 and 2a
Christmas Cards and Souvenirs given away
with each ticket, as follows;
10 cent Cards given away with 15 cent ticket.
cts.

...

15
2o
30

25
35

«

«

60

«

Now on sale at Stockbrldge’s Music Store.

dec!3_
Evening

dtl

Federal Street.

Bijou Skating Parlor,

Admission:

Gents........ —15 cents 1 air.,..
1 n ,nni<
Ladies.10 cents}skate5.
Admission:
Afternoon
Gents.10 cents l av,t»a
10 cents
Ladies.Free
j SKate9~.
r. s.—rolo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
C. H. KNOWLTON, Manager.

dtf

Commencing Wednesday Even
iug, Dec. 23d.
dtt
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OF

DRY

We have decided before taking stock January 1, to mark down our Entire Stock of
Dry and Fancy Goods, and also our Ladies’ and Misses’ Cloaks. This great reduction in prices means every piece of goods in our stock marked down simply to reThis will be strictly a Cash Sale, as goods
duce before we take account of stock.
will be sold at a great reduction from former prices. Fine and Medium Priced
Dress Goods that can be found in any store in Portland.

Black and Colored Silks and Silk Rliadamas.
prices

we

are

a

to sell these goods in this sale they will make
Present for Christmas.

lot of Blankets that will be dosed out very cheap
little soiled.

on

a

line

account of being

a

We have reduced our Garments to the very Lowest Prices that will be quoted on
them this season. Any customer in want of a Fine or Medium Priced Garment
can’t afford to lose this opportunity. At this sale we shall make prices to close
out all jobs at a great sacrifice from former prices.

499
declC

H.

7

MARKING DOWN

cor. Brown.

our

ready with my assortment of

Sleiglis 2

Fine

adapted for pleasure

or

business.

RUSSIAN, CANADIAN AND STANDARD PORTLAND STYLES.
High Backs, Deep Seats, Soft Cushions,
tow Posted, Broad Step.

Come and

see

Prices !

them before purchasing.

Z.THOMPSONJr.
■

RELIABLE

dtf

Warm anrcomfortable Boys!
are

I am now

Portland, Me.
Union Street,
no28dim

STUDLEY,

Congress St-,

S©\«F 1885-6

OPE«OFS

Itleasonablc

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S GARMENTS.

N.

Sleighs.

Sleighs.

GOODS.

Odds and Ends of

BOYS’ CLOTHING,

■

^INSURANCE.

STATEMENT
—OF—

Phoenix Assurance
COMPANY,
of London.

Jan, 1,1885.

■

ESTABLISHED IN 1782.

goods, and have been tor two weexs, wnicn accounts
for the large increase in our trade. We always keep up the
standard of ourgoods underany consideration. We are buying cloth from week to week. If there are advantages in the
market we get them. We have the mastery of clothing making inside and out, the staying in the inside of the garments
in fine

IT SHOULD BE REMEMBERED

THE STOCKBKIME

declOdtf

GRAND MARK DOWN SALE

BOOK BUYERS, ATTENTION!

are as familiar to us as the cut of the coat and the quality of
the cloth.
We have taken several styles of our finest Alexis Suits,
Jacket, Vest and Long Pants, ages 10 to 14, and marked
former prices
them down to $5, $6, $6.50 and $7 per suit;
$10 and $12.
Several lots of Boys’fine Overcoats, ages 10 to 14, reduced
from $10 and $12 to only $8 each; $8 Overcoats for $6, and
some $8 Overcoats for only $5 each.
BOYS’ KNEE PANT SUITS at $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4, $4.50
and $5. Lots of fine grade suits marked down to $5 and $6,
from $8, $10 and $12.
BOYS’ REEFERS and OVERCOATS for as many as may
come, in all the latest styles, sizes and prices.

Total Assets, ....
Net Surplus, over
Loses Paid, over

$5,728,874.13

3,000,000.00
70,000,000.00

Total Assets in United States.Sl.50S.47G.Co
Total liabilities In United States, including reserve for reinsurance,
and unpaid losses. 1,043,101.4".
Net Surplus in United States.
460,374.57
A.

E. B. CLARK.
Ass’t Manager.

D. IRVING,
Manager.

W.D. LITTLE & CO..
AGENTS,

31 EXCHANGE ST.

eod3w

decl 1

UNDERWOOD SPRING WATER
delivered in ') gallon demijohns.
—

buy

M&Fnrmly

dec21M\V&Snrm
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No. 565 Congress St., Under Graud Army Hall, Portland, He. WALTZING AND “THE YORKE,"

We

at

Fe*v

Druggists
who care more to make a large profit on a worthless article than to wait for the prosperity that ultimately results from honest dealing. These are
the men who, when asked for a Benson’s Capeine
Blaster, will recommend some, cheap and trashy
substitute or imitation, saying it is “just as good.’’
Sometimes tliey will do up and sell the miserable
imitation without remark, allowiug the customer
to suppose he has Benson's. If the valueless plaster is returned, Cheap John will say lie made a
mistake;—if not, lie has done a good stroke of
business. Tlie public are cautioned against John
and all his ilk. Buy of respectable druggists only.
The genuine Benson's plaster lias the “Three
Reals trade mark ami the word “Capeine” cut in
are n

Players,

FAMILY,)*

nicon.
KeudnM. MOWS,
Matinee tickets 23 cts.; Evening50 cts.; Course
tickets exchanged for Souvenir tickets for 25 cts.,
Evening; 15 cts. Matinee. Extra tickets on sale
Tickets not exchanged after
at Stookliridge’s.

38 MURRAY STREET.

dec7

ill, centre.

Stoekbridge, Christinas Afternoon.
Stoekbridge, Christinas Evening.

10th
11th

10 cents.

UU.,

BLANKETS IN COLORED AND WHITE.

GOODS!

(led 8

of

At the reduced

Used by Her Royal Highness the’Jhrinsess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, ErupOf druggists.
LIEBIG CO’S Genuine Syrup of Sarsaparilla, la guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in
the market.

There

CITY HALL, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25th.

Evening Prices, 75, 50 and 35. Matinee Prices.
50, 35 and 25. a.Sale of seats commences Wednes-

tions,Chapping.Roughness. $1.00.

Depot

__dec!2dt23

Ingalls.

SALE OF PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS. RIPPLES!

Children’s Books in a great variety, Scrap Books, Gold Pens and
Pocket
Pencils, Bibles, Plush Boxes, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Purses,
and
Cards
Novelties,
Calendars,
Boobs, Card Cases, Cologne Stands,
all suitable for Christmas Gifts. Call and examine.

We have

Sherry.”
Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
ESS MAJESTY’S FAVOEITE OOSMETIO CLYCEEQTC.

N. Y.

COMMITTEE—Mrs. S. W. Fletcher. Chairman;
C. N. Lang, Secretary; Mrs. F. B. Jordan.
Treasurer; Mrs. J. B. Allen, Mrs. A. M. Sawyer.
Mrs. F. G. Rich, Mrs. T. J. Mhrphy, Mrs. H. P.
Mrs.

Barton Comedy Company in their Musical Absurdity, entitled

prices.

Utf

Street.

^^'Intelligent Male and Female Solicitors will
be employed and receive liberal compensation.

dccll

PROF.CKS.LUDWIGVON SEEGER,

BO to 75 cents.a 15 cent ticket
75 cts. to $1.00.a 20
$1.00 to $1.50.a 25

decl4_

Has the largest and best selected stock of Watches in Solid Gold, Ladd,
Boss, and Crown Filled and Silver Cases, ever shown in this City.
I will sell yon Watches lower than any other dealer in first-class
goods. A beautiful line of Ladies’ Watches in Solid Gold Cases from
Come where
$20.00 to $75.00. Over 200 Watches to select from.
Watches sold
you can see the largest stock, as I can surely snit you.
on installments.

LITTLE, Agt.,

GLOUCESTER MET AMD TWIME C0„

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University;
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Crot/m ; Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussia n
Order of the lied Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, <&c., dkc.t says:
LIEBIG CO’S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
cure alls.
It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
of the high commendations it has received in all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisava. which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown

AS FOLLOWS:

I am uow offering and shall sell through the Holidays a great varibe beaten for the
ety of Photograph Albums at prices that cannot
of
same quality
goods.
Large Albums bound in Morocco, with extension clasp and padded
that will stand as much wear as any Album made. Only $2.00 each.
Fine Sills Plush Albums with patent bindings and extension clasp,
$2.00, $2.25 and $3.00.
Outside of these we have tin unlimited number, embracing the new'
dark inside, and Albums bonud in Seal, Calf and Morocco at lowest

Having decided

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE, of New York,

AGgount Books.

Christmas Cards, Souvenirs, Musical Goods, &c„

_qiW

sents to some
fore that time

SOLE AGENT,

3 Free Street Block, Portland.

Admission—Matinee, 10 cts.; Fair Evening,
cts.; Promenade Concerts, 35 cts.; Afternoons
(except Saturday), Free.

25

VIIkM IDA

Morrison & Go’s New Jewelry Store,
ST.

CHIGKERING
IN PORTLAND.

MUSIC EVERY EVENING BY CHANDLER S BAND.

Introducing the great novelty, the Rock Harmo

565 CONGRESS

A Fresh Stock Now

Useful and Ornamental Articles will be oBered
for sale every afternoon anu evening.
Donations to tables of articles will be moil
cheerfully received. Goods can be sent to the
Committee or they will call for them.
Refreshments for sale In Reception Hall. Contribution of refreshments solicited. Contributors
will send each a. m. after 9.

(TILL

Souvenir Concert

deel5

<13t

fleelO

THE

eod2dp&wlynrm

ja’>ie

expressly for us 3000 pounds of the very best
quality of Maltese Linen Paper, Ruled and Plain Octavo, and Commercial sizes. Also Packet Note Heads, ruled on one side, or both sides.
Wc shall sell the Octavo and Commercial sizes, in boxes of 1-4 Ream
each at 39 cents per box. Same quality has never been sold less than
Wc have had put up

a

00c

mittee ; and the majority will no longer he
able to plead the rules in extenuation of dilatoriness or neglect to enact laws that the
Interests of the county demand. The new
rules give the majority full control, and in
various ways tend to facilitate the transaction of business. One of them —the rule that
forbids general legislation on appropriation

in the list the proprioty of which is open
to doubt. It is argued by its opponents that
it will tend to extravagance, inasmuch as
each committee will survey only a limited
field and make up its appropriations with

Congress St.,

MR. J. M.

has conquered.”—Rev. S. W. Munroe, Leurisburg,
Pa. "I have not found a case that it did not relieve at once.”—Andrew Lee, Manchester, Mass.
Potter Drug and Cliemical Co., Boston.

cure

i

This new ami beautiful Studio lias just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for tile greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of

Ask far Sanford's Rad-

we

sure

!I

Opp. Preble House.

PROMENADE CONCERT AND TEA PARTY.
City Hall will be elaborately decorated by Boston
Decorating Co.

—

GRAl

Eve;

day, Dec. 23.declOdtd

STATIONERY.
Photograph Studio, WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES!

Dr.

are a

d2w

MEW BRANCH

absolute

matic Pills

STREET.

Cordially Invited to Visit I

LAMSON’S

Treatment with Inhaler, SI.

“The best

STORE.

Everything in the Mimical I*ime—Mimical lasfriiincnm, Sheet Music, Music Books in flue bindings, Folios, Bolls and Wrappers, Mandolins, Fancy Banjos and Guitars, Music Boxes,Leather Cases,
Harmonicas, Toy Instruments, Orguinettes, Feters
& LltolPs Editions, Stationery, Photographs and
Birthday Cards.

CO.,

Wednesday—Afternoon admission, Free;
ning admission, 35 cents.

vocausis ana insirumumaiisis irom tonuon.

Cards, Souvenirs and Novelties.

&

Fife and Drum Corps,

Regt,

18 Pieces.
One of the finest entertainments ever given in this
city. All soldiers and sailors should
attend tins entertainment and listen to the Bugle
Calls of ’Cl to ’65.

Rock

!

Taste and Hearing, Cough
and Catarrhal Consumption.
Complete treatment, consisting of one bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Improved Inhaler, in one package, may now be bad of

Times.

a

...."""..

Catarrh, from a simple Cold
in tbe Head to Loss of Smell,

Complete
“The only

“The American Desk Pad is
using it right along.”

admission, 25 cents.

Entertainment by the 1st

_

Great Sale of Holiday Goods!
TIC IL ID T S
GIVEN AWAY WITH
I
thing,
capital good
CHRISTMAS

am

EXCHANG-E

37

deal4

soms. etc., called Hanford’s
Rnriicnl Cure, for tbe immediate relief and permanent cure of every form of

The House has at last emancipted itself
from the thraldom of the.appropriations com-

bills—will have a very salutary effect on the
character of legislation,
A great majority
ef the bad measures of past Congresses have
been smuggled through by attaching them
to appropriation bills. The evil of this practice has long been recognized.
The rule
that distributes the
appropriation bills
among different committees is the only one

office.

NIcLELLAN, MOSHER

rpiIE Great Balsamic Dis1 filiation of Witch-Hazel, American Pine, Canada
Fir, Marigold. Clover Blos-

all Druggists lor $1.00.
ical Cure.

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Our stock this year for variety and elegance surpasses all former
years. Until after the Holidays out* store will fee open every evening.
REMEMBER : NEW GOODS AND BOTTOM PRICES.

CATARRH

But it is probable that these threats are foi
tha purpose merely of frightening members
to oppose the scheme. It is evident that Mr.
Gladstone has fully determined to offer a
plan of Homerule, but its details are not
yet wrought out. Probably they will not be
until Mr. Parnell finally makes his demands.
If these demands do not threaten the integrity of the empire, Mr. Gladstone will very
But no
likely adopt them substantially.
measure that does not admit the sovereignty
of the imperial parliament will receive
sanction from the Liberal leader.

“It

BASKETS !

CONCERT.

Tuesday—Afternoon admission free; Evening

First appearance of the Famous

Books, Card Cases, &c.
Very handsome new styles in fancy boxes; all
deel8
prices.
Useful and some very pretty ones for the library or STOCKBRIDGE'S MUSIC

AM. CALENDAR PAD.

The excitement In Great Britain over the
prosuact of the introduction in the next Parliament of a measure granting Home Rule to
Ireland is very great.
Threats of revolt are
heard if any such measure becomes a law.

crime, must be counted is monstrous.
has,” he says, “been reserved for these

Progressive Euchre Sets, Whist Sets, Counters and

25 Silk Newmarkets at
prices,
their cost.
We have about 15 Silk Dolmans, old style, which
we will sell at half their cost.
Now is the time to secure a Garment from the
above lot at half price.

Score

THE ISSUE IN UTAH.

Salt Lake correspondent of New York Tribune.
I see that President Cleveland has failed
to
grasp the the real issue in Utah—
the one patent to the observation of every
intelligent observer there, and to the experience of
every resident of the Territory. I
hope you will suggest a resolution in the
Senate or House, calling for recent correspondence between Governor Murray and
General McCook, commander of Fort Douglass, and the President and Secretary of
War. That 1 think will confirm all that has
been said as to the domination of the Mormon Church over political affairs in Utah.
Governor Murray lias again and again declared tlie fact. I think if you follow this
up you cau show that the President lias utterly failed to meet an assault upon one of
the vital principles of our government, when
the case was clearly and so forcibly brought
to his notice that he was forced to send
troops to defend Federal officers whose
lives were endangered, and through whom
in their official capacities the national government is being contemned and set at defiance every day.

tapers.

B. B. Lap Tablets, Portfolios, Writing Desks, Ladies’
Bags, Pocket Books, Card Cases, Manicure Sets, Glove
and Handkerchief Sets, all of this season’s selection.

Stationery.

and Montreal.

Tha opinion of Judge Johnson, of the
Ohio Supreme Court, dissenting from his associates in the matter of the Hamilton county senators and representatives is good easy
reading. Judge Johnson says the theory
that these returns hearing impress of being
false, forged and fraudulent, and which the
canvassing board knows are stained with

wax

PLAYING CARDS.

WASTE

Circulars, Lasting Lined, $12, marked from

$20.
5 Russian Circulars at $30, each marked down
“Ruling Lights,”—in fact the entire list.
from $50.
Also seals and
In Plush, Leather and Im. Alligator.
about half
different

Leather Goods.

eroiseda wise foresight in the precaution
taken to prevent any sacrifice of the railroad
interests m which he had so large a stake,
and in this respect he did the entire commu-

GRAND PROMENADE

We offer our entire stock of cloaks at a sacrifice to
close them out before January 1st.

10 Silk

manner.

Evening—Professor will give a Humorous
Enirrtninmrnt.
Elegant Tableaux will be
given during the evening,
iflondny—Afternoon admission free; Evening
admission 35 cents,

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Crazy Quilt, largest out, all the standard authors.

SEALING WAX CABINETS.

XXC ctX9U C-i.-

CLOAKS!

from $23.

and other choice novelties.

CALENDARS!

WILL.

nine. Seven protest* against the government’* action were made by city and town
councils, four by county councils, forty-nine
by local councils, twenty-fire by national

106 Indignation meetings to denounce th<
execution of Riel, in twenty-five of which
the ministers were hanged in effigy.
Ir
the United States twenty-five similar meet-

ings

Illustrated Works.

His Excellency FREDERICK ROBIE. Govero£ Maine: Ills Honor JOHN VV. DEERIM.
Mayor of Portland, and other Invited guests wtl!
be present to witness a Dress Parade and Review
given by Co. “A," “B.” and “E,” 1st Iteg't. Me.
V. M., under command of Col. John J. Lynch.
Music by Chandler’s Brass Band.
Saturday Jlatiuec—Admission 10 cents.
FltOFESSEIt FRANK CLAYTON, the Humorist,
will entertain the children In a very pleasing
nor

favorites, and choice specimens of
color work, including Kate Greenaway designs, Calde- 25 Ladies’ Newmarkets at
$5.50, worth $8.
“
“
cott’s books, &c., &e. An unusually large and splendid 25
$7, marked from $12.
variety. Among others “Lalla Rookli,” “The Modern 10 Berlin Beaver Newmarkets at $8, worth $14.
Cupid,” “The Last Leaf,” “Tedder’s Rubaiyat,” “Childe 20 Black Berlin Twilled Fur Trimmed Newmarkets
Harold,” Louis Keat’s “Lamia” and “Manon Lescaut.”
at $9, marked from $15.
all
Wool Camel’s Hair Beaver, $10.50, worth $16.
15
so
well
as
and
known
to
These are fully up
the times
to need no special comments. Includes the flue line of lOAstrachan Beaver at $15, been selling for $20.
Newmarkets at $12, marked
Prang, Hildesheimer & Faulkner, Worth Bros. & Owen, 25 Braid Jersey

Juvenile and Toy Books!

The salary of the immediate delivery messenger at tlie Marysville Postoflice amounted
to seventy-two cents last month. He asks to

Hale’s Honey the great Cough cure, 25c. 60c
and $ 1. Glenn’s Hulphur Hoap heals & beautifies, 26c. German Corn Retuover kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill’s Hair and Whisker Bye,
Pike’s Toothacke
Black and Brown, 60c.
Drops cure in one minute, 25c. Beans Rhen-

4 4Y%n..n

New editions of old

EAGER FOR CHINESE CHEAP LABOR.

were

r»

riety of bindings. Particular attention is called to the
new sets of George Eliot, Carlyle, Ruslan, &c.

HALL,

AT CITY

December IS, 19, 31, 33 ami 33, 1883.
AFTERNOON AND EVENING.
Grand Opening Friday Evening Dec. IS.

MARKED DOWN

rue latest wonts in laicrature aim Art, m a great va-

Senator Black!)urn.

The California theatre manager who put
up a sign saying: “Please do not shoot the
pianist, she is doing the best she can," expressed the feelings of tlie Democrats toward
Cleveland exactly.

“I MUST GIVE UP,l cannot bear
this pain, I ache all over and nothing I
try does me any good.” Back-aclie
weakness.l Uterine pains, Soreness,
Lameness. Hacking Cough, Pleurisy
and Chest nalns cured by that new, original and elegant antidote to pain and inflammation
the Cuticura Anti-Pain Plaster. Especially
adapted to ladles by reason of its delicate odor and
gentle medicinal action. At druggists, 26c.; five
for $1.00. Mailed free by Potter Drug and
decl7ThM&w2w
Chemical Co.. Boston.

4

Large

BOOKS!

boldly!

and

fortunes.

Senator Hampton’s bill making it a misdemeanor for Congressmen to recommend candidates for appointment to office unless applied to by the executive might do good if it
should beoome a law which is not likely to.
But at best it would only prove a partial remedy. We have seen here in Maine that the
interference of local politicians is productive
of quite as much mischief as the interference
of Congressmen. To accomplish much the

Assortnsesst of Holiday Books, Novelties asid Standard
Hoods will be sold at Bottom Prices from the start.

Ousa

REGIME.

Lowell Courier.

master General’s scheme to "use the postoffice
patronage of the State to promote his owr

14

37 EXCHANGE STREET.

REFORM

!

Postmaster

political

A

UNDER

MOUTH RELIEF CORPS SO. I.
Fair, Promenade Concert and Tea Partv.

SATURDAY!

&

BEGINNING EABI.Y.

1 XU 119

A man in Milwaukes thinks ho has discovlie claims
ered a remedy for hydrophobia.
to have cured several dogs afflicted with that
disease by tbe Turkish hath. A surer remedy is to hold the dog's head under water until lie stops breathing.
He will then be
proof against the disease in the future.

—

SALE!
hoTToaOTok
CO.,
McLELLAN, MOSHER

San Francisco Alta.

mission.

Give

ANXIETY.

Philadelphia Times.
The spoilsman's snarl is gradually subsiding to a sob.
COMMENT ON THE KEII.EY AFFAIR.
X. Y. Tost.
That foreigners ought to like anybody we
send, lias a flaTor of the nursery about it.

position.

Mr. Bandall and the Great Objector have
lost their grip on the throat of the House,
Henceforth it will he possible to transact
business without first obtaining their per-

in Western Maine.

OF

IN MAINE TIIET ABE TEARS

A.lJlSE.tlKMTH.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS-

CURRENT COMMENT.

Plano Fortes of the very best make, the llallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Sou
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Plano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
oct20dtt
114Vi Exchange St.. Portland.

NOTICE.
rriHE subscribers having leased the Casco Dye
X House, 13 Plum St., and having put in entirely new machinery, are now prepared to do all kinds
of Dyeing hi a perfectly satisfactsry manner. Old
and new patronage respectfully solicited.
All
work left with us v/111 have prompt attention.
no24dlm* STEWART & GKEEN. Froorietors.

tiii;

NEW MODEL
—

WITH ITS

RANGE,

PATENTS REFLEX
—

SOLD ONLY BY

TENNEY
12 EMHAI6E ST.,

&

—

DEALERS IN

MANUFACTURERS,

—

JOBBERS

AND

RETAIL

L. I).
dec 17

WELLS,

—

P. 0. Box 896.
dim*

DEALERS.

Granite for Building:, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

7

—

Strictly One Price! Open Every Evening!

HAWKES BROTHERS,

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

CRATE.

Office and Works foot

—

DUNHAM.

of Wilmot

Geo. E. IIawkes,

PORTLAND^ BE.

Special Attention given

tlecl8

St, PORTLAND, ME.

Melvin J. IIawkes.
to

Cemetery Work.

Boston & Portland Clothing Company,

d6m

255 MIDDLE

m USI€ BOX e s. ,,i

FREE!
FREE!
To all buying tickets to Souvenir Concerts, BeauDrums, and Piccolo attachtiful
Souvenir
Christmas Cards.
ments. Plays eight tunes. Also small Music Box! HTOCKRRIDGE’8
STORE.
HU8IC
es, all prices.
dlw
deciadlv, STOCK BP IDDE'.S MUSIC STOKE.
declU
with Bells. Bones.

i

W.
decl8

C.

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

WARE,.MANAGER.
<>«

One Hundred Dollars Reward.
Consolidated Electric Light Company offers one hundred dollars reward to anyone
who shall secure the detection and arrest of am
person or persons guilty of maliciously Intel
lering In any way with the lights, poles or wires of
declSdtf
said company.

THE

FURNITURE.

"i

THE PRESS,
MOXDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 21.

Iking Island.8?1'*
Central Pacific lsts.
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Lehigh & Wilkesbarre.1(>4
Denver S R. Gr. lsts.}??,,
Kansas lsts, Den div..
New York Mining Stocks.

WIT AND WISDOM.
a
A Brooklyn woman said to her servant girl,
frftsft arrival cn the latest bout from Cork:
the
butchBlock,
Mr.
if
see
“Bridget ,ro out and
The dutiful
has pig's feet.”
cr <m tl.e
servant went out and returned.
“Well wliat did he say? asked the mistress.
he said nothin' mum.

c-ornor’,

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Dec. 19, 1885—The following
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado

are

Coal.23()J>
60

Quicksilver. 1
do

preferred.uu

MISCliLLANEOCS.
FROM

he got pig's feet?”
"Faith, I couldn't see, mum—he liad Ills boots
on.”
_

Be euro that you ask for Colgun’s Taffy Tolu, as
it
a number of Imitations have sprung up since
lias become so popular. It relieves Indigestion.
"I think my wife advertises lier mouth," said
Jinks. “Why? How do you mean?” inquired a
friend. "Oh, it is very busy all the time, and is
never closed, even on a holiday.”
Do not suffer from Sick Headache a moment
Liver
longer, it Is not noeassary. Carter’s Little
Pills will enra you. Dose one little pill. All druggists sell them.
"Ladies and goutlemeu,” said the side show
Daniel in the liman, “here we have a picture of
the
on’s den—Daniel may be distinguished from
a green cotcarries
he
that
fact
the
to
lion owing
ton umbrella under Ills arm.”
I have been taking your medicine Athlopliores
I will recomand it has helped me very much.
anothmend it to any one for rheumatism. I think
will cure me. Mrs.
er bottle, making three In all,
Mass.
M. A. Johnson, 13 Vine St., Lawrence,
fault of mine,” complained a
the
tired looking young man. -that 1 came intome a
here
and the world owes
am
world. But 1
owes
world
living.” "Yes,” was the reply, the and
spunk
you a living hut you haven’t energy
enough to collect It.”

through

"It’s

no

trem-

Palpitation of the heart, nervousness,
and feet,
blings, nervous headache, cold hands
are
pain in the back, and other forms of weakness
for
relieved by Carter’s Iron Pills, made specially
the bleed, nerves and complexion.
had hale
"Do von think Johnny Is contracting
of hci husn! school?*’ asked Mrs. Caution
lie’s
think
1
expandband. "No, dear, I don’t.
ing them was the reply.

Bad Drainage causes much sickness. Bad
blood and Improper action of the liver and kid
neys Is had drainage to the human system, whicq
Burdock Blood Bitters will remedy.
“Oh, mamma, mamma!” said a little girl the
other day, as she saw a chickeu without any
feathers on liis tall. “Dat old lien has lost the
ribbons out ol her poiynaise.”

Dospeptles can oat liot biscuit when raised with
Congress Tcast Powder, a perfectly puro powder
coinuiuiug

nu

lujuiiuua ihjjicuivui-j.

__

Ontario.2f 00
Horn Silver. 2 u0

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO. Dec. 19.1886.-The followof mining stocks
ing are closing official quotations
to-day:
California

Hale & Norcross.
Best.
Con. Cal. &

Eureka.
Bodie Con.

f

i-2?

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Dec. 19. 1885.—The followlug are today’s quotations of Provisions, &e.:
Pork—Iking cut 12 00@12 50; short cuts 12 50
12 00®
@12 75; backs 12 50K131200; light backs
50; pork tongues $13
12 50; lean ends 12 2j.a
mess
50;extra
prime 9 50
$lS@12
@13 25; prime
10 50; Western prime mess pork at
if$10; mess
10 BOftl asll
Lard6S2@7c p lb m tierces: 7Y4@7V.:0 in 10lb pails; 7%®7s,4c in 5-lb palls; 7%@8ein;i-tb

25
23® 24c; Island at 25®26c. and N.'S. at
®26c; held stock 20@22c ; Western pickled 18%
19ffi20c.
limed
at
Eastern
®1fie.
'Beans—Choice small handpicked pea at 1 80®
1 85 p bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 70® 1 75; small Vermont hand picked pea at
at

185qilJo.

Apples-Choice, 1 50.51 75; common siai 50.
Hay-Choice prime hay, $20; fancy $21; fair to
good at 318@$19; choice Eastern fine $16@$18;
fair to good Jo at *15@S16; poor do at *13@$14:
East swale 811&S12. Rye straw, choice, $18@
$19; oat straw $11@$12 p ton.
Potatoes—Houltou rose 68@70c; do Hebron at
70c- N H Rose 66e;Me Central «0o,05c; Burbank

PORTLAND. Dec. 19,1885.
lots, Is lower at Dl*53e, otherNew Com,
wise the market shows no change of consequence,
with a good business In some departments.
The following are to-day’s quotations for Flour,
Grain. Provisions, Ac.:
Gram.

Plear.

Superflue and
low grades.3 25*3

Hlgh MIxed Corn.59*00
NewCorn car lots51®53

50

58*67
Corn, bag lots
Meal, bag lots. ..56850
Oats, car ots.... 41*42
Patent Spring
Wheats.fl 00®8 23 Oats, bag lots....42*43
Cottonseed,
Mieh. straight
car lots..4400*2500
...5*5i*550
roller
■V

Narine amt

—

'jA Spring..5 0035 25
25
Sea/do!.:.5 Otfes 00

stone gTomid.4
st Louis at’irt

75*6

.T.6 5085

roUer

do....5

clear

25^5

do bag...20 00*27
Sack’dBr n

00

00*20

00
00
00

OO.ctla 00

car lots.. IS
do bag. ..19
50 Middlings, 10

75

50*23

do ban lots,20 00@24
Winter Wneat
Proviftiou*.
Patents.5 75®G 00
PorkFifth.
13 00@13
Backs
Cod
ati—
12 50 a 12
Clear
Large Shores 2583 50
Mess..... 10 60*11
IArgc hitHkS 2383 50
stiuli.2 75*3 00 Mess Beef. 9 50*10
Pollock.2 50*3 251 Ex Mess.10 00*10
...

....

50§2 00
.!... 1 75:32 25

Haddock.1

Hake...

Plate

....

Ex Plate.
Lard—
Tubs f>

Herring—

bx. 14818c
Nol... .12® 15c

Scaled

00*11

11
11

Tierces....

50*12

50
75
00
00
50
50
00

«:V*:7o
7
@7%c

Pails
Mackerel B bbl—
Shore 1
1900*21 00 Hams
Shore 2s. 7 00* 8 001 do coveredlOMsSll1/!!
Oil.
Med. 8s. 8 00M d 00
KerosoueSmall.2 7.Mg 3
*4
I Port. Kef. Pet.
Produce.

t>®....9V4^10e

s*

50|

i Water WWt®.10 Ml

(Cranberries—

Main"

13
Bbbl.
-.4
Cape Cod.. .0 60*7 00 Devoe’s Brilliant.13
001
1
85*2
Ligonia..lO-’/i
Beaus...
Pea
1 75*1 85 Sifter White.10
Medium

50*5 SOjPratt’sAst'l

—

German mdl 40*1 501 Centennial.10-4.
R«i«m».
Yellow Ryes. 1 05*1 761
.>0
,Muii Potatoes. ..50,*(>0 Muscatel.2 50*3
3 25 *3 50 London Lay’r 3 15&3 37
St Potatoes

Seed".
Red Top.2 25«2 37
10
Timothy Secd2

.18822

Ducks
Geese..

14*15
®

00.§2

Nodlieads—2 U04J2 50 Clover..- ...loy»*lle
Cheewe.
2 00ifc2 25
Swts2 00*2 25

un(|\v

Vermont..... 10
Tallmai'i
I N.Y. factory 10 @11 /a
Nol Baldwins
linller.
unil
I
u».
1 25@l 7ojure»ui«ry
21®23
Ver
Gilt
Edge
fl.
M^ljc
p

|UV4

Evaporated

..

Le««>.

Florida.4 50^5 00

Messina.*00*450

Choice.}8|20
Good.15*16
Store....

ftCalagen*.3 00;*3 50

__

Eastern extras.-7
25*3 75 Canada St Western...26

Ornssei.

Florida."

Island.20
Limed.13322

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
and
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
1.2
Canal National Bank.loo 170
160
158
...........100
Cusco Nat. Bank.
,.4
62
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
150
First National Bank.100 148
122
76 120
Merchants’ National Bank
145
National Traders’ Bank.100 143
no
»o
Dceeai Insurance Co.100
100
90
Fortlaml Company. 60
no
56
Oas
Company.
^Portland
BONDS.
111
State ot Maine Cs, duo 1889.110
llo
Portland City Os.Munlclp’l vartouslOO
1-4
Portland City 6s. R- K. aid 1 Mil .122
107
Bath City Gs, Muu. various.102
102
loo
Bath City Gs K. K. aid various....
llo
..113
aid..
K.
Is,
Bangor City Gs, long
123
Muu.120
6s,
lung
City
Hanger
105
103
aid
K.
K.
Belfast City Gs,
107
And. A K«u. K. K. Gs. various ...105
111
18#o..ll0
FortlandAKou.It.lt. 6s,
1“
100
Leeds & Fannlng’tu. 1*. 1*133
Maine Central U. K, 1st mtg 7s. .120
137
Maine Central It. K. Consol 7J....12o
108
Maine Central It. K. Skg !■ uud US. 1( b
104
Co. 1st mtg Gs.. .103
Portland Water
••
108
2d mtg Gs.106
110
3d mtg Gs.108
••

■ ■

...

■ ■

Foreign Exports.
flour
POET LA TOUR. Scbr Lillian—10 bbls
meal 2 do pork 80 galls oil.

2

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Deo. 19. 1883.
Port
Received bv Maine Central Railroad—For coumerchandise; ^for
and 36 curs miscellaneous
mercl.an-

nting road"
ulse.

91 cars miscellaneous
__

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegruph.]
received
following quotations of stocks are

The
fti W
Eastern Railroad..
New York and New England
Atch.. Topeka and Santa Fe

06Vi
sJWB
Railroad.
Railroad. 85
....

Belle Telephone.1'*1,
Mexican Central 7s.•.
Boston & Low ell Railroad..
Flint & Pare Marquette Railroad pref.
PortlawLSoco tit'Portsmouth R.125
Maine Central R. Os. 18US-190e.on
,uu!'*
York Manufacturing Co.

Market.
New York Stock and Money
TBy Telegraph.]
call
on
NEW YORK, Dec. 19. lsSs.-Money
at 2%
loaned at 2@8, the ljmt loan being being

irnn. 'GovBrumeiit
Exchange «ontli!iS qiett)Ut
State bonds neglected.

bonds dull and strong.
market
Itoilroad bonds quiet and firm. The stock
*
aggre
Stock
the
Exchange
at
The transactions

»$£ ^niuiwiwgurifto-day’s quotations of Govem.??££

New4>As, Mfi ;.
New 4^8, eoup-. ,2bv!
New 4s, reg—..
1241/.
New4s, coup-.--..; .125»/I
Pacific 6s of ’tiv....
stocks:
of
bids
The following are D-day's *tejug
Chicago * Alum

«

1

s
..auw
5UU; siiipiiients ow;
3 25@»65; Stockers and feeders at2 35(a3 10,
Texans at 2 50
cows, bulls and mixed 1 60@4 00;

*

Quincy.

2;pt
40’

Erie........
Eric preferred--.—— . ,,7
Illinois Central. S-iSA

Michigan Central-.-■•—
New Jersey Central.
■

Wester if Union Telegraph.
Alton * fW« Haute.
do pref.
Boston Air Line-..
Burlington * Cedar Bapids.
Central Pacific.

Canada .Southern-.
Del., Lack. & West.'.
Del. & Hud. Canal.".
Den.' & ltle Grande.
E. Tenn..V. & ..
Houston * Texas.---,.
Kansas : & Texas.
Morris * Essex...

Mobile & Ohio.

WA

1A%
SA3?
Vh7a
?./?

.fj?

X?

XXM
,ju

Aij[£

pref.107S
Oregon Nav...
an

Kichuiond& Danville.""’"laaiA

Express.fASJf

American Express.

Express..

ro7

451/I

Well*. Fargo Express.
g.oulsvilk" « ..
27 'A
8
tit Paul * ..,02

Union Paclfld Wt
I(ul„
do Land UrarK* .101
do Sinking Funds. 2134
St Louis & San Frau. 2r,v,
do

pref.

Manhattan

Petroleum Market.
BOSTON. Dee. 19,1885.—Refined oil iu fair degall for 110®120 test and
mand; sales 7@7Vbe
at 9Vi@10Vbc for Centennial and Beacon Light,
Head Light and Imperial (1(50 test). Case oil is
held »t 9V4@10Vic \> gal. tins included. Naptha
Is steady at loan Vic, as to gravity.

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, l)ee. 19,1885.—Flour

and
50;
rather easier ;salcs 9700 hhls;State
Ohio 3 30'(i5 50; Western at 3 O0®5 50; Southern
dull
at 3 00 a 5

3 50S5 50.'
Wheat depressed and Vi ft Vic lower, with fairly
active trade reported ;|No 1 While nominal; sales
568.000 hush No 2 Red for January 91W®91%c;
496.000 bush do for February 92%@93S/Sc; 72,bush do for
009 do March at 94%®95e
May at 97%®98V4c; receipts 66.000 bu.
Corn Vi®%c lower; mixed Western spot at 40
®53Vic; do future at 47s/4@49%c; sales 976,000
Cu; receipts 212,000 lmsh.
Oats V4 ft Abe lower; State at 36®41c; Western
"sales 180,000 hush, Including for De......

;1,290,000

35®42c;
cember at 34c; January 34(A ft345bc; February
SGVic; receipts 24,700 bush.
Beef unchanged.
Pork firm; new mess 9 87Vi@l8 3, Vi.
I,aid dull; steam rendered 0 30.
Butter quiet; Western 12nCl.iC,; State
...

97

Elevated.f£A

Metropolitan El.

Erie ..
Union Pacific stock .

18a," 1c.

Molssses

steady.

Petroleum firm.
Coffee dull.
Freights firm.

Srlrits Turpentine dull at 37'if.
Rosin quiet at 1 02Vi@l 10.
Tallow firm at 5c.
CHICAGO.Dee. 19. 1885.—Flour is dull ; Winter
Wheat at 4 GO55 00 for Southern; Wisconsin at
4 0>>®4 85; Michigan at 3 50®4 90; soft Spring
Wheat 3 70 n 4 00; Minnesota, bakers 3 50®4 50;
patents 4 75®5 GO; low grades 2 00®3 00. Wheat
lower; December at 83 Vb®833/4c; closetl 83*40.;
No 2 Spring at 82%®83VsC; No 3 at 65@63Vic;
No 3 Red 73c. Coriilower at 37%®37%e. Oats
lower at 27%c. Rye is dull ;No 2 at 60c. Barley
quiet; No 2 at 65c. Fork is steady at 9 00®9'75.
Lard steady at 5 95. Boxed meats steady; snoulders at 3 75ft3 80; short ribs at 4 75 ft4 80: short
clear 5 00®1> 25.
Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bids; wheat. 50,000
bush;corn, 171,000 busli; oats.106,000 busli; rye,
2.000 busli; barley, 37,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat, 6,000
busli: corn,128,000 bush ;oats,130,000 bush; rye,
4.000 busli ;barley, 29,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Dec. 19,1885.—Flour steady.Wheat
DoH CIOX/.

f'rxvn WAllr

1.

O

at 31%c.

Oats lower; No 2

r>

\:(l V MlYf'fi

Lard

Mixed 27c.

is

at 5 80.

Receipts—Flour. 4000 M>Is; wheat. 20.000 bu;
108,0003)ush; oats, 22,000 bush; rye, 0,000
barley, 25,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 6,000 bbls; wheat 2.000 bu,
corn, 53.000 bush; oats, 4,000 bush;ryc,l,000bu;
barley, 0000 bush.
DETROIT. Dee. 10,1885.—Wheat weak; No 1
White 80c asked; No 2 Red 91c.
Receipts, 43,600 bush.
corn.
bush

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA. Dee. 19,1885.—Sugar market—Ow-

tng to favorable news received from the American
market during the past week tiie sugar market
lias been active but because of want of stock in
first bauds business lias been small since the
In consequence of lower
middle of the week.
prices in New York trade lias been becalmed.
closes
firm,
market
The
although buyers were
less desirous of purchasing. Rains Slave rendered
condition
for
the
unfavorable
sugar making.
Centrifugal, polarizing 92 to 96 degrees, in
and
boxes, 3»/„@3 9-16 reals gold per
hints, bags
arrobe.
Other grades nominal.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
7,000 boxes, 44,000 bags and 5,700 hogsheads;
receipts during tile past week were Goo boxes.
8,800 bags, 420 lilids; exports during the week
840 boxes, 27.000 bags and 430 lilids. of which
049 boxes, 8,800 and 313 lilids to the United
at Havana to United
per lihd of sugar, $1 60@1 75 gold.
outside ports to
north
coast,
the
polls on
the United States, at 1 7G:«$2 00 gold.
2.39Ya.
Snanisli gold

Freights rising; loading

States
From

Exchange

ca B.

report
LONDON, Dee. 19,
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat steady, and corn quiet. Cargoes on the pasAt
wheat and corn dull.
sage and for
Liverpool, spot wheat slow; corn a turn dearer.

1885.-[Beerbolim's

shipment,

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FROM

Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool....Dec 22
St Germain.New York Havre.Dec 23
Suevla.New York..Hamburg... Dec 24

York..Havana.Dec 24
City
Dec 24
Liverpool
Sarmatian ..Portland
Erin.New York. .London.Dec 25
26
..Dec
York.
.Liverpool.
Oregon.New
Niagara.New York Havana.Dec 26
Westernlaud.New York..Antwerp ..Dee 20
Schiedam .New York., Amsterdam.Dec 26
Baltic..'.New York. Liverpool ...Dee 28
Bristol.Dee 30
.Portland

Washington.New

...

..

Texas

...

/8

«7iA

£ivt
° y8

or

phosphate powders.

Sold

only

in cana-

Easy Chairs, $3.00,
mar7__dly_
Rent's Easy Chairs, $4.0©,
Rent's Easy Chairs, $5.00.
Students’ Mockers, $7.00,
Students' Rockers, $8.00,
Students’ Rockers, $9.00.

Royal Baking Powder Co., 166 Wall St., N.Y.

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18th, sell Edward Lawyer. Reed, Rockland.
D
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 17th, schs Mary B
Smith, Raritan River for Boston v|?ol\6]?s
for
Amboy for do; Louisa A Smitn, Ehzabethport
do : j-ettie
do; Harvest Home, New York for
Minnie
l»
for
Portsmouth;
Wells, Tort Johnson
Jt ort JohnTaylor, Amboy for Portland; \ ulcan, New
for
York;
Gardiner
son for Salem; Congress,
Charlie & Willie, Kennebec for Philadelphia.
Man B
Sailed, schs Laura H Jones, Lacvnia,
RichSmith, Louisa A Smith, Ringleader, Vulcan,
mond, and Congress.
In port, schs Wm Slater, Lettie Wells, Nulato,
Minnie C
Mary F Pike, Julia Berkle, Princeton,
Taylor. Douglas Haynes, Harvest Home.
David
Toney,
STOW—In
PROVING
port.tschs
Castilian,
for Portland ;
Spolford. New York llattie
L
Curtis,
Hutchins,
Means, do for Lynn:
Allie Oakes, from 1 ortli
do for Cainhrldgeport;
foi
Amboy; D D Haskell, Haskell, fin Pensacola
Ar 18tli, schs Corvo, Averill, and
Hvue, Hinckley, Amboy.
Below, sell Race Horse, from Now York for

^BOSTON

—

Cid 18th, sell Hattie E King, Collins, St John.
Ar 19th, sell Periiie, Reed, Boothbay.
SALEM-Ar 18th. sells llattie A White, CrabYork
tree, Hoboken; Jed F Duren, Noble, New

Below', sells

Ada S

Allen, Dudley, Boston for

Portsmouth; Forest City do

for

Ellsworth; Odell,

Wade, do for Belfast.

Gl.OUCESTKR-Ar 18tli, sells Emma, Littlejohn, Amboy for Portland: Mary E Morse, bait lniore for Batli; Mail, Hoboken for Kennebec.
Below, sells Ariel, from Bangor for Boston; Alfala, Boston for Winterport; Susan, do lor Rockland ; Martha Nickels, no for Harrington; Forest
City, do for Ellsworth; Ira E Wight, do for Kock18th, sell Ruth S HodgUBORTSMOUTH—Below
Salem for Rockland; Martel, do for Steuben ;

Jas Bonder, do lor Belfast; Alsatian, do for Portland ; Harrv Chester, do for Machias; Ida, do for
do
Newbury; E Gerry, do for Rockland ; Ripley,
for Camden; Golden Rule. Dover for St George;
New
11
E
is
for
do
King
istol;
John Brace well,
York for Kastport; Montezuma, Bangor for Gloucester; Hattie M Mayo, from Koekport for Calais ;
Pusliaw, Lynn for St George; Hudson, do tor Calais; Frank Herbert, Ncwburyport for llesboro;
ewPearl, Rockland for Danvers; F T prisko,
Saarbruek, Salem Kr
buryport for Jonesport;
Machias; S J Lindsay for New York.

Foreisn Ports.

Slianghae Nov 4, ship W 11 Starhuek, Reed;
Wandering Jew, Nichols, tine.
Sid fm Hong Kong Oct 28th, ship Benj Bewail,
At

Ulmer, for New York.
At Hong Kong Nov 13, ships lltan, Allen, foi
New York; Centenial, Bearse, for Piiiliipplues;
Emily F Whitney, Rollins, line; Great Admiral,
Thompson, and Isaac Reed, Colley, unc; haroiies
John C Smith. Foss, tor New York; Richard 1 arfor
sons, Thorndike; Samuel D Carlton. Freeman,
V/avL-

Vfiilwnn

RailAV.

lint*

At Manila
31, sliip Frank N Thayer. Clark,
for New York, ready, Rembrandt. McClivery, for
do. Idg: Analiuae, Robinson, for do.
Sid im Cebu, Oct ‘22, ship Stunner E Mead, 1 ark
New York, with 13,150 pels.
Sid fin Manila Oct 20, barque Adam IV Spies,
Field, New York, with hemp and sugar; 2tltli,
Evie Reed, Rairden, for do Willi hemp.
Ar at Victoria, liC, 8tli inst, ship St Cloud, Fatten, liiogo.
,,,
Ar at Marseilles 17tli Inst,barque Herbert Black
Nichols. Singapore.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 12Ui. barque Geo Treat, from
New York.
Ar at Aspinwall 3d inst, barque Arlington,
Leach, Boston.
At Gonalves 1st lust, sell C H Muconxber, Kuinrili, for Nortii of Hatteras 4 days.
At Barbadoes Dec —. sell Maud Briggs, VoHug,
for Navassa, to load for Wilmington. NO.
At St Thomas loth inst, barque Belle Wooster,
Higgins, from Navassa, ar Nov 29, for do to load
for Wilmington, NO ; brig F 1 Henderson, Henderson. from IVniainbuco, ar Ctli. for Navassa to
load for Wilmington.
Ar at Zaza 7th inst, brig Clara Jenkins, Hooper,
Trinidad.
Ar at Maracaibo Nov 2oth, sch M ATrundy.
Oct

..

_

,,

,,

_

Dodge, Laguayra.

Havana, Dee 11-Chartered, barque Paysou
Tucker, to load sugar to Delaware Breakwater for
orders at 7e pr qtl.
...
At Matauzas Dec 11, sch Walker Arinnigton,
Drinkwater, disg.
Ar at Halifax 18tli, steamer Sarnia, from Portland. (and old 19th for Liverpool.)
...
Cldat StJolm, Ml. 15th, sch Kormau. Smith,
NS.
for
Windsor,
(from Boston)
...

,,

,,

Spoken.

Oct 18, lat 12, loll 113 E. sliip St Nicholas, from
Manila for New York.
Oct 5, lat 34 N, loll 35 W, barque Isaac I, Hkolfield, from New York for Calcutta.

Contagiou

s

nativo of England, and while 1 was in
that country I contracted a terrible blood poison,
and for two years was under treatment as an outI

Vt HARD 03 SOFT, HOT OS C31D WATER.
LABOR* TI5TI5 and SOAP AMAZ
T>fGLY, ami gives universal satisfaction.
•Jo family, rich or poor shouhl bo without it.
’sold by a"! Grocers. BEW ARK of imitalior-*
-**YE3

y**i!

CflDiyica

door patient at Nottingham Hospital, England,
but was not cured. I suffered the most agonizing
all
pains in my bones, and was covered with sores lost
1 completely
over my body and limbs.
for
America,
sailed
all hope in lliat country, and
and was treated at Roosevelt in tills city, ns well
as by a prominent physician in New York having

Finally

connection with the hospitals.
I saw the advertisement of Swift's Specific, and
I determined to give it a trial. 1 took six bottles
and 1 can say with great joy that they have cured
X am as sound and well as I ever
me entirely.
L. FRED HAI.FORI).
was in my life.
New York City, June 12th, 1885.
no

In March of last year (1884). I contracted blood
poison, and belug in Savannah, Gft., at the time,
I went into the hospital there for treatment. I suffered very much from rheumatism at the same
time. I did not gel well under the treatment
there, nor was I cured by any of the usual means.
II lave now taken seven bottles of Swift’s Speifie
and am sound and well. It drove the poison out
Dan Leahy.
through bolls on tire skin.
Jersey City, N. J., Aug. 7,1885.
Treatise on Blood and Skin Disease mailed free.
The SwirT Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta,
ianld&wnrinc'fh
Ga. N. Y.. 157 W. 23d St.

Substantiate tlieir claims by quoting

surgical

cases

in their

Free

a

few

Hospital

for

Women.

The first semi annual report of the surgical department of this institution shows that G5 have
received treatment, 3 have left soon after entering
(contrary to advice), 47 operations have been performed, 37 cured, 6 improved, S unchanged. The
longest time any one patient has received treatment, 73 days; the shortest, 14 days; average,
21 23-51.
Murdock's Liquid Food is administered
patient at tic discretion of the attending surgeons, and it is a significant
fact that iu tbc history of the hospital there
has not been n case in which difficulty has
been experienced in keeping the nutrition
to each

stnndnrd, it matter which other
hospitals And great annoyance in ndjnstup

to

ing.
FROM CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. W. entered hospital July 17, suffering from
the effects of childbirth. She was weakened to
such an extent that she was unable to eat or digest lier food; had severe cough, pain in tire lungs
and night-sweats. Her physician feared she was
going imo consumption, and informed her friends
that, unless something was done immediately she
would probably live hut a short time. She was
put on Liquid Food and a generous diet of other
food. In three weeks she was well enough to bear
Convalesced
an operation, which was performed.
three
rapidly; discharged in four weeks. Now,
in
perfect
months from date of operation, is
health.
A CASE OF INS AN ITT.
Mrs. C., low spirited and dejected since birth of
child, several years ago, has been in insane asylum
Examination disclosed a difficulty;
once since.
operat ion performed, rapid convaleseuce; all symptoms of insanity gone; cheerful and happy at the
present time, five months from date of operation
THESE OASES ARE CITED TO SHOW WHAT
COMBINED
MURDOCK’S LIQUID FOOD,
WITH SKILLFUL SURGICAL TREATMENT,
WILL DO FOR THE MANY AILMENTS Ob
WOMEN.
SAVED

health will

no

physical
admit of an operation can be sufficiently
built np by the Liquid Food iu three or
four weeks so that an operation can take
Patients whose

snfety.
Common cases can, by the use of the Liquid Food
be built up iu three-fourths the time required by
other treatment.
Our Mr. A. L. Murdock is the first American
ever honored by having a ward in one of tiie leading hospitals of London named after him. The
managers did it to show their appreciation of the
value of ids Liquid Food in chronic surgical cases.
He also supports a F'ree Hospital forWonibn, of CO
beds, in London, for Lock Diseases, Consumption,
Intemperance. Paralyzed and Cancer cases. Tiie
beds are all occupied, and the patients prescribed
for by some of tiie leading physicians of London.
Liquid Food is ill general use by tiie governments of the United States, England and the leading governments of Europe,

lilnee with

THE

HOSPITALS OF

LEADING

LONDON,

devoted to general diseases, have it iu constant
use and acknowledge it to be the only Itaw Condensed Food known (and much richer than it is
represented by warrant); also free of insoluble
matter, and can be retained when the stomach refuses water.
CAUTION—Remember that an extract advertised as tiie Original Liquid Vood, and by other
names, is not a food, but tiie manufacturers of it
have used our trade mark, essays, hospital reports,
etc., without our authority. We have sued tiie
said parties for outraging our rights and deceiving
the public.
Tiie only essay on Condensed Raw Food or Raw
F'ood Fixtracts read before any medical association
or society was on Murdock’s Liquid Food.
Around each bottle is a pamphlet which contains
tiie said essays and hospital reports.
,.

MURDOCK’S

LIQUilTFOOD CO.,

po*c

That Ache in 6'mat! of D

>c

Bitters
Burdock Blood
RELIEVES
Bones.
Weary, Aching
Burdock Blood Bitters
Dyspepsia.

nm

tnrn

nAiir

Chelsea, Vt.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1378.

jstewsT

BAKER’S

Breakfast Cocoa.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

...

le§c§Geo
1

J, Fessenden, Wicks, Now York—Mark

Sell Lilian. (Br) Crowell. Port LaTour-master.
sell Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond-N Blake.
Sell L 1) Remick, Remiek, Ellsworth—N Blake.
Sell Grace E Stevens, Stevens, East Blueliill—
N Blake.
SUNDAY, Dee. 20.

CO"-: :-J'&SPTION
nes

*,viln:?’’t number

"f Downs’

ly
C'-oup,
use

Elixir.

has been cur-

by

the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a

Cocoaf from which

Asthma,
Whooping-Cough,

Bronchitis,

rieurlsjr,

Lung Fever, and all diseases of the
Throat, Cheat and Lungs, when

THE SEW HOHE
$15 less per machine than it lias

kell.
Sell Ring Dove. Haskell. Richmond via Saco.
Sell Hein G Hosely. Holt, Baltimore—coal to
Cummings Bros.
Sell Emma, Littlejohn, Amboy—coal to Randall
& McAllister.
Sell C If Spoflford, Scott, Boston.
SAILED—Barques M&E Cann. Mignon, Endeavor: brig Hyperion: sells Robert Byron, M A
Willey, Welaka, Lizz e it Patrick, G L Fessenden, and steamer Harrisburg,

CORRESPONDENTSSACO, Dec HI—Sell Ring Dove, Haskell, Irani
GIVEN AWAY.
Richmond for tills port, will sail for Portland first
fair wind, to discharge.
Souvenir Concert Tickets, with Musical Goods, ChristWISCASSET, Dec 10 —Ar, steamer Lincoln,
mas Cards, &c., &c., at
Coffin, Portland; sell Coquette, Orne, Boston.
STOKE.
MUSIC
STOCKBRIDCE’S
Dec 18—Ar. sell Empire, from Boston, to load
dlw
dec!9
lot
|
Plymouth.
hay

For instance,

ever been offered.

shall sell

on

former price $40.00
45.00

No. S for $25.00
“
30.00
No. 3
“
35.00
No. 4
40.0©
No. 5

,

6J

£S

£(

12*22
12*22
60.00

ss

45.00
55.00

No. 6
No. 7

wc

contraet system,

our

„

70.00

is that.we
The only difference wc shall make from? the regular instalment way
We snail seep
shall reouirc in every instance a quarter down and *o per month.
are sent a disin stock a full line of goods and shall prepay freight when the goods
and a great
tance from the store. Every one knows the New Home Machine,
offer before they bought. Every machine
many will wish they had known of this
on trial.
Any lady
is warranted for five years, but no machine will be sent out
1 i t makshall be welcome to come and try the machines one day or a dozen days,much timo
to
waste
not afford
ing the great concession on price that wc do, we can under the
price. The machines
over them. REMEMBER we sell you a machinest.»
We shall ht.v to
have been shipped some days ago, and will be opened Monday.
the line no matter where the chips fall.

as

LAUPS.

HANGING
Come in and

the line, the

see

price

is right.

PARLOR STOVES
TULs

:

WeeK,

TTzra.cS.ei.'*-

Back Draft Stoves for
We shall sell what we have left at greatly reduced prices.
mfaet
*u
*ii
*18, $15 and upwards, and the largest line in Maine, or
The
to seftet from. A few choice new things are the Art Bossmore,
New

England,

RANGES.

RANGES.

Christmas. Come aiul see
Don’t forget the Range you promised your wife before
first National, UioveOur
Choice,
Nassau,
Union,
the New Tariff, Quaker, Kirby,
this
week.
carload
Another
Ac.
Inwood,

Iand, Dot,

TURCOMAN CURTAINS, 25 PATTERNS.
we have about «0 pairs
We shall not explain the different styles but will simply say
Polos, Rings,
which we will sell at *+.50 a pair, and curtains up to *20 per pair.
at prices that are down.
fixtures
and
shades
Chains,
Loop

ASH, CHERRY, PINE,

WALNUT AND MAHOGANY.

CARPET A® REG REPARTIEJIT.
/ill Wool Carnets. 60

Tapestry Brussels for 63 1*2 cents and
and Velvets for $1. Smyrna lings
05 cents and
A handsome Smyrna Ilooi Mat foi Si.

cents and upwards.

liSdy Brussels
^wS.
all sizes, all patterns.

upwa/ds,

Comforters, Blankets, Pillows and Feather Beds, Hall Stands in
Great Variety, Roll Top Desks, Ladies' Desks, Mirrors, both Mantis
and Pier, all sizes. Pillar Esiension Tables $15 and upwards.

SIDEBOARDS

$20.00 to

$80.00

line in this country.
j„Sj tjic handsomest

Medical Rooms 5S2 Congress St.,

snUable> for tkisseason of the year, for
And all kinds of nsefal Household Hoods
contract s) stem.
our
on
or
special
cash

—

Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by tile allopathic and homoepathie physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and 82.00.
Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Olll. e E3onrn-t> n. ui. to ff. p.iti. novlOdSm

H.E5 MOVAL.
IIAK.TIO.\, Attorney for Claims, has
removed from Centennial Block, to the new Davis
Block, corner of Exchange and Congress streets,
opposite City Building, entranco on Congress at,
Mpolfntiou (Uniu.K, unless filled and fully
proved, prior to the expiration of the law, will bo
forever barred.
dee'Jd&w3w
Portland, Dec. 0,1885.

HAVE liKMOVED

TO

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

STREET.
ss UNION
First door above Fore St. Thankful for past
patronage we desire a continuance of the same a t
doc 1 no if
our new quarters.

Haskell & Jones,
MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

HASKELL & JONES,
470 CONGRESS ST

LANCASTER 0UILQ1N8,

OPPObSTE PBERLE 1ISUSE
tutvil

Sla-igg-s

llcrhes*! C*.

ATTOMEY AT LAW AUB SOLICITOR

PEARL AND

!IDDLE_ STREETS,

5S. K.

PORTLAND.

& CO,

I. L

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager,
OPEl'.
deeH

S

7KHY

Japan, China,’
Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Asptuwall on
the 1st. loth and 30th of each mouth, carrying
passenger! and freight for all the above maned
porta*
mearner of 10th does not connect tor San Friu*?im».
Steamers sail from San Franck oo rrguauk far
Japan, China anti Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
md Australia.
For Freight. Passage, Sailing Lists ami further
Information, apply to or add re*» the General
Kastem Agents.
E. A. ACAIflft A CO.f
I IS ft t:il« ft treat, Car. Croud fti., Bauaa.
dtf

febS

DOMINION LINE.
1885-6-WI.ME It AKUAN«ESESTS-1885-8

Suilluif Between Lirerpool anil Portland,
via. lloville aud Halifax.
MAH.IXb DATE*

l

l.ivvY^l

y,^..

BTKAMliKH.

\

Maiim*
Toronto
•OXKOON

,17III
:31st

Nu.ruibvr,!
Dtrcmbcr.1
24th Dccvmtcr,
noth
loth

December,
lwniib.(,
14th JauiMry.

1

1*««.

[23tb January.
7th January, | •Sarnia
■ BI3TOL DXBVICKi
Far Ar.flbi.ulb P*ch (Pirrcti.

J_

W«*™-

Avonmcuth
ui 8:,vvnihv7.
13111 Dwell,her, |
f

!

IWB&B
*th Ilv<.oibar

Dominion

Tm8_mini

Siam af

PBinuijr

Diur.incr

■

L’aliln.$50 ami $.80 Return.. $d(> and 81 io
Ueluru $C0
Intermed:ate$30
..Return at luweat rale*
.$13
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of Iiulla Street
Uec8tllf

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN «. B„ HALIFAX, 1S.
—

AND

ALL SAKT* OK

—

Brauirirli, Ken drMln, P.iaee tlrfwind, laiiiHd, end Cape Brelea.
iKiuniiKaE.tr.
wavrr.n
Steamer, of tills Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
loot of Stale street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 r. jl, for KABTPOKT und RT.
JOHN, with above connect Ions.
Through tickets l»sue<fand Baggage cheeked U>
destination. rp-Frelght received up to 4.00 r R.
For Tickets and Staterooms. apply al the Luton
Ticket Office. 40 Exchange 8t„ or for other Infovmnllon at Company's Office. Firs! National F*uk
J. B. COYLE. JB.. Oen’l Manager.
Building.
Itew

I10V30"O

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW

YORK.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf mi Wednesday,
and Saturday, at 6 p. m. Heturnliig, leave 1'Ur
88, East River, New York, on Vi rdm-nlay* aud
J. B. COYLE. Ja.
Saturdaysat4p.ru.
Ueuctal Agent
sept21-dtf

Boston‘PiiHadepa

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
AMERICAN AND FBSEiGN PATENTS.
Funi 80STGM every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
So. y.“ Kxtdiaoge Street, Portland, »ic.
rgr-AU bUHiiiftk* relating To l'alewia pronuxtty j
iul2dti
»*uf faithfully exeefttfri.

LAW NOTICE.
CHARLES W. GODDARD
has

removed his law office to

Davis’ New Block, Corner of Congress
aHd Exchange Streets.

Meal, tun! Room Included.
x

K.
8

UNITED

"PI v

m

dlwteodSw

dec 15

Id If

B.

—

4*e«l,
Les|{ Wharf, Brain.

NAtlHSOV,

70

IK)ILL

STALES

Wilson's ttnprecedented success In curing
legions of difficult, eomplirated disc .ses and e.rosumption, after given up
Dr.

I-■+">'*-,,v3K
1 3+
:35^\
!
i
Ajj\

.c js

y VT,"
38

['

\31
I|M'

\

:tr

i.tr-r'yPjf.g■
jESs?’.- #
I

W,

'A

Psy
p

|
*Tr.
“f&L

\

K
Dv

many In this city,

PnW?5***
7

fib

W

todiebyotherphyslelans;
1k-

!

/
4

are

witnesses. Ufa rare
P°r» •«ty f»r "»edtrine.
and eomHe
his own curatives

I

tug

imports
pounds and
fttr speedy

permanent

cures.

He excels In curing eone
—
sumption, female affiictiutiH. syphilis, scrofula, SSnilual debility, diabetis.
nervous prostration, constipation, sleeplessness,
suiti ills: hlooil, fluxes, lost memory, palsy, pleurisy,
stuttering, gravel, piles, cancers, cankers, htut
breath, asthma, catarrh, lungs, heart, liver, kidmade
and diseases
neys. spleen, diaphragm,
chronic ljy malpractice.

Ceosnitutluu nltd Btsniustwtt free
from On. m. t« 8 p. Ml)r. Wilsou is the acknowledged
excels
laureate, ills revised chart, just published
in presenting that science la u new light; illustrating the brain as the Index of human events,
and physically, with equal celerity, mensuccess b‘ trace,
tally directs natures abilities for
business or profession. i’Lysicully It vnodes the
functions of every ache, pain, diseise of every uifir
g ut of the body; also accidents to what extent
-(■verity, to n degree, it curable or Mot. hi health
econothe power ol development teach physical
livery person should
my to preserve the same,
be examined and educated In this science, to

TIIK FIRST-CLASS STFAMEBS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leave FKAN'KiiN WHARF,
Pnrtl.ind. at 7 o’elock p. m., and INDIA Vc lIAr.l'
)
Boston, at 5 o'elc It p. m. (Bund y« excepted
i.-m.-erinr. e
Passengers liv lliia line secure a
iueeiiveunight's rest, and «v»lo Uir expense Rod
leuce of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tlekets to New York via the vanetta
Railroad and Sound Lines tor sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE. Jk Manager.
oettf

wilt

phrcnologleiil

mentally

which v\ e owe so mRch knowledge of humanity.
The charts arc elegantly gotten up, represent
lug 574 organs diseases, accidents and conditions;
characteristically classifled, and contains 54
pages of Instructive reading and medical prescriptions of two schools of practice, comments of trie
uiid papress, testimonials fretn eminent people
tients cured by this scleuttflcdiagnosis thntn.sk no

BXOHRSIONN.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
16, Hteuner Cordon will

uud after

Hep'.
Custom House
ON leave
weitilior

iNuuduys

Wharf

ex-

permitting) at Sp. in., h r la ox
Little and Orest yl.ebeagne, HarpsweJ
and Orr’s Island. Return, leave hit's Island for
Portland at 6.45 a. m., touching at lnlcrtor.tli.ic
a. hi
landings, arrive ut Portland at #.16
For freight or passage apply on heard to
.1. 1. 1.0X0.
OAPT.
seplOdlf
cepted,
Island,

questions.

Office hours from !> a. in. ts 8 p. in. U. S. lloIlotel. Those wishing to learn this science can
do so by studying Dr. W.’s Guide for rhysicinns.
dtt
doc Hi
__

WORSE ft PINKHAHH,

Fire awl Inn Insurance.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW

AMUAl STATEflEAT JAM. 1st, 1885,
—

OF THE

YORK,

—

lus»r* Against Mariue liisks Only.
This Conmanv will take risks at liicir office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, nmklug risk* Minding
as wuler-borue.
open

INCORPOK ATE D

(V

I1ST

1804.

138,030.40

..

Surplus

to

pollfy holders. 879,670.94

agents,

, lee

Street.
Exchange_*0111111

11_

School B

s

at Dost

hard
gi’or the* piupoM of niMiatiutf lh«‘
In
working piirvuli who fiuH n dillicully
1 will
Hool*
school
cheap,
oblniniug good
school
»ell the b« Mt quality of Children’s
booth ul

prime

cost

for

a

short lime.

Metallic Bronze Powders for Decorating

on

SILK, SATIN, PLUSH, VELVET, ETC.
H. il. HAY & 3X1

1884...'.$3,958.0311.44

Premiums
off 1st

on

Policies not masked

January,

1884.

1.447.756.70

Total Marine Premiums..$5,505.790.14
Premiums marked oil from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dee. 31, 1884.$4,046,371.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,1011,019.30

ASSETS:

$

12,938^289.38.

81 x Per Out. Interest ou uuiouut Out*
standing Script Paid ou uud alter Feb. 8, 1886.
Dividend to Policy Holders ou Premium
TenniuuUns In 1884.

40 PEli CENT.
LOSSES PALO IN

TKIRtT DAYS

AFTER FRCOF.

JONES, President,
CUAKI.E8 DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOOKE. id Vice President,
A. A. KAVKN, 3d Vice Preside!:*,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. I).

n. G. PALiWER.
_dlf_
PAINTING !
LUSTRE

—

Premiiuus on Marine Risks from 1st
January, 188-1 lo 81st December,.

^ gQ

Morse & Pinkham,
9

FOK SA1.B 1IY

—

3rqjisti ani Paul

J. W. MUNCER &
Portland,

...

19 1-2 Exchange Hi.
dUne.Mll lin&iigvr

fch3 ’S.'i

Ooalers

VVM. C. BELL & CO.
KOttTUN, MANN.,

d2w

manufacturers of

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Floor, Fish,
Cotton ami other merchandise in the
Warehouse reCortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply <■«
.1. S. DO LOLAS*. Agent,
4-ommwnn-iisi
Wo.
ivHJp

CO.,

POBRESPONDKNTS,

Junction Middle and Free Streets,

BeIF sSpiced Seasoning
Made nf tin' grauu'aled leaves of
most fraurnnt seect l.erh* ;,ml

choice seleetc: spices. Used mid recommended
ad
tiy all first class hotels, restaurants and rai r.
No family
dining halls throughout the eonutry.
l or the dressing »o ymiv
Should he willu.nl'ii.
turkey ii is ludlspeiisiihle. por se.-isunlng eaeal:ds e'liee. 'o,'r ami poult: y, it
-t
'. i■,
1.
it',
has no equal, homines uidcritig Hlutuld t-e sure to
;ok lor hell's seas, .dud and t -ke no other.
Sold by all tirst-elHs.i grocers and market men.

Vy one who
I Iiitnuoita t'ansc* »»>«
year*
doal twenty eight
was
of the
noted
the
specialists
of
Treated liy must
in Uutt
day with uo benefit. Cur&I hlnwrif
at wuoi.i-SAiJ: trr
others
dBof
hywime
hnudn
and since then
hum*
TWITCH ELL CIIAIII’LIN * CO.
process. A plain, simple and successful
dim
Address T. B. CAGE, 1*8 East 20th
det-4
uovl4SM&Wl2w
I
St., New York City.

BU9i»

Dr

molltta,
ESVEnMIPJCa-. Smeut.

}

n®

POBl'I-ASB, UK.

COR.

To California,

—

so

Portland, Me

Dr.

3ABU1.MAN._"

31

SHOERS,

HORSE

o.l'j;_

dining chairs

BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

TUL'nXDAT,
l)vr. HI
•'
24
31
Jan.
7
21

SiXlilMAS.

SarMwTIan.
PARISIAN.
PoLYNliblAN.

RlcKUSICK & ELLIOTT,

in cash....
Total Assets at actual value. bob,4JJ.hu
INABILITIES.
Losses in process of ad.8 74,148.88
iustment
Re-lnsurauee reserve.... 273,670.90

for persons in health.

Clairvoyant and ISotnuic Physician,

t'lBD*.

Capital paid up
in Maine.
Splendid assortment and the lowest prices

From iVrtbuiB
Yla Halifax.

itviubv
8rfcAMEK-

i'ubbeugvr accommodations luieijuulltd. CabUi
$o0to *80; Intermediate, JtfO;
,
For pussuge apply to II. & A. ALLAN, Geueral
•
\ £*
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Jf^SpS!
(
WALDRON, 40 Exchange 8t.; T. 1
423 Umgreea St., or for passage or freight tu if. «
A. ALLAN. Agents, No. I India St., PurtUud.
nov»8

lilt?

OF PIIILADFXPHIA, PA.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

DR. E. B. REED,

Kto^khold^M Of

Furniture.

Chamber

delicious, nourishing,
cup.
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids aa
well

nf

National Bank of Portland will beheld
at its banking house on Tuesday, January 1 it,
18t»U, (being the second Tuesday of said month),
at 10 o'clock a. in. The election ol seven Directof
ors for the ensuing year, and the transaction
come
before
any oilu-r business that may legally
It. will be the business of the meeting.
WILLIAM T. SMALL. Cashier.
Portland. Dec. 11,
Casco

—of—

It is

F"' “le
*11 d'aV'’
other remedies fail.
3?u;?, joniT:e:t 4 lom. Prcri's, ButUnetoo. vi.
feblS
MWF&wly_

Arrived.
Barque Sokoto, (Br) Butler, Buenos Ayres, in
ballast. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Barque Addle 11 Cann, (Br) Haines, Buenos
Ayres via Philadelphia. To kyan & Kelsey.
Brig Gipsy Queen. Chandler, Philadelphia.—coal
Vessel to Hall & Hasto Randall & McAllister.

FROM OUR

Warranted absolutely pure

the time-

It will cure

rrillE shareholders of the Xatlonni Traders Bank
i of Portland, are hr reby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their banking room,
at11
on Tuoeday the twelfth day of January next,
eno’clock a. in., to choose five Directors for the that
on any other business
to
act
and
suing year,
conic before them.
may
h
3 legally
EDWAKD GOULD. Cashier.
declldlm
Dee. 11, 1885.

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY I

$15 and upwards;
upholstered in Hair Cloth, 7 pieces all complete, for $35, $10,
but the best trade we have ever offered the people of Maine is a 7-piece (rushed
1 lus h
Mohair Plush, in combination of colors, for $5.», and in Embossed Mohair
this isn’t
for $16, and in Embossed Mohair Plash, trimmed wtth plush, $o0. If
for
the
money
the best plush, the best frame, and the best upholstered Parlor Suit
are in the
in this country, we do not want a cent for it. But please read on, we
handand
cost
the
humor to give surprises. We have been patiently investigating
live and do business on
ling of Sewing Machines, and lirve discovered that we can
and so we are
less profit in this line, ns well as other lines, than has been charged,
going to sell

<1

than before in ten years. It. relieved my
kidney troubles as well. We both wish
you, the makers of it. Godspeed.
JOSEPH LANDON,

NATIONAL TRADERS BANK.

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesals and Retail.

SUITS

PARLOR

CURES

Dyspepsia.
Gents:—I feel it my duly to say respecting Burdock Blood Bitters, that it is
the best medicine I ever took. I suffered
two or three years from stomach troubles
and dyspepsias well as from liver anti
kidney complaint. I was not able to attend to my business. My wife was afflicted
in much the same way. We read of your
Bitters in the papers anil made up our
minds that we wouldtr/i them. The result

_decnutti

—AND—

Boston.

1

pm

Sen Lizzie H Patrick, Meyer, Baltimore—Byan
& Kdscy
Sell Weybosset, Crowell, Cllen Cove—K S Hain-

We are going to close
If you want one please eall early.
from $2.25 to $7.00.
them out quick. Fancy Platform Kockers, only tiiree dozen in stock, we shall sell
them at $0.00. Camp Rockers going this week at $2.25 and upwards.

I’.rllaail W.-rYitc.

‘LIVERPOOL KOVAL MAIL SERVICE.
Dee. 11,1885.

1885._dcrlliUtl

RATTAN ROCKERS

BRANCH ) r Snow Hill, Condon.
lTOBEiN, ( 3S4 SI. I'nul SI., Montreal.
SM&Wtf
nov21

BLOOD
i
BITTERS
aO&BMP-VSS’r
Burdock Blood Bitters

rililE aunual meeting of the stockholders of the
1 Canal National Bank of Portland for the
election of seven directors, and/or the transaction

Ul'SISftM

S
OF

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

JL

All kinds, in Plush Top, Cloth Top, Marble Top, Wood Top, and Polished Wood Tops.
See our celebrated Monougahela Plush Top Tables. We shall mark these goods at
marprices that will close them out, commencing with Marble Top Tables 20x28,I lush
ble best Italian, from $5.85 and down to $2.25, and again upwards to $16.
EightyTops from $1.00 to $25.00. Polished wood Tops from $5.00 to $25.00.
five different styles to select from.

1 began to improve at once,
is,mvwifoandaKIa
tn
li rrl wnrlr

a,t ti

••

18SB.

Arrangement*.

iiBd

|

Tlll'USXi.tY,
Noy. 19
Dec 3
*•
10
•<
,7

THE CASCO NATIONAL BAHK, OF PORTLAMO.

We shall sell

prices.

‘ltd

11,1885.

niRP nnnipil niABlinir

TABLES.

TABLES.

the

—

have knocked the bottom out of
Hie goods. Come and see them.

we

*3 to?

to mislead.

THE MUR DO € K LIQUID
FOOD COMPANY

nnrl I

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. DECEMBER 21.

Steamship
Coyle. Jr.

It is needless to add that

>SfLY SAFE laborsaving compound, r«*J
if ways benrs the above symbol, and name ct
JAMES PSXK. NEW YORK,

am a

...

New York—J B

$35,

7© STYLES TO SELECT FROM.

WASHING^BLEACHIEG

l)'s!d>?8th,

at
.;;
Dec 31
Moravia.New V ork., Hamburg
Parisian.Portland.... Liverpool.. Dec 31
Toronto. ..Portland ....Liverpool... Dec 31

SATURDAY, Dee. 1».

all beautifully upholstered in

Hair Cloth, Haw Silk, Mamie, Petit Point and Mohair Plush.

4

Germaine..'o>v .p.• V,

Cleared.
Eleanora, Bragg,

Gent's

and up to

PERTH AMBOY—Ar 17th, sells J M Morales,
New York.
Jordan, and Eflie J Simnions, Bulger,
Sid 17th, sells Silver Heels, Mullen, Cauibudgeport; 51 E Eldridge, Kelley, Boston.
Sid 18tli, sell Lucia l oi ter, Grindle, Wilmlng-

raiHE annual meeting of the stockholders of the
1 Merchants National Bank of I’ortlaud will he
held at the Bank on Tuesday, Jan. 12, 18811 at 10
o’clock a. in., for the choice of directors and transaction of any other business that may legally he
CM AS. l’AYSON, Cashier.
presented.
Dee.

vidence

..

ALA RUSTIC

Please remember what you can buy at the Branch Store, Corner Pearl ami Middle, a few doors below the Postofllce.

'cfd

Normandie.New York. .Havre.
..pec30
Alaska.New Y’ork.. Liverpool...Dec 29

il!!! sets:::::::::::: liot j lI1°u w;iter ]::)

alum

18th, barque John Bunyau, Lancaster, BarWin
celona; sells Minnie Smith, Arey,Galveston;
Hayes, Smith, Fernandlua.
Passed the Gate 18tli, sells John Douglas, from
New York for Boston; Fred C Holden, do for do;
Nettie Cushing, do for Salem; Noreua, Elizabetnfor 1 roport for Portland; Geo D Perry, Amboy

firm.

European Markets.
Bv Telegraph.]
LONDON.Dec. 19,1885.-Consols 90 3-16.
LONDON. Dee. 19,1885.—U. S. 4s, 125% ; do
4V2s, 115.
LIVERPOOL, Dee. 19,1885,-Cotton market is
quiet; uplands at 5d(Orleans 5 3-1 Gd: sales 7.<X>‘'
bales speculation and export 500 hales.
LIVERPOOL.' December 19, 1885.—Winter
Wheat at 7s@7s 2d; spring wheat nt7se7s2d;
California average 6s 10<l;«Sslld; club 7s®7s 2d;
Proviscorn, mixed Western, 4s 8d; pens 5s Gd.
mess;
ions, &e.—Pork steady at 49s for Eastern
od
for
and
29s
long
short
clear
30s
for
at
bacon
clear; cheese at 46s for American; lard, prime
AmeriGd
for
20s
at
31s
at
tallow
Oil;
Western

This Powder never varies. A marvel of puritystrength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight

.

KAr'l9tii,

..

Havana Market.

READ !

PLEASE

barque Idaho, Richardson, Cieufuegos;
sells 51ary L Allen, Goldthwaite, Azua; Eleanor,
JacksouPoole, Cedar Keys; Hattie H Barbour,

don,

Sugar quiet.

Sch Andrew J York.Wallace, Somerset—J Nick-

»o

do

IT

_

**

North western preferred.
.
New York Central-.
iaZu,

Adams

4 85.

___

Kenntstou, Savannah, (and
Cld 18th, sell H H Benedict, Manson, Boston.
OrAr 19th, sell San Domingo, Bennett, New

sell Lamoine, Steele, Port Johnson.
FALL RIVER—Sid I8th, sell E C Allen, Godfrev. Baltimore.
WOOD'S llOLL-Sld 17tli, sell Jessie Halt, 2d,

55@65c._

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Dee. 19, 1885.—Cattle—Receipts 1.-

annual meeting of the Stockholders of thr
Cumberland National Hank of Portland will
be held at their hanking rooms on TUESDAY, the
twelfth day of January, 1880, at 10 o’clock a. m..
for the choice of Directors amt the transaction of
come before
any other business that may legally
WILLIAM H. SOULE, Cashier
them.
decl2dtd
Portland. Dec. 12,1885.

MONDAY MORNING TO SATURDAY NIGHT.

"PETERSBURG, VA-Ar 17th, sell Frank McU'a LEX AN ilklA-Sld r'l7 til, sell Lizzie Wilson,
L
sell Win H Allison,
BALTIMORE—Cld 17tli. sailed.)
18th, sell Lizzie Dewey,
^PHILADELPHIA—Cld
& Ellen. Littlefield Boston

Fnoui UvcriHKil
Yia Halifax.

THE

NOP. FOL K—Cld ICtli, brig Ernestine, Norton,

Hebrons

preferred- -."'iswu

Chicago, Burlington

'' *

CUMBERLAND NATIONAL BANK

Baltimore.

ltoseWILMINGTON—Cld 18th, sell Vineyard,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 18th, sehs Ida L Ray, MarElizashall, Port Johnson; Abby Thaxter, Low,

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
car

Woodbury, for

seedlings 60c; N Y Hebrons at 48.8.50c; do Rose
\ t
55e; do prollfics 50@55e; Eastern do at (!5e;

^Hogs—Receipts 33,000; shipments 4000;10@15

FINANCIAL AND GOMMERGIAL,

Kaminski,

milE aunual meeting of the stockholders of the
1 Ocean Insurance Company for the choice of
directors and the transaction of such < ther buslness as may legally come before them, will be
held at the office of the Company on Wednesday,
the sixth day of January, 18HR, at 3 o’clock p. in.
CHAS. F. FLAGG, Secretary.
decltid3wPortland, Dec. IB, 1885.

for file We

i

ClfAKLESTON-Cld 18th, brig Caroline Gray,
LanPillsbury, Philadelphia; sellforGeo Moulton,
Aspmwall.
derkin, Pascagoula, to load
waitingwattr,
15,
port
GEORGETOWN,SC—In

K.lvvrpool

OCEAN MAM COMPANY.

AND-

17th, sell George E Young,

Hallowellj

x

o
TUESDAY, January 12,1S80.
the forenoofi, for the election of Directors and tor
tlie transaction of any other legal business.
WILLIAM E. COL LD, Cashier.
Portland, Ilee. 12,1885.dccl4eodtd

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

GRAND

^MOBILE—Ar l8tli, sell May McFarland, MontS°KE?WL'ST—Sid 18th. sell Belle Higgins, Cush-

‘"IaVANNAH—Ar
1

Winter

on

Loud,

Havana; Sarah
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 18th, ship Standard, from Philadelphia for San Francisco.
Ar 10th, seh John Bird, Bird, Zaza.
pails.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th, sell: -Value C Stubbs,
Hama 5%@10c p lb, according to mo and
Y iiPendleton, Norfolk; 11 J Cottred, Haskell,Poit
cure; small 10@10%c.
at
Mattie J Alles, Crockett, Amboyfoi
“
country
einia;
Dressed hogs, city, 5*4@5VSicpib;
for
do
Portsmouth;
Tower, Wilson,
fandj
4']4c;live4Mie.
Julia S Bailey, Gould, Bath; E C Deumson.Croek;
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 2, a
ett, Belfast; E 51 Sawyer, Dobbin, and MaiyE
23 icommon to good20@25c; New York late made
Lllsworth.
Amsden, Clark, Calais; Adam Bowlby,
dairy 21@22c; Vermont do 22@23c; selections at
tsiiovv,
1 X
Jas Barrett, Preble,
24c; common to good at 15@20c; extra Western
I> H nj>w
lugiaham,
to
Rockland;
common
French.
good
ami
Idaho
fresh made creamery 30@32e:
Sea
Boston;
Lomhord,
Mullen, do; Jas Roth,veil,
22®27c; Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@20c.
!
A W Fisk,White, do: Lucy M ColJobbing prices range l@2c Higher than these quo- Bird, Gott, andNew
ELzabeth.RanOlivo
Bedford;
lins, Bartlett,
and EmCheese—Choice North 9*4@9%c: lower grades j dall. New Bedford; St Elmo, Armstrong,
Eva L Leonard,
Western at 9*4@9YaC. Job
ma Green, Smith, Providence;
to

quality;
according
lots VaCliiglier.
„__
Emrs—Noai hy30®31c; Eastern extras 27@28:
Fork and
fancy higher; East firsts at 26c; New
Vermont 25® 26c; North 25@26c; Western freali

of the stockholder* of'this

°IJ'^Y1entura?sa
G

1885:

annual meeting
will be held at their banking rooms,
THEhank
clock in
at 10

for
ttnrnne Ventura. Sawyer, from Baltimore
Saiiua, before reported ashore The Y entura is a
wifi probably be a total wreck,
at MlUbt ldge
new vessel. 663 tons, lately launched
and was on her first voyage.

Domestic Ports.
GALVESTON—Sid 18tli, sell Stephen

ALLAN LINE.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK.

Memoranda.

sell I, C

\Yf

__

EXCHANGE.

Sid fm Liverpool Dec 17tli, steamer Polynesian,
Bitchie. Halifax ami Portland.
Ar at Macorris Nov 25tb, soli Emily Shepard,
(Utvfliiw Now York for St Doiniugo.
Nellie May,
Ar at Vokoliama Nov 14, barque
Austin, Newcastle, NSW.

‘‘Sure,'

‘‘Has

MERCHANTS’

l»TEA.ttEK(*.

meeting*.

ANNUAL

—

—

_

THE_ PRES S.
MONDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 21.
PORTLAND AMP VICINITY.
NEW7

ADVKBTISBHEfrTS TO-DA1.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
B. A. Atkinson & Co.—Pearl and Middle Sts.

Wanted—Housekeeper.
Cheap Excursions—Gland Trunk

R. B. Co.
January Atlantic.
Citizen’s Mutual Relief Society.
For Sale—Scroll Saw.
Owen, Moore & Co.—Holiday Goods.
Wanted—Young Man.
Holidays at Eureka Dollar Store.
For Sale-Grocery store.
Westbrook Seminery—\V inter Term.
Sheeting—Hines Brothers.
AUCTION SALES.
Stock and Fixtures—New York Cigar Store.

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should always
be used when children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from paiu
ami the little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known
remedy for diarrlura, whether arlsieg from teething or other causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle,
dee 14
__WS&Mlyr
A. W. Tompkins, M. D., 177 Clintou Place, New
York, writes, June 2,1883: “In many of those
insidious Diseases of the Brain and Spinal Cord,
where local stimulation must be obtained, and
where liniments, blisters and various applications
fail, marked relief from pain call be obtained, and
the patient greatly bcuefltted by placing strips of
Allcock’s Porous Plasters over the spinal cord,
In ail cases
from base of brain to end of spine.
of Spinal Irritation, Weakness, or Nervous Pros-

tration, I recommend Alleock’s Porous Plasters.”
cod&w
dec 21
Springfield, Mass April 15 1881.
“
I have been sick with pleurisy and
pneumonia. It left mo with a very hard, hacking
cough. All the physicians and medicine did no
good. A friend advised mo to try Adamson’s
Cough Balsam, one bottle of which did me more
good than all the doctors and medicines 1
have tried; and 1 shall recommend it far and near
“MARY A. ROCKWELL.”
dee 21
MW&F&w.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills will positively euro
sick headache ami prevent its return. This is not
talk, hut truth. One pill a dose. To be had of all
Druggist. See advertisement.
d&wlw
DeclS
Just give it. II. DOUGLASS & SONS’CAPSICUM COUGH DROPS a fair trial; they will relieve your Cough instantly. Thousands testify to
Oct2F W&M
this.
__

Harder's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly publication Is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for tlic ensuing week has beeu received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Intoxication.
darby.
Ten days in the county JailDaulel Hollywood. Intoxication. Ten days in
the county Jail.
Daniel Hollywood. Assault.
Tldrty days in
the comity Jail.

Saturday.—Timothy

BRIEF

Quinn & Co.

__

are

JOTTINCS.

building

a

steel boiler for the

Portland Stoneware Co.
The Parisian has arrived off Cape Race and will
be here tomorrow.
Tho electric lights at Woodfords were lighted
for tlie first time Friday night.
The value of foreign exports last week was $209597.05 including 853,722 feet of lumber.
The steamer Sardinian of the Allan line, from
tills port, arrived at Movilic, yesterday.
Rev. Dr. Hill delivered a very interesting serjnon at the First Parish church yesterday morning on Christmas to the children.
Mr. Thomas B. Merrill’s father rescued William H. Vanderbilt from drowning when Vanderbilt was eleven years old.
A little daughter of C. N. Adams, the grocer
had diphtheria, and the operation of tracheotomy
The child is conwas performed with success.
valescent.

If. Thatcher Clark, who assisted an old,
feeble man at one of our depots lately, has received notice that the old inau has died and bequeathed him several thousand dollars.
Presumpscot Park was sold to R. 0. Conant Saturday for $225 above the incumbrances of a mortgage of $0,427 to George Burnham, Jr., and
*432 unpaid taxes. Mr. Conant will make a
farm of the park.
Parker & Nagle are building a pretty steam
launch for Mr. Charles Goodwin of Deering which
will be 27 feet long and 9 feet 0 inches beam; and
a sloop for a New Yorker to be 27
feet long, 9
feet wide and 2 feet deep.
The semi annual meeting of the Maine AmaMr.

tour

.TnitrnnHst.

A

Rsnointinn will

ho

holrl this nftor

noon In tile Y. M. O. A. hall.
Amateurs from all
parts of the States are expected and officers will
be elected for the ensuing six months.
The snow fall on Friday night made excellent
sleighing Saturday, and it was well improved.
Congress and Middle streets were filled with flying sleighs an Christinas shoppers until after eight
o’clock In the evening.
The New Brunswick, from Boston for St. John,
left Boston Thursday, encountered rough weather
and put into Gloucester. She afterwards proceeded to this port and laid here stormbound all day

Saturday.
We have received the Folio for January. It is
excellent number, full of attractive music, contains lithographs of Messrs. White and Smith the
publishers, a pretty picture etnitled ‘'Singing the
the Christmas Carols,” and a portrait of Janauschek. Chandler has It.
an

Temperance Meeting.
The temperance meeting at the Second Parish
church last evening, under the auspices of the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union and the
Law and Order League, wan well attended, the
church being nearly filled. The services were
conducted by Rev. Mr. Daniels, the pastor, who
In Introducing Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, the first
speaker, remarked that the people of his parish
were always glad to have the W. C. T. U. meet
with them.
Mrs. Stevens spoke for about thirty minutes,
first considering some of the charitable institutions in the State, the necessity for all of which,
Mrs. Stevens said, would bo greatly reduced but
for the crime of intemperance.
The Maine Industrial School for Girls was the first institution
mentioned, and the method of teaching, the
growth and the attainments of the school diseussed. Of the Portland Temporary Home for
Women and Children, Mrs. Stevens said that it is
the only place in the State where a home is supplied for the women discharged from the jails and
public hospitals and for other unfortunates. The
institution was last winter made the recipient of
State aid to the extent of ?500 annually, or about
one-quarter of the running expenses.
After saying a few words regarding the Children’s Christmas Club, Mrs. Stevens spoke of the
work of the W. C. T. U., its achievements in the
past and plans for the future. She said that
the time would come when the President of the
United States would not ignore the temperance
sniAotirtn

in

liie

Aanrmiccinn'il

moacorro

«a

yivjc

done last month.
Rev. Mr. Dunn of the Free street Baptist church
delivered a brief address on the obstacles in the
way of the temperance cause. lie prefaced his
remarks by saying that he had recently come to
the State as a stranger and had been much surprised to see on the second clay of his residence
in Portland, which he had always thought a temperance city, a drunken man being led along the
streets.

The obstacles in the way of the work of temperance, as recounted by Mr. Dunn, are tnc uncharitableness of the workers in tile various
organizations toward caeli other; the fear of
doing good hard work in the cause, such as going
among the down-fallen in the haunts of wretchedness and sin; and the self-reliaace of those who
put their faitli in themselves and the organizations to which they may belong instead of on the
church of Christ.
The meeting was dismissed with the benediction by Rev. Mr. Dunn.
A Fine Vessel.

Yesterday morning the schooner Robert Byron
in charge of Captain Carman of Deer Isle, sailed
from tliis port bound for the Cape Verde Islands.
As she spread her white wings to the breeze and
gilded gracefully out of tile harbor she presented
a pretty sight to the large number who had gathered on the wharf to witness her departure. I She
is owned by Messrs. Lewis and Knapp who have
fitted her up at considerable expense, and is intended for trading purposes between here and the
coast of Africa. Slihe has been engaged in the
fruit trade and|has a record of the fastest trip ever
made by either a sailing vessel or steamer between Baracoa anil New Orleans. She takes out
an assorted cargo which will be disposed of to the
best advantage, and should this new venture on
the part of her owners prove successful, it is their
intention to fit up a number of vessels for the
same

trade.

The many friends of Captain Carman, who liy
the way has an interest in tliis new scheme all
Join in wishing him a successful voyage and a safe
return.
__

Christmas Cards.
We have received from Messrs. Prang & Co. of
Boston samples of their Christmas cards. Among
them arc specimens of their plain cards, single
and double, as well as fringed, single and double,
to which are added a few novelties. The series of
four prize cards, with the addition of the Boston
eard, which is a reproduction of Miss Humphrey’s
design, which received In Boston the largest number of votes of the visitors to the exhibition, is the
most interesting feature of the line.

SUSPECTED OF

EMBEZZUNC.

Matter with
Cledhlll’s Accounts.

Something

the

F.

T.

The Young Man’s Sudden Departure
from Portland.
Fred T. Uledhill, the young man whose sudden
departure from town about ten days ago oecasioned considerable comment at the time is wanted on
suspicion ef embezzling a large amount of money
from Mr. M. N. Rich, secretary of the Board of
Trade and Citizens Mutual Relief Association.
Mr. Glediiill is a good looking young man apHe lias
parently 22 or 23 years of age.
had the reputation of being fast, and while earning but six dollars a week at his legitimate employment has habitually spent a much larger
amount. He wore clothes made by the best tailors, went to the finest entertainments and ordered costly suppers afterwards, drove the smartest
teams the livery stables afforded, smoked flue
cigars, and in short enjoyed life in a high handed
way.

For several years the young man has been called a successful gambler, and when surprise has
been expressed at the lavish way in which he
spent money the reply has been “Oh, Glediiill is
lucky.” He kept a pile of cigars won, as he said,
by shaking the dice, and it is stated that Mr.
Glediiill always shook for a dollar’s worth of cigars
at a time.
Tlie father of young Glediiill resides in Lewiston and is in comfortable circumstances. He has
a brother living in this city.
Until about ten days ago, Glediiill performed
his duties at tlie Merchants Exchange regularly
and spent his time in his accustomed ways. On
the evening of Friday, the lltli hist.; he went
and saw A Friendly Tip, the play performed at
tlie Portland theatre that night. At the conclusion of the performance, he repaired to a billiard
hall and played pool until a late lionr. Then In
company with the young lady to whom he was engaged, he took the night Pullman for Boston,
where the couple were legally married the next
day. The explanation given by both the parties was that Glediiill had received an advantageous offer in tlie West which necessitated his
going there immediately. Glediiill stated to some
persons that he Intended to go to Chicago and, to
others that his destination was some point in
Dakota. From Boston Gledhill wrote a letter to
Mr. Rich In which he said in substance that he
wished to apologize for leaving so suddenly and
that Mr. Rich would probably learn the reasons
for his going. He thanked Mr. Rich for liis kinduv.13 auu

earn

no

iiv|/vu

i/u

iuviu

buu

opinion in the future.
father

At the time of Gledhlll’s departure,
this city and asked if his son’s accounts
Mr. Rick then thought and
were all straight.
stated that everything was correct, the accounts
squaring to a cent. During the past week, however, it Is understood that an examination of the
books of the Citizens Relief Association has bceu
made and a shortage of some seven or eight hundred dollars has been discovered. Gledhlll has
transacted the office business |of the association
for Mr. Eich, making out the assessment notices,
receiving the money paid in and giving receipts
therefor.
Friday or Saturday, the affair was placed in the
hands of the police and Marshal Andrews Is taking steps to find Gledliill.
It is believed that Gledliill is in New York. It
Is known that he went to that city and telegraphed from there that lie was staying at the Murray
Hill hotel. Conflicting stories are told as to his
money affairs. He is said to have left no unpaid
debts and it is also stated that he owes some 8200
for clothing and $75 for diamonds.
It is not known howr much money he had witli
him when he left, but his suspected embezzling is
supposed to have been carried on for along time.
his

came to

PERSONAL.

THE MIKADO.

Tlio "Mikado” evidently lias "caught on” in
'ortland, and this is due in great measure to the
ixcellent manner In which It was mounted, and
ostumed, and generally presented, by Mr. StatThe Portland public will patronize a good
ion.
lilng, but they require it to be as well produced as
Some 2700 peos possible for a city of this size.
lie witnessed the "Mikado” at the two evening
ind one matinee performances. So much pleased
vas the management that the company will reurn here Dee. 30th.
In our notice Saturday morning, mention of
Mr. Brooke,
ICo-Ko was inadvertently omitted.
vho assumed the character, was entitled to confor
his
ilderable praise
presentation of the Lord
High Executioner. His great fault was that in
inclined to exaggerate
was
lie
:rying to be funny
oo much
Air. Lang—not Mr. Brooke—was the
was
suffering from a severe cold,
Sank! I'oo, and
which had improved at Saturday’s performance.
Miss Montague sang the part of Ynm-Yum with
much taste, and displayed a very pleasing and
in it e powerful voice.

Washington.

neuralgia.
Ensign James B. Cahoon, U. S. N., has been
detached from the torpedo station at Newport,
R. I., and placed on sick leave.
H. B. Plumb, Terryville, Conn.; A. Torry and
wife, Detroit; W. H. Coats, East Saginaw; W. H.
Martin, Boston; and W. Newbola, Philadelphia,
were among the guests at the Falmouth Hotel
last night.
Senator Frye has been invited to speak at the
New England dinner at Brooklyn, Dec. 22d, and
has accepted the invitation. He has been compelled to decline the invitation to speak on New
England day at the Exposition at New Orleans.
The many friends of Capt. William Mitchell, the
popular station agent of the Boston & Maine and
Eastern roads, will hear with pleasure that he is
recovering from a severe attack of inflammation
of the bowels.
The funeral of Miss Fannie Longfellow Gill,
daughter of Mr. George H. Gill, took place
at her parents’ residence on Wilinot street
yesterday. Rev. Henry Blanchard officiated.
Miss Gill had been cashier at Mr. N. H. Stndley’s,
and was endeared to many friends. The floral
tributes were profuse and beautiful, and consisted of the following: Gates Ajar, from Mrs.
Longfellow; floral anchor, from Wm. L. L. Gill;
floral cross, from Samuel H. Gammon; floral
pillow, from C. H. Rcdlon; floral basket, from
Wm. Weyant; floral crown, from neighbors; floral
harp, from associates, 499 Congress street. What
rendered the circumstances of Miss Gill’s death
more sad was the fact that her marriage was to
take place soon, and the arrangements were
nearly completed when she was taken sick. The
bereaved parents and the betrothed have the sincere sympathy of a large circle of acquaintances.
c.

c.

c.

There was a large gathering at the meeting of
the Children's Christmas Club on Saturday, and a
lively interest was evinced in receiving and returning dolls and work, bestowing badges, registering subscriptions, &c.
Mrs. Thomas J. Little lias converted her residence, No. 88 Park street, into a very busy bee
hive, where donations of candy for filling candy
bags will be gladly received.
Mrs. Allen Moulton has accepted the care of distributing and arranging tlie napkins, and Mrs.
Giles O. Bailey the advertising and uewspaper
work.
Clothing, boots and shoes, may be sent to the
ward room in City Building, entrance second door
from Congress on Myrtle street, on Wednesday,
Thursday, Saturday and Monday, the 23d, 24th,
2Gtli and 28tb, where the clothing committee
will be in readiness to receive it and many eager
half-clad little ones waiting to be comforted. Mrs.
Taylor, as chairman of the clothing committee,
will be assisted by Miss Carrie Barnard, Miss Ella
Abbott, Miss Leila Andrews, Mrs. Phineas Ayer,
Mrs. Thomas Heath, and Mrs. Gilbert Robinson.
Mrs. Hawley, as in previous years, will take
charge of the check room on the day of the dinner.

The Council Chamber will be open on Tuesday
and Thursday, at 4 o’clock, to receive collectors’
returns and a general meeting will be held at
the same place on Saturday, at 2.30 o’clock.
Relief Corps Fair.
There was a pretty good attendance at the fair,
given under the auspices of the ladies of Bosworth Relief Corps at City Hall Saturday afternoon and evening.
The bad walking probably
kept away many who would otherwise have attended. l’rof. Frank Clayton delighted the chib
dren with his humorous entertainment,there were
several pretty tableaux, and Chandler’s orchestra
provided splendid music all the evening. An excellent antiquarian supper was served in Reception Hall by pretty girls attired in
“ye olden
times” costumes.
Among additional rattles are a beautiful banner
rug made by M.H. Sawyer and J. B. Allen of Bosworth Post, at Ward 5 table, a handsome umbrella
stand by Miss Douglass, and a pretty oil painting
of “Nasturtiums” by Mrs. J. M. Bonney.
During the continuation of the fair, which will
extend to Wednesday night, there should be a
liberal patronage afforded to the entertainment by
our citizens.
The programme for the remaining days will be a
grand promenade concert tonight ; Tuesday evening the First Regiment Fife and Drum Corps, is
pieces, will give an entertainment, which they
promise shall be one of the finest ever presented
in City Hall; Wednesday evening there will be a
graud promenade concert and tea party. The hall
will be open every afternoon also.
Bosworth

Portland Montgomery Guards.
The thirteenth grand annual drill and ball by
the Portland Montgomery Guards will take place
at City Hall Thursday evening, January 7, 1880.
This will be the opening event of the New Year.
Invitations will be extended to all the prominent
military gentlemen throughout the State. The
New Haven drill which so won the admiration of
the people of Connecticut will be reproduced.
Chandler will furnish a brass band concert, playing twenty-five pieces. Quadrille music will be
furnished by an orchestra of ten pieces. The order of dances will be one of the most unique seen
in our city. The lady friends of the company are
to be invited to furnish refreshments in the reception. Further particulars will be furnished in a
few days.

Young

Men’s Christian Association.

There was a large attendance at the gospel
meeting at the Y. M. C. A. rooms at 7 o’clock last
evening. An after meeting was held, and there
The boys’meetwere two requests for prayers,
ing at 4.30 p. m., was addressed by Mr. W. H.
Thomas, of Manchester, Eng., and Messrs. J. W.
Stevenson and A. B. Merrill of this city. There
will be no session of the Bible class next Friday
afternoon, it being Christmas day. The Boys'
Literary Society will meet on Tuesday evening
mid talk over thulr contemplated visit to Boston
The Boys’ Legion of Honor will have a picnic
supper on Wednesday evening, at 6.30 o'clock.

Xow
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Aorktown.”

HENRY JAMES
continues his Serial Story,
“The Priueess Casnmnssiuia.”

This number lias also Poems hv HELEN JACKSON. EDITH M. THOMAS. JULIE K. WETH-

KKILL;

an

Paint and Oil Club.
The Fault and Oil Club held its annual meeting
Matters
at the Falmouth Hotel Saturday night.
specially concerning the result of the year's work,
and the prospect for the coming year were fully
discussed. The feeling expressed was one of general satisfaction as to the success of the organization. The officers for the ensuing year were then
elected as follows:
President—H. H. Burgess.
Vice President—J. II. Crockett.
Secretary and Treasurer—Charles S. Fobes.
Executive Committee—E. L. Stanwood, E. S.
Everett, C. M. Hay.
The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in this city last
week was seventeen, from the following causes:
-wards-.
1 2 8 4 5 0 7 Total.
Diseases.
1
1
2
Apoplexy.
1
2
Bright’s disease. 1
1
1
2
Croup
4
Consumption.2-1---1
l
:>
Heart.
l-l
1 1
2
Pneumonia.
1
1
31d age.
1
rumor. 1
—

Total.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Portland Encampment.
meeting of Portland Encampment, No. 19,
I. O. O. F. Friday evening the following officers
At

a

elected:
Chief Patriarch-Wm. H. Willard.

j
Ii

Priest—James T. Estes.
Senior Warden—Merwin A. Holden.

Juni.r Warden—Charles Gatley.
Scribe—Clinton H. Chesley.
Treasurer—J. V. Bradley.
Trustees—George Trefethen, Fred E.
George W. Furlong.
Agent of hall—Wm. H. Oilier.

■tfliere

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
CONCERNING

Elizabeth, the following officers

were

elected:

Master—Wm. H. Anthoine.
Senior Warden—J. Q. A. Jordan.
Junior Warden—Charles S. Talbot.
Treasurer—Thomas B. Haskell.

Only

days remain in which

four

WESTBROOK.

Town meeting will be held tomorrow.
Wires are being put into the leather board mill
for the electric light.
William South received severe injuries to two
lingers in the ealendores at the Cumberland Paper

Mills, Tuesday.

YARMOUTH.

The fiftieth anniversary of .the marriage of Mrand Mrs. Henry B. Hitchcek of Yarmouth, was
fittingly observed Wednesday evening, by a gathering of one hundred relatives and friends. Many
people front Portland and elsewhere were present
to tender their congratulations to the venerable
couple. The company passed a very enjoyable
evening, and partook of a Bountiful supper. A
greal many valuable presents were received by
Mr. and Mrs. Hitchcock.

MARRIACES.
At Sheepscot Bridge. Dec. 12. Horace N. Mclntire of Wiscasset and Miss Emma Augusta Freeman ot Sheepscot,
In Southport, Dec. G, Lewis Love of Southport
and Miss Mary E. Moore of Westport.
In Damariscotta, Dec. 13, Frank W. Dodge of
Newcastle and Miss Flora E. Feltis of Bristol.
In Boothbay, Dec, 16, Joseph P. Hatch of Damariscotta and Bertha E. Lewis of Boothbay.

to
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In Deering Centre, Dee. 14. Join Raymond, son
of Roland II. and Jennie L. Hooper, aged 1 year
4 months 6 days.
In Boothbay. Dec. 8. Ersula E., wife of James
Mat J ews. aged 20 years.
In Boothbay, Dec. 16, Angie, wife of Win. M.
Sawyer, aged 48 years.
In Newcastle, Dec. 14, John Taylor, aged 86

years.
In Nobleboro, Dec. G, Everett Page, aged 29
years.
In Orange, N. J., Dee. 19, at the residence of
her son, Mrs. Mary L., widow of the late Daniel
Clark.
In Natick, Dec. 13. Mrs. Mary C. Dyer, widow
of the late Eben L. Dyer, formerly of Portland.
In Bath, Dec. 17, Abbie F., wife of Joseph H.
Ricker, aged 36 years 6 months.
In Brunswick, Dec. 10, Mrs. Mary Jane Marshal, aged 73 years.
In Brunswick, Dec. 11, Mrs. Martha Patch,
aged 94 years 8 months.

Rheumatism

to the best authorities, originates in a
morbid condition of the blood. Lactic acid, caused
by the decomposition of the gelatinous and albuminous tissues.eirculates with the blood and attacks the fibrous tissues, particularly in the joints
and thus causes the local manifestations of the
disease. The back and shoulders are the parts
usually affected by rheumatism, and the joints at
tlie knees, ankles, hips .and wrists are also sometimes attacked. Thousands of people have found
in Hood’s Sarsaparilla a positive and permanent
cure for rheumatism. This medicine, by its purifying and vitalizing action on the blood, corrects
the cause of the disease, and it also gives strength
to every function of the body.

According

Immediate Relief.
“Some tweutv vears ago I had my right ankle
dislocated, and t lias been weak ever since. About
ten years ago I was exposed to severe cold and
came near freezing. Since then I have often been
troubled with rheumatism, affecting me most in
tlie right ankle. I suffered severely during the
late cold winter, and tried Hood’s Sarsaparilla as
It gave me almost immediate relief, and
a help.
1 keep it constantly ready for use. It is worth
many times its cost.” L. T. Hunt, Arm of Estey &
Hunt, Kenton, Ohio.
“About a year ago I was pretty well run down,
being troubled with rheumatism and indigestion,
and my blood being very poor. I began to take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and it gave me great relief.”
John Lewis, Torrington, Conn.

Hood’s

being complete
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Sarsaparilla

100 Doses One Dollar
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GOODS.

KNIT

We offer a tiue assortment of y arns and all
at lower prices than we ever displayed.

qualities of Knit Doods

dec21
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F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merelmnts

GLOVES.

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
C. W. ALLEN
dtl

F. O. BAILEY.

marl4

GOODS.

CHRISTMAS
are

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 23, at 2% o’clock p.
m., at store No. 120 Exchange street, we
sell the entire stock, consisting of Havana
and Domestic Cigars, Smoking and Chewing Tobaccos, Turkish, French Brier and Apple Wood
Pipes, Fancy Pipes, Cigar and Cigarette Cases.
Amber and Rubber Pipe Mounts, Canes and
Ink. Playing
Stand, Blank Books, Stationery, Indian
Figure,
Cards, Ac., &c.; also Fixtures,
Shades, German Silver Show Cases, Clock, Mirror, Tobacco Cutter and Lights, Money Drawer,
&c., Ac.
F.O. 1.A1I.EY A CO., Auctioneers.

aN
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offering for one week an assortment of Christmas Presents
fancy articles at lower prices than can be expected

again.

RINES BROTHERS.

City,

lllt

United

the

States,

do

but

applied

that we have

stock in

largest
all

a

We

are

all

pride

three floors.
all kinds of

dren,

In

Toys

and

goods

lower than any other house in
PRICES OF FEW OF
Maine.
OUR MANY NOVELTIES THAT
WE are offering for Christmas at
almost one half the former prices.
Easy Chairs in fancy Coverings,
$4.00, $5.00, $6.00 and upwards.
Willow Rockers, $2.50 and up-

contains

goods suitable for Christmas Presents, and

none

of the counters should

outside, (Gilbert’s

trance
we

careful in-

a

In the room up

have

a room

stairs,

en-

Hall stairs)

filled with choice

ar-

ticles which have been manufactured
in

our own

work rooms, also,

collection of

fine

a

Bronzes, French Bisque

Figures, Baccarat CutGlass, Ink Stands, Vases, Odor and

and Venetian

Toilet Bottles, of

Several

portation.

Screens, Mirrors
be sold

at

our own

very

im-

direct

fine

will issue return tickets to the
above named stations, good to go

333130. 22

reasonable prices.

The public are cordially

invited

to

examine this vast collection.

The

members of our firm and their

assis-

glad

to

23.

J. HICKSON, Gen. Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, Supt.
W. EDJAii, G. P. A.
dec21dtd

possible

in

tomers to the different
and

helping them

have

WESTBROOK SEMINARY
—

AND

guiding cosdepartments

to make selections.

Winter Term will begin Jan. 5, 1886.
ADDRESS

CHILDREN AND INFANTS,
will be circulated in the store

dec21_PEERING,

lor the choice of officers

meeting
transaction of such other business as
THEand thecome
before this meeting, will be held
may
at

Mon-

great help

in

nings

till 9

and

Tuesday

legally

Iteception Hall on FRIDAY EVENING, Dec.
25,1885. at 7Vs o'clock. The Directors meet
half an hour previous.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
dec21dtd
W taut bookkeeper in a jobbing house; must
lie good penman and quick at figures; none but
such as can give satisfactory references as to
character and ability need apply. Address in own
hand-writing, P. O. BOX, 1035, City.21-1
competent person as housekeeper and companion tor an elderly lady.

WANTED—A to 20 GREEN

Thursday evenings till

“New Home”

B.

ATKINSON & CO.,

A.

manager.

ti3t

GREAT DRESS GOODS SALE.
THE MOST IMPORTANT EVER ATTEMPTED IN MAINE.

Will offer

Wednesday,

and continue until sold

16th,

Dec.

TAORSAEE—A Dirigo Scroll Saw in good
JF condition, will be sold for less than half
its cost if taken at once. Address BOX 855, Port-

land, Me.21-1
BATE—Old established business:

all

with
cash trade; just the thing for
FOR
No.
to S. PATTERSON,
small

a

a man

capital. Apply
379% Congress St.

TEN THOUSAND YARDS OF FINE FRENCH DRESS GOODS,
purchased

at

a

21-1

AS USUAL!

Wyer Greene & Go’s
WILL be

—

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

importation.

very great sacrifice from cost of

75 cents, worth
62 1-2 cents, worth
50 cents, worth 75 cents to
37 1-2 cents, worth 75

No. I,
No. 2,
No. 3,
No. 4,

—

ron

$1.25.
$1.00.
$1.00.
cents.

The above goods embrace the most desirable styles offered this

Christmas^ Slipped!

Without question we shall make
the largest display of Fine Slippers
Our imever made in Portland.
mense stock and variety of styles
our

customers an

Slippers costing $1.25

or more.

Brown Block.

the opening day of the sale, from Lewiston, Auburn, Augusta,
and intermediate stations. Half fare on railroads. Horse cars
Congress St. station to and from our store.

488

OF

of B. W., Cherry aud Mahogany
Parlor and Chamber Furniture,
and Lace
Turcoman
Curtains,
Sideboards, &c., &c.
Our goods are first-class and reliable and will be sold cheaper
than poor trash that is forced upon our market to be sold.
Now is your time te buy Furniture for housekeeping or a nice

Easy Chair
mas gift.

FOB

SOLO

from

BY

ALL UKSI’ECTABLE CHEMISTS.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers,

Price 43 Csnts.
N. B.—The words "Syrup of Ked Spruce Gum”
constitute our registered Trade Malic, and our
wrapper and labels are also registered.
Factory: House’s Point. Wholesale Warehouse:
220State Street, Boston, Mass,

cod6mlstor4thp

deell

SLEIGHS.
I Invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I have

some

Light Fane; Trotting Sleighs

at Reasonable Prices

and a good

Business Sleigh for
I

$65.00, That Can't Be Beat!

will warrant all my sleiglis to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

C. E. WHIT YE

Y,

91 Preble St., cor. Lincoln St.,
dee4dtfPOBTI.ANP, Ml:.

BOSTON AND NEW YORK

DAILY PAPERS,

delivered by carrier
any part of tlie city,at publishers ’prices. Subscriptions taken for all tlie
Subleading publications at publishers’ rates.
scribe here and avoid trouble and risk.
and
Graphic
Christmas issues of Loudon News
to

just received.

N. G.

FESSENDEN,
opposite Preble

ijouse.

Don’t buy until you hare called

Deane Bros.
& Sawyer,
SOS. 183 & 185 MIDDLE ST.

dec8

0

dtl

INSURANCE!

<ltf

or

New Year’s Gift!

No Fire Company represented at
tills Agency has Assets of less
than One Million Dollars.

L A MSON’S
Exquisite and Artistically Colored PHOTOGRAPHS are tlie most acceptable and appropriate Present or Holiday Gift. We have one of
the very best Water Color and Crayon Artists now in this country.
Miss E. P. Wright, and are making a decided specialty this season of

CRAYONS,

AND

WATER COLORS

And invite all to call and examine samples of work, at
known Studio,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

onr

a

fire.
—“Poor

We have had two, with your help
have a third.

we

HIT

Man*.

Organized 1849*

CAPITAL $1,000,000.00.
8tatemcnt

Jnn’y 1, 1885.

Total Assets.$2,502,510.00
Liabilities. 1,326,136.00

No more useful or
desirable
present
be purchased for
Surplus as to Policy Holders.$1,236,374.00
Gentlemen and Boys
than a Rubber Coat
and Hat, or a pair of
Hall’s Patent Rub- I
her Lined Boots. For
the Ladies—A Goss-

I ’S5
®

ean

Richard.’
mb

need not
—Smith.

Artificial Eyes of inferior
quality are frequently sold
and represented as genuine
Mueller (Uri) eyes. C. M.
EARI.EV, 4 Exchange

Ml., is the sole agent in Maine
for the Mueller Eyes, and they can be obtained
only from him.

HOEHN,

44 College Place, New York.
eodtmar4

BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS.

Christinas Cards, Souvenir Concert Tickets, Holiday Goods In tho Music line.
STORE.
MUSIC
MTOCK BRIDGE'S
dlw
declO

Tinilli'D
H’.lt

.Kt ■ »

amer

Circular

TlTITTlTfi
TllTIr IT“

Waterproof
is

always

acceptable. We have
a large
variety of

manufacand of finest
i quality. For theCliildren—Rubber Dolls,
our

T?An
" "
tr
JLn.

Toys, Animals, etc.,

economiare more
cal to buv than ordi-

HOLIDAY Old5
MB

Tiei,’*;

I JttJEiW JCiIm

|

cms

U

AGENT,

dtf

decl'J

No. 31 1-2

Exchange St.,

STANTON BLOCK. PORTLAND.
declG
d3w

*or

the
Folks,
Sick—A Rubber Hotwater Bottle or an
Air Cushion will give
more comfort
than
any other present.

HALL RUBBER GO.,
No. 222 Middle St.

DIPHTHERIA.
AN

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT.

I have no hesitation in saying that by using
Baker’s Great American Specific fit season, it will
prevent and cure what might he a fatal case of
diphtheria. / have cured two children with it. and
am satisfied If 1 had known of tlds remedy in
season, it would have saved the lives of two who
died of this dreadful disease.
JOHN J. BENNETT,
Master Steamer “Franconia,” Portland, Me.

M.W&Knnr,tf

Rubber Bottles when filled
-IliAJLilJ
w ith hot water are sure relief
for Rheumatism, Neuralgia
DTTUB1MJ Head, Ear. Teeth and Back
XV Ll illir. il Ache. Kidney Complaints, and
all pains yield to the soothing
heat so easily applied in these
Ultlc comforters.
They make
GOODS. very
desirable Holiday Presents.
ii ii I ?u

THE HURON

Table and Dairy Salt
IS THE

PRENTISS LORING,

own

ture

dec5dtf

&

INSURANCE CO.,
Springfield,

eodtf

J ust read these lines and you will know
A bout a movement made last Spring;
M ark well these words and they will show
E nough to read our purpose in.
S ome strange events we will relate,
S omething for you to contemplate.
M oved down the street, eight oxen used,
I tell you ’twas a novel sight,
T o sec it you’d have been amused,
II ow well we went and all was right.
And now we have come back again,
Co. and all, help us remain,
At our old stand in the new Davis Block, 121 Exchange St., 130 Market St., by giving us a share
of your patronage where we offer you as good a
bargains in boots and shoes (if not a little better)
than you can get at any other shoe store In the city.
IIERBERT C. I.WRD, Clerk.

BAHMANN

FIRE AND NARINE

well-

UP ONE FLIGHT.

JAMES SMITH & CO.
Three removes are as had as

SPRINGFIELD

of

dec2

nov2C

HORSE R. R- STATION,

Christ-

on us.

Congress Street.

& 490

Christmas

KERRY, WATSON & CO.
Wholesale Druggist*, Montreal.

a

PRENTISS LORING.

and

the finest lied Spruce Gum, (Delicious Flavor.
Balsamic, Soothing, Expectorant and Tonic.

Prepared

Bath
from

—

Bronchial
all Throat Affections.

for

AND FOR A

—

Colds,

Coughs,

or Rocker

AGEYCY OF

RED SPRUCE
GUM
—

meu-

NOW FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

U Jr
—

10

DECEIVED.

BROTHERS,

TURNER

dec!5_d2w
P5 X

numerous

REMEMBER OUR GREAT SALE

GRAND EXCURSION ON WEDNESDAY,

decl2

WYER GREENE & GO.,

i«o

REMEMBER THE PLACE AND BE NOT

opportuni-

ty to select just what they w ant.
Our prices range from 75 cts to $4
per pair, so that purchasers can invest as much or as little as they
please. A Beautiful Souvenir,such
as may he seen in our windows,
v/ill be given with every pair of

539 Congress St.,

This sale has never been equalled and no one can afford to let the
opportunity pass without securing all they can use of these beautiful

goods.

—

fancy Carpet

Plush top Bouquet Tables, $3.50
and upwards.
A nice Ebony Towel Rack for 50
cents, &c., &c.
Cherry and Black Walnut Desks,
Easy, Fancy and Reception Chairs.
Brass, Ebony and Cherry Stands.
Music Racks of all kinds. Cherry
in Embossed
Rockers
Patent
Leather, and a great many other

season.

HE A ©QUARTERS

in

upwards.

noveiiies

BROS.

TURNER

Rockers,

Patent

Patterns for $3.00 and upwards.
Easels in Cherry, Ebony, and B.
W., $2.50 and upwards.
Foot rests in Plushes, $2.50 and

tion.

required.21-1

10 o’clock.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

PRODUCTIONS

MACHINE

The machines in use will be the

shown Id this city.

Dec. 22
so famously known throughout New England. Remember the days, Tuesday and Wednesday,
and 23. A half hour spent here, will ricldy repay you.

ST. References

Apply immediately

eve-

o’clock; Wednesday and

ever

SEWINC

OF

EXHIBITIONS

ISAAC C. ATKINfSOM,

ANNUAL MEETING.
annual

Patent Rockers, $7.00 $8.00,
$10.00 and upwards.

nine o’clock in the morning until nine o’clock at night.
On these two days we shall give one of the most extensive

from

dcc21

ME.d2w

CITIZENS’ MUTUAL RELIEF SOCIETY.

making selections.
ISS^Open Monday

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 22 & 23, wards.

—

JAS. P. WESTON, President,

gives

GENTLEMEN AND YOUTHS,

will prove a

of the Branch of Furnishing Store of B. A. Atkinson & Co.,
invites everybody to come to Donnell Building,
cor. Pearl and Middle Sts., on

—

FEMALE COLLECE.

cus-

LADIES AND MISSES,

day and

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

Celetoratea

tomers consult them and will render
all assistance

Furniture, Drapery, Bedding, &c.,

t

JANUARY 6, 1886.

—

tants will be very

or

Tickets good to Return up to

Chairs,

Cabinets will

and

0.00

■

Grand Trunk R.R. Go.

and an extensive stock o£ BaskOn the main floor

& SAWYER.

Street.

$0.00

are

for Chil-

every department

DEANE BROS.

SQUARE,

Montreal and Return
Quebec and Return

on

basement

the

Holidays.

Look! Read and be convinced
that we are selling all kinds of

—

showing goods

now

Forthe

Opp. Preble

and

showing their friends

in

FURNITURE

hi

CHEAP EXCURSION

skill

our

which nearly

Portland people take

unua,

an

say

collecting

and resources towards

ui

uuuua

—AT—

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for 86. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Low’ll, Mass.

janl

styles of all

such

bums, Silver Ware, Doll Carriages, Jewelry, Rocking
Horses and Chairs, Glass Ware, Dolls, Hals, Caps,
Pocket Books, Ink Stands, Birds, Baskets, and Thousands of Articles too numerous to mention, can be found

We do' not

and of excellent value.
say that we have the

com-

Our usual lists of what to buy for

DEATHS.

five

former year.

We

be found the Largest Stock of Holiday
Goods and Useful Articles at the

28 MARKET

complete the Christmas shopping.

speetion.

Secretary—Stephen Seamman.

good assortment of

in useful and in

can

dec21d4t

be passed by without

These officers were installed Tuesday evening,
16tli, by Past Master Francis M. Garden. A delegation from Atlantic Lodge at Portland, was
present, and were hospitably entertained.

a

Eureka Dollar Store,

GOODS.

nearly
CAl-E ELIZABETH.
At, the annual mcet.imr of Hiram Lodae at Cane

with

lower than we ever offered

of all
Dents’. Ladies and Children can find a very large assortment
qualities to select from. Prices never lower anywhere.

Lowest Prices in the

I

CHRISTMAS

ets and Brackets.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

ns

prices

—-

-INCLUDING

from other cities and towns.

Dirigo Roofing Company.

at

OF

BY AUCTION.

dec 21

pleasure

This company has been organized with the following officers;
President—George T. Pratt.
Treasurer—Tobias Lord.
Directors—Joseph F. Fogg, Tobias Lord, Freeman Pratt.
Capital stock, $25,000; paid in, S500.

Towels,

Eureka Dollar Store,
x

purchaser—and
Haskell,

Christmas Sales find
Linen

FIXTURES

AND

NewYork Cigar Store

$1.75 and $2.00 each.

KID

28 MARKET SQUARE,
;

STOCK

—

SILK RIBBONS 10 CENTS.

-A.T-

a. 111..

tt

((

19

extra value at

Dec. 21st, at 10
Mechanics
Harmon,
consisting
A.
stock
of
Geo.
Hall, the|
if Watches, Clocks, Jewelry of every description,
solid silver in cases, Silver plated ware. Eye
Glasses, &c.. &c., &e. Sale at 10 a. m., 2.30 and
7.30 p. m. each day until closed.
F. V. CHASE, Assignee.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auetioueer*.
d3t
(led!)

Monday,Commencing
517 Congress St., under

a

We offer for this week an excellent assortment of all Silk Satin
Ribbons in unrrowisli widths at only 10 cents per yard.

HOLIDAYS

eye—and of intrinsic value to the

High

year;

number.

a

4 Park Street* Ro»tou, Mass.

stock which shall be pleasing to the

were

35 cents

dec21d3t_

--

—

a

HOUCHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.

k

consideration.

Ne-

“The Free

(111

Quantity limited

“25

AUCTION,

TOWELS.

is the time to subscribe.

Ciorham—William Moulton to Albertie A. Finney, land; S17.
Edwin It. Hamlin to Charles J. Berry, land;

no

paper

Noith

$4.00

tion.

Harrison—Abigail Woodsum to Charles Brown,
land; $75._

important

Carolina,” by DAVID
groes
DODGE; Reviews of Important New Books; and
Tlie Contributors’ Club.
of

special sale.

I cent each.
ce"ts

Very Fine Bisc Dolls

MRS. OLIPHANT
lias live chapters of her Novel,
“A Country Gentleman.”

RIFFLES,
Barton's Comedy Company will appear in “Kipples” at Portland Theatre, Christmas. The Quincy Herald says: “The Barton Comedy Company
played in the Donovan opera house Monday and
Tuesday evenings, and gave excellent satisfaction. The fun anil music were first-rate. Miss
Essie Barton and Mr. Baughman alone were
wortli twice the price of admission.”

land;

Large Dolls,

which

SALE.

Forenoon we shall sell China Dolls at

Very small Dolls,
Next sizes of Dolls,
“

stock

whole

Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Silver Plated Ware, &c„
BY

$2.50

DOLL
Monday

THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH
lias a characteristic Short Story,
“Two Bites at a Cherry.”

fol-

sis

25 cents.

"

There are only two kinds of Sheetings in our
will be excepted from this price for one week.

or more Historical papers
the “Political Consequences in
of Cornwallis’s Nnrreuder at

—or—

_

„

4 yards for
“
“
40

JOHN FISKE

wife one

Stockbridge’s.

Brunswick—Andrew Y. Campbell to Andrew Y.
Campbell, Jr., laud; $50.
Harpswell—Clement Skolfield to Mary F. Gunn,

family Unbleached Sheeting

stock of choice

our

ows:

begins a series of six

Oil
ments afternoon and evening, at City Hall. This
will be the first appearance of the Till Kock players, assisted by Miss Ida Brown, reader. The
souvenir concerts Saturday afternoon and evening, Dec. 2Cth, will be very attractive. The Kock
Band Concert Company will play and sing English
glees. They will be assisted by Leland T. Powers
who will give selections at the matinee, and present “Esmeralda,” in which he represents nine
characters. The Arclaraena Ladles' Quartette of
SouveBoston will make their first appearance.
nir Christmas cards given away with each ticket

8107

Choice from

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
opens lii8 “New Portfolio” again with
“A Cry from the Ntuily.”

STOCKBRIDOE ENTERTAINMENT.
Christmas there will be course entertain-

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the registry of
deeds:
Portland—James Connelian to Patrick J. Conaellan, land; 81 and other consideration.
Westbrook—Jolm Wheeler to Charles H. Yerrill, land and buildings; 8250 and other considera-

volume.

a new

ASSIGNEE’S SALE

SHEETING 61-4 CENTS.

Clouds.”

“In the

to consist of a grand musical and literary
programme, will take place at Odd Fellows’ Hall,
Dec. 29th, under the auspices of Portland Encampment. The following talent have been engaged: Miss Brown, soprano; Mrs. A. B. Morrison, contralto; Miss Maud Hawkins, reader; Mr.
Charles Farrell, harmonica soloist; Schubert
Male Quartette; Portland Banjo Club; and Mrs.
Morrill, pianist.

at

ready, bey ins

CHARLES EGBERT CRADDOCK
begins a New Serial Story,

course,

—

Mr. Thomas Tasli has been elected a vice president of the New England Music Teachers’ Association.
Capt. Charles Merrill and Mrs. Merrill will visit
Mrs. Gaubert at Columbia, S. C.
Sheriff True has recovered from his attack of

OWE.MOWiMl.

ODD FELLOW ENTERTAINMENT.
second entertainment in the <Kid Fellows’

--

Hon. Charles F. Libby, Mrs. Libby and Mr. J.
B. Libby have gone on a trip to New York.
Hon. W. L. Putnam and Mrs. Putnam are in

JANUARY ATLANTIC

AUCTION MALES.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ABVEK TISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

BEST.

..

_

~

RUBBER CO., So. 222 Middle St.
Ask Your Grocer for it. Take No Other. HALL
dtf
decio
dec8

d3m

